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FOREVJORD 

The research work described in this thesis was completed at the 

University of California, Lavirence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, 

California during the period from September of 1971 to t·1arch of 1975 . 

During this time I was a graduate student in the Department of Materials 

Science and Engineering at the University of California, Berkeley, and 

associated with the Inorganic Materials Research Division at Lawrence 

Berkeley Laboratory. 

I first became interested in impact fracture problems during the 

summers of 1968 and 1969 while employed at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory 

in the Inorganic t-1aterials Division. t·1y work there was part of the ARPA 

ceramic armor progral71. Following completion of all requirements for the 

M.S. degree from Berkeley ·in 1971, I was ·invited to return to Livermore 

to·work with members of the Physics Department on a broad program 

concerned with the response of materials to dynamic loading. One 

important asp~ct of this program involved computer simulation of fracture 

in brittle materials. The experiments described in this work Here 

intended to supplement theoretical modelling by other members of the 

Physics Department. 

The work is described in two parts. Part l, 11Magnetically Acceler-

ated Flyer Plates for Use in Impact Fracture Studies," describes the 

experimenta 1 system developed to provide impacts at known velocities and 

times. This work was previously published at Lawrence Livermore 

Laboratory in December of 1973 as Report UCRL-51496. Part 2, "Fracture 

of Glass by Stress v!aves, II describes the experimenta 1 fracture program 

and the extensive computer computations necessary for establishing 

stress-time histories in the target plates. 
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CRACK GROWTH IN GLASS SUBJECTED 

TO CONTROLLED IMPACTS 

William Edward Snowden 

ABSTRACT 

Crack growth in borosilicate glass plates subjected to controlled 

impacts was studied using high-speed streak photography. Target plates 

containing thermally-induced pre-cracks were impacted using a ~agnetic 

harrmer system capable of providing impacts at known velocities and times. 

The maximum stress in the targets following impact increased approximately 

linearly with the velocity of the alu~inum flyers. The duration of the 

stress waves generated on impact varied with the flyer thickness. The 

relation between stress pulse characteristics and crack growth was 

examined in an attempt to establish a cdterion for fracture by stress 

waves. Critical impact velocities required for crack growth were 

determined for a range of exoerimental conditions. Corresponding stress 

histories at the crack front position in the target plates \'Jere calculat-

ed using finite-difference computer codes; Conditions for the onset of 

crack growth ~Jere found to be described by a least action law of the 

formj(02 ~t) dt = constant, consistent with recently proposed .stress wave -

crack interaction theories. The validity of a least action law for 

fracture by stress waves has not previously been established. 

A nu~ber of othet features of crack growth in glass plates sub-

jected to controlled impacts were examined following impacts at 

velocities higher than the various critical values. These features 

-vii-



included the formation of crack growth increments; crack acceleration, 

deceleration, and arrest; and crack branching. For the transparent 

targets used, streak photography proved to be an invaluable method for 

recording crack velocity histories. Neasured crack' velocities ranged 

fro8 approximately 400 m/sec to greater than 3000 m/sec. The highest 

observed crack velocity vJas significantly greater than any previously 

reported crack velocity in glass, u. result attributed to the rapid load 

transfer provided by stress waves, the relatively low stress level which 

inhibited hackle formation and branching at lov1er velocities, and the 

method of observation. Crack branching at very high crack velocities was 

found to occur as a result of velocity-induced modification of the crack 

tip stress field in a manner compatibl~ with the widely accepted view 

that branching depends primarily on the attainment of a critical energy 

release rate or stress intensity factor. 

-viii-



l. 

PART 1 

MAGNETICALLY ACCELERATED FLYER PLATES. 

FOR USE IN I~1PACT FRACTURE STUDIES 

\ 



2. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A number of useful techniques have been devised for producing high 

stress \'laves in solids. These techniques ·include: (l) use of explosive 

charges or exploding foils in intimate contact with the target; (2) 

impacting of targets with projectiles or flyer plates accelerated with 

high-pressure gas guns or explosives; and (3) use of exploding metal 

foils to drive thin plastic flyer· plates ·into the target athigh 

1 . t. 1 ve oc 1 1 es. Depending on flyer velocity and certain properties of the 

flyer and target materials, these techniques are capable of producing 

pressure pulses ranging from very small values to greater than 500 kbar. 

Results of tests over such wide ranges in pressure have been used to 

determine equations-of-state for a 9reat many materials. As a result, 

the ability to predict the behavior of solids subjected to shock-

loading has been significantly improved. 

Another technique for producing stress pulses in solids, \'Jhich 

should be quite useful in fracture studies, has been developed at Sandia 

Livermore Laboratory. 1 •2 Forces of magnetic repulsion are used to 

accelerate flat, metal straps to final velocities ranging from ~~.02 mm/ 

~sec to ~1.0 mm/~sec. Corresponding pressures up to ~100 kbar can be 

achieved. A capacitor bank is discharged through the flyer to provide 

energy and either a fast, low-energy bank or·a slow, high-energy bank 

may be used. 2 Since a high degree of reproducibility is expected with 

regard to impact velocity,3 this technique should be of value in 

~xperiments requiring strict control of the impact pressure at relatively 

low pressures. Furthermore, time to impact at some constant displace-

ment is also expected to be reproducible, making it easier to synchronize 

the impact event with high-speed cameras and/or electronic recording devices. 

A ,, 

I 
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It is the purpose of this report to describe in detail a magnetic 

harrrner system set up for the purpose of producing relatively lovt

pressure impacts on thin plates. Theory associated vtith the accelera-

3~ 

tion of metal flyers by magnetic forces is reviei<Jed, and methods used to 

obtain time-displacement-velocity histories of aluminum flyers under 
., 

varying conditions are discussed. Data presented include flyer velocity 

and time-to-~mpact for five different flyers, with an accelerating 

voltage ranging from 3 to 15 kV. The response of flyers .of other 

suitable materials should be easily determined following methods out-

lined in this report. 

I I. THEORY 

Magnetic acceleration of conductive flyer plates occurs because an 

electric current produces a magnetic field in the space that surrounds 

it. The magnetic field strength B produced by a closed circuit of any 

shape is given by the Ampere-Laplace law,4 

(1) 

where 110 is the magnetic permeability of vacuum, I is the current, r is 

distance from the conductor, and ~T and ~r are unit vectors in the 

direction of current flow and in a radial direction normal to the 

conductor plane, respectively. Placing the conductor in a magnetic 

field results in a force. F acting on the medium given by 

F = If ~ X Bd£ 
vol T 

(2) 



4. 

For a rectilinear conductor, ~Tis constant and the total force is 

r = I( ~r x if) f d£ 
. L 

.. (3) 

Thus the force F acts perpendicular to both the direction of current 

flow and that of the magnetic field. For a flat-plate conductbr, the 

direction of the magnetic field is in the plane of the plate and normal 

to the direction of current flow. Therefore, facts normal to the plate. 

T\'IO flat-plate conductors narrowly separated by an insulating 

medium may each be considered to act like a single conductor placed in a 

~niform magnetic field. If the currents flowing in these plates act in 

opposite directions, it is easily shown that the forces acting on the 

plates are repulsive. For currents, magnetic fields, forces, and 

direction vectors as indicated in Fig. l, the total force F' on plate P' 

is as given in Eq. {2), 

( 4) 

For a semi-infinite flat-plate conductor, the magnetic field strength B 

determined using Ampere's law, is 

(5) 

where b is the plate width. Noting that (u-f X B) = uRB, and substitut

ing forB from Eq. (5), 

(6) 

.. 

J 
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Fig. 1. Magnetic interaction between two flat-plate conductors. 



The presence of plate P and its magnetic field ~ prbduce a force f• on 

Plate P' acting in the direction shown in Fig. 1. Similarly, the total 

force f on plate P is found to be 

(7) 

which acts in the opposite direction to f'. Thus, t\-10 parallel conduc-

tors with currents in opposit~ directions repel each other with equal 

force as a result of their magnetic interaction. 

6. 

The force acting on each plate can also be found by-considering the 

flow of energy in the circuit. 5•6 The total electrical energy input 

must be accounted for by changes in the stored mechanical energy, energy 

associated with the magnetic field, and energy lost due to resistive 

heating. In differential form, this can be expressed as 

(dW)elec = (dW)mech + (dW)field + (dW)loss (8) 

where W is the total energy of the circuit. For the flat-plate flyer 

geometry illustrated in Fig. 2, the flyer and current return path can be 

represented as a variable inductance LF(x) and a constant resistance RF. 5 

Taking VF to be the voltage across the plates, where 

(9} 

the change in the electric energy is 

(dW) = VFidt == I2RF_dt + I2dLF + LFidl elec (1 0) 

The energy stored in the magnetic field of an inductor is given by 



. ", 

•' 

Transmission 
Rods Ground 

Plate 

Fi~. 2. Flyer plate configuration. 
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'·! = l L I2 vfield 2 F 

so that 

The energy lost due to resistance heating is qiven by 

Combining Eqs. (8), (10), (12) and (13), 

1 2 
(dW)mech = F dx = ~ I dLF 

Thus the total force acting on the flyer plate is 

{ 11) . 

{ 12) 

( 13) 

( 14) 

( 15) 

For closely spaced parallel plates, the total inductance is given 

by 

L = ~X (f) ( 16) 

where £ is the length and x is the distance between the plates. It 

follows that the force per unit length acting on the flyer is 

( 17} 

8. 

This the same result expressed by Eq. (6) when the currents I and I' are 

equal. 

- " 

I 
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For magnetically<accelerated flyer plates, the ground plate is 

massive compared to the flyer. Thus while both are subjected to the 

same force~ only the lighter plate moves away. The magnetic pressure 

acting on the flyer is given by 

(18) 

and the magnetic impulse ~1, which is a measure of the momentum density 

of' the flyer, is found by integrating Eq. (18) with respect to time, 

t 
M =fa· P dt { 19) 

9. 

Since the current in the flyer assembly is expected to be a damped sine 

wave generally associated with a series R-L-C circuit, 

I(t) = :~ exp (- ~~) sin wt (20) 

where v0 is the initial bank voltage, L is the total inductance of the 

system, R is total resistance, w is angular frequency given by 

. _ (l R2)l/2 
w - LC - 4i_7 ( 21) 

and C is the capacitance~ Thus the force, and hence the pressure and 

magnetic impulse, is strongly time-dependent. The force will rise 

rapidly to its maximum value and then decrease, while the total impulse 

will increase until the current .becomes very small and then remain 

essentially constant. Using Eqs. (18) to (21), the magnetic impulse 



.. 
t1(t) at any time can be calculated. In the cgs system of units, M(t) 

is measured in taps, which is equivalent to dyne-sec/cm2. By dividing 

10 . 

M(t) by the product of flyer density and thickness~ an esti~ate for the 

flyer velocity at any time after discharge can be obtained. By taking 

small time increments, a c::omplete time-displacement-velocity histo~y for 

the flyer can be computed. 

An alternate means of calculating flyer history involves considera

tion of the circuit equation for the complete system. 5 A schematic 

diagram of the model used to represent the system is presented in Fig. 3. 

The governing equation for the circuit is given by 

d . rt I 
CI'T<LI) + RI + Jo C dt = v0 (22) 

The total inductance L = L8 + LF, and total resistance R = R8 + RF. 

Differentiating Eq. (22), 

2 
L2(LI)+R~+l=o 
dt dt c (23) 

\'lith R assumed to be constant. From Newton's second law and Eq. (15.), 

where m is the· mass of the flyer .. · The total inductance at any time is 

given by 

x (dL ) 
L(x) = LB +fa d: dx . (25) 

.. 
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Ayer Circuit 
XBL 752-158 

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of flyer plate and capacitor bank 

circuit, after Reynolds and Jacobson. 5 
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Taking (dLF/dx) = ~9Jb from Eq. (16), and substituting for L in Eq. (23), 

the two equations 

and 

(26) 

are obtained. At time t = 0 the current is zero, the velocity is zero, 

and the plate separation is xG. Therefore, Eqs~ (26) are subject to the 

boundary conditions 

I(O) = 0 
(27) 

x(O) = x
0 

5 Reynolds and Jacobson have written a computer program called 

fvlOTION which solves Eqs. (26) by reducing them to four first-order 

equations with the independent variables I, x, (di/dt), and (dx/dt). 

The program uses a modified Runge-Kutta method of solution/ and current, 

displacement, and velocity as functions of time are obtained. The 

authors reported good agreement between the theoretical predictions of 

MOTION and experimental values for thin flyers of aluminum. 
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An LLL version of t•lOTION, ca.11ed ~10TWNX, is listed in Appendix lA. 

MOTIONX runs on the CDC 7600 computer. 

II I. EXPERmENT 

A 20~kV capacitor bank having a total capacitance C of 57 ~F was 

used in this study. Using a Pearson current probe, the current-time 

signature for the system vJas obtained by discharging the bank through a 

thick flyer separated from the ground plate by a piece of mylar insula

tion 10 mils thick. The use of a rather massive flyer ensured that 

there would be no separation of the conductor plates which might increase 

the total inductance. From the current trace, the period T was 

measured, and the total inductance L = L8 was, then calculated using the 
. . . 8 

approx1mat10n 

(28) 

Initially, a total inductance of 820 nH was determined, a value signifi

cantly greater than values reported for other such systems. The 

inductance was reduced by eliminating massive bus bars and connecting 

the transmission lines directly to the back of the flyer assembly. A 

period of 24 ~sec, corresponding to an inductance of 256 nH, was then 

measured. 

The total resistance R of the system was calculated using the 

relation 

R=~T-'=-lnrrn 
n+2rr 

(29) 
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where 0/ In+21T) is the ratio of current peak to the peak one full cycle 

later. R was found to b~ 20.4 mn, and corresponds to R8 since flyer 

resistance RF was negligible compared toR. Taking angular frequency 

w = 2n/T, the rise time for the system T .(time to peak current) was . m 

detennined, 

T = l tan- 1 (~wl) 
m w R (30} 

It was then possible to calculate the peak current Imax for any initial 

voltage v0 using the relation 

RTm 
vo -x I = wl- e s i n w T max m ( 31) 

From Eq. (31} it was determined that peak current was increased by more 

than 50% on lowering the inductance as noted above. 

Aluminum, copper, and nickel flyers having the step configuration 

shown in Fig. 2 were fabricated in several thicknesses ranging from 

0.0292-0.100 em. All were 1.27 em wide, and the length between the 

expansion nodes was 4.44 em. Aluminum flyers having a center section 

3.50 em long and 0.205 em thick were also made, with the remainder of 

the strap 0.0508 em thick. The thicker center section of these special 

flyers results in a longer pulse on impact, while the thinner regions 

where the strap is constrained make it possible to accelerate the flyer 

to useful velocities. The step configuration chosen for the flyers was 

dictated by optical considerations where it is desirable to be able to 

photograph flyer impact on a target placed in close proximity to its 

initial position. 
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For actual firing, the flyer assembly was mounted on an insulating 

{phenolic canvas) plate in a vacuum box. Firing was done in vacuum 

{~100 ~M Hg) to eliminate possible air-cushioning effects and to 

simulate conditions intended during impact experiments. A Beckman and 

Whitley Model 200 high-speed camera recorded the motion of the flyer. 

This camera is designed to give simultaneous streaking and framing 

retards. However, for most shot~ it was found that suitable simultaneous 

records could not be obtained. Operating the camera at rotor speeds 

necessary to obtain acceptable streak data resulted in blurred framing 

records; increasing camera speed to improve the framing record also 

improved the streak resolution, but shortened the total recording time. 

Thus it was often necessary to repeat shots at different camera speeds 

to obtain all the information desired. 

The streaking mode was used to record the changing positibn of the 

fly~r with time. The recording axis was perpendicular to the flyer path, 

and the camera slit was positioned on the center of the flyer. A 1 x 2-

mm grid located adjacent to the flyer and parallel to the flight plane 

was used to obtain an accurate measure of distances regardless of camera 

magnification. Illumination was provided by a General Electric FT623 

flash lamp, with a 720-~F capacitor bank charged to approximately 4 kV 

which could be triggered on and off at specified times. Camera writing 

speeds and synchronization times were determined using E~12 bridgewires 

exploded by a capacitor discharge unit (CDU) at 3 kV. The bridgewires . ~ . 

were also used during each shot to establish zero time. The measured in-

herent delay in the CDU and bridgewires was 2.0 ~sec. 

For each flyer thickness, flyer motion at five or six different 

voltages was photographed. A minimum of three shots under essentially 



identical conditions were made to check reproducibility. The main 

capacitor bank voltage was measured to within 0.05% using a precision 

voltage divider (CPS Inc., Model HVP-250) and a differential voltmeter 

(John Fluke r~fg. Co., ~1odel 8038). Typical streak records for several 

alu~inum flyers are presented in Fig. 4. 

16. 

The Model 200 camera framing ~ode was used to record: flyer planarity 

du~ing flight. The various flyers were found to remain planar relative 

to their thickness over ~10 mm of length, and in most instances for up 

to 6-mm displacement. The maximum observed displacement was ~14 mm. As 

expected, thicker flyers remained flatter over the center region due to 

their greater resistance to bowing. At the higher voltages used, several 

of the flyers exhibited a, tendency to curl fon·Jard at the edges. As 

noted by Meagher and Williams, 6 this is a consequence of the current 

density being greater at the edges of the flyer. The accelerating 

magnetic force is then greater at the edges resulting in the observed 

curl. 

IV. RESULTS 

To obtain accurate dat~ from the Polaroid time-displacement 

records, each streak was reduced to a set of approximately 50 coordinate 

pairs using a digitized film reader (Grant Instruments, Berkeley, Calif., 

Model LE21337). Each selected point on the streak curve was converted 

to a pair of six-digit numbers and automatically recorded on computer 

punch cards. Zero time, plus the 2-~sec inherent delay, was established 

from the bridgewire image. Camera magnification of flyer displacement 

was indicated by the grid lines. With the camera writing speed and this 
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0.0292 em AI, 5.0 kV 

RPS = 250 

VF = 0.098 mmjp sec 

0.0508 em AI, 9.0 kV 
\ 

RPS =500 

VF = 0.183 mmjpsee 

O.IOOemAI, 8.0kV 

RPS = 250 

VF = 0.096 mmffLsec 

XBB 752-1171 

Fig. 4. Typical streak· records for several aluminum flyers. Camera 

rotor speed (RPS) and flyer velocity (\TF) indicated. 
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magnification factor both known, real time-displacement coordinates \'/ere 

readily dbtained. 

A program called MAGSHOT was written for the CDC 7600 computer to 

calculate the streak coordinates (see Appendix 18). The program then 

fits the points to a third degree polynomial using the least-squares 

utility routine MLR. 9 For the general equation y = A1 + A2x + A3x2 . 
~ 

+ A4xv, they values correspond to times and x values correspond to 

di sp 1.acements. Since t·lLR solves for the constants A., time to any 
1 

specified displacement is found by substitution, and velocity at any 

point is determined after differ~ntiat·ion. A check on the velocity 

calculation is made by taking an estimate of the current slope of the 

streak curve using pairs of data points spaced three points apart. 

The program NAGSHOT calculates time-·displacement-velocity relations 

at 0.5-mm intervals up to a maximum displacement of 8.0 mm. Typical 

histories for two different flyers are presented in Table 1. A review 

of similar data for all flyer thicknesses, representing approximately 

lOO shots, revealed that the flyer had attained a velocity close to its 

maximum value by the time it had tr·ave·led 3-4 mm. It is recognized that 

flyer planarity will be greatest for shorter distances of travel; 

however, it is also important that the flyer be moving at a velocity 

close to its maximum value on impact since an appreciable error in 

estimating the total momentum transferred to the target might otherwise 

result. Accordingly, it was decided to use an initial spacing between 

flyer and target of 3.0 mm. At this distance, the flyer reaches a 

velocity within 15% of its maximum value for all flyer thicknesses, and 

in most instances the difference is less than 10%. 
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Table 1 .. Typical flyer histories from streak 

records as computed by r1AGSHOT. 

Time Displacement Velocity 
()Jsec) (mrn) .(mm/)Jsec) 

0. 0292 cm-thi_El__f_l ye.!2-.~0 kV 

ll. 01 0.50 0.095 

15.93 1.00 0.109 

20.26 1.50 0.123 

24.09 2.00 0.139 

27.51 2.50 0.154 
30.61 3.00 0.168 

33.49 3.50 0.179 
36.23 4.00 0.185 

38.92 4.50 0.185 

41.66 5.00 0.179 

44.54 5.50 0.168 

47.64 6.00 0.154 

51.06 6.50 0.139 

End of record 

0.100 em-thick flyer, 10.0 kV 

13.60 0.50 0'.067. 

20.42 1.00 0.080 

26.22 1.50 0.093 

31.22 2.00 0.107 

35.65 2.50 0.119 
39.73 3.00 0.125 

43.70 3.50 0.125 

47.79 4.00 0.119 
End of record 



Representative time-velocity curves for four different aluminum 

flyers accele~ated with 9:0~kV discharges are shown in Fig. 5. The 

points at which flyer displacement is equal to 3.0 mm are indicated on 

each curve. Clearly, in each instance the flyer momentum at the indi-

20. 

cated points is close to the maximum. The curves do not e~trapolate to 

zero because for most shots there was a delay of approximately 5 ~sec 

before any motion of the flyer was detected. 

Time-to-impact and impact velocity for the various aluminum flyers 

were found by averaging the values obtained at each accelerating voltage. 

All measured velocities for a given flyer thickness and constant bank 

~oltage were within 5% of their average value, and the measured times 

were within 2 ~sec. These results confirm early expectations with 

regard to reproducibility. The averaged velocity-time data at 3.0-mm 

displacement for the five different flyers are presented in Table 2. 

For each flyer thickness, data at five or six different accelerating 

vdltages were obtained. However, in fracture experiments it is desirable 

to be able to produce impacts at any intermediate velocity. To determine 

intermediate values for time-to-impact and velocity, a computer program 

called HA~~ER was written which fits each set of data listed in Table 2 

to a smooth curve using a cubic spline technique. A program listing is 

provided in .A.ppendix C. The curve-fitting subroutine SPFT used has been 

described by Ralston and Hilf. 10 Each successive pair of data po.ints is 

fitted to a cubic equation with first and second derivatives required to 

be continuous at these points. Tabulated data giving time-to-impact and 

flyer velocity versus bank voltage at 250-V intervals over the range of 

voltages used for each flyer were obtained. A similar program using the 

least-squares fitting routine MLR instead nf SPFT gave results in 
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Table 2. Streak data for aluminum flyers. 
Program r~AGSHOT output for . 

· 3.0-mm displacements~ 

Voltage 
(kV) 

Time 
{iJsec) 

·.Flyers 0.0292 em-thick 

3.0 91.59 
5.0 46.07 
7.0 31.48 
9.0 25.23 

11.0 19~55 

Flyers 0.0508 em-thick 

4.0 86.98 
6.0 49.28 
7.5 33.64 
9.0 29.43 

12.0 22.10 

Flyers 0.0762 em-thick 

4.0 117.26 
6.75 56.50 
9.0 36.73 

12.0 25.51 
15.0 16.70 

Flyers 0.100 em-thick 

5.0 80.85 
6.0 71.62 
8.0 49.21 

lO.O 38.05 
12.0 29.86 
15.0 23.81 

Flyers o~205 cm~thicK 

5.0 125.00 
7.0 99.13 
9;0 78.56 

12.0 55.32 
15.0 44.25 

Velocity 
(rrrn/JJsec) 

0.042 
0.098 
0.174 
0.231 
0.279 

0.048 
0.087 
0.137 
0.183 
0.245 

0.032 
0.080 
0.126 
0.188 
0.240 

0. 04-7 
0.060 
0.096 
0.129 
0.156 
0.196 

0.022 
0.038 
0.056 
0.084 
0.096 

22. 
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excellent agreement with those of HAr·1t·1ER. Thus it appears that estimat-

ing intermediate times the velocities should not introduce any significant 

error. 

The time-velocity-voltage relations to be used to establish impact 

velocity and synchronization times during fracture experiments are plotted 

in Figs. 6-10. Flyer velocity at 3.0-rnm displacement was found to range 

from 0.022 mm/usec for the thickest flyer at low voltage, to 0.279 mm/usec 

for the thinnest flyer at the highest voltage that could be used before 

edge curl was observed. For impacts on glass having an acoustic impedance 

close to that of aluminum, the corresponding pressures range from 

approxi~~tely 2-25 kbar. 

V. DISCUSSION 

A. Correlation with Theoretical Predictions 

While the flyer velocities that can be achieved with this system are 

quite satisfactory for the fracture experiments intended, much higher 

values were expected in many instances based on preliminary calculations 

made using the theoretical CC?mputer program NOTIONX. Calculations were 

made taking (dLF/dx) = 3.5 uH/m, a va·Jue detenrdned from Eq. (16), and 

the observations of Rey~olds and Jacobson. 5 The predicted velocities at 

3.0-mm displacement wer~ plotted as a function of voltage with a program 

utilizing the least-squares subrou~ine MLR. 9 

A comparison of theoretical and experimental curves showing flyer 

velocity versus accelerating voltage for two different flyers is 

presented in Fig. 11~ For flyers 0.0292 em thick, the predicted 

velocities were consistently greater than corresponding experimental 

values, the error ranging from approximately 14% at 3.0 kV to greater 
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than 40% at 11.0 kV. For flyers 0.100 em thick, however, differences in 

experimental and th~oretic~l velocities were not as great; even though 

the maximum voltage was greater. For these thicker flyers, the error in 

pr~dicted velocity at the maximum voltage of 15.0 kV was approximately 

30%: This is significantly lower than an estimated error close to 100% 

for the 0.0292 em-thick flyers at 15.0 kV obtained by extrapolating the 

relevant theoretical and experimental curves. In general, as the thick

ness of the flyer increased, agreement betw~en experimental and 

theoretical velocities was improved. 

Several possibl~ explanations for the discrepancies noted above 

were considered: 

1. Since the flyer is constrained at both ends, motion should be 

retarded compared to the motion of free plates considered tn MOTIONX. 

However, for the 3-rrrn displacements considered, any constraining forces 

should be small. The closer agreement between predicted and experimental 

velocities at lower voltages and for thicker flyers also te~ds to negate 

this explanation. 

2. Estimating (dLF/dx) from an expression.giving the inductance of 

closely-spaced parallel plates may give rise to large errors as the 

plates separate. This term should probably be measured directly for the 

specific flyer geometry used, but this requires a sensitive inductance 

bridge. In addition, it is difficult to account for the bowing of the 

flyer as it accelerates when making static measurements. 

3. The theoretical analysis on which MOTIONX is based neglects 

fringing and skin effects. For the relatively narrow flyers used in 

this work, fringing may be of some importance. Using wide~ flyers, 

which tends to reduce the relative importance of fringing, Reynolds and 
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5 Jacobson reported agreement between calculated and experimental 

velocities to be within 10%. 

4. Effects of resistance heating in the flyer may not have been 

adequately considered in formulating MOTIONX. A uniform current distri-

bution and a constant value for flyer resistance RF were assumed. It 

follows that the mechanical energy and hence the force acting on the 

flyer may be overestip1ated wh.en RF inct'eases. Heating is expected to be 

greatest in thinner flyers accelerated at high voltages. These were the 

conditions which gave rise to the greatest errors in predicted velocities. 

To eliminate large errors in predicted flyer velocities and to over

come the difficulties in obtaining (dLF/dx) noted, a means of determining 

this term dynamically was devised. From an oscilloscope trace of the 

capacitor bank ringdown, the change in frequency of current with time 

was examined. Since the change in total inductance with time is just 

equal to the change in the inductance of the flyer, from Eq. {28) it 

follows that 

(~~) = (~{) = T (dT) 
2n2C dt 

(32) 

where the C?pacitance C is assumed to remain constant. The change in 

period (dT/dt) can be measured from the current trace. For (dLF/dx) = 

(dLF/dt)(dx/dtf1 , where. (dx/dt) is the measured flyer velocity, (dLF/dx) 

is easily found by substituting for (dT/dt) and (dx/dt) at some 

appropriate time as required from the records for any shot. Since th~ 

velocity reached depends on the force acting on the flyer, effects of 

resistance heating on flyer motion are implicitly included in the 

(dLF/dx) term estimated in this manner. 
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·The change in inductance (dLF/dx) wa~ determined ~s described above 

for a numbe~ of shots involving 0.0508 em thick flyers. For voltages 

• below approximately 6 kV, (dT/dt) was difficult to measure and (dLF/dx) 

could not be estimated. At 9 kV, (dLF/dx) was estimated to be approxi

mately 3.0 uH/m, a value lower than the value on which the MOTIONX 

calculations \•Jere based. Smaller values were found for higher voltages, . • 

but difficuHiE~s in accurately measuring {dT/dt) make the reliability of 

the method subject to question. Nevertheless, ~hen these values for 

(dLF/dx) determined dynamically were used in the MOTIONX calculations, 

agreement with experimental values was signif·icantly improved. 

B. Qetermining Flyer Histories from Current Traces 

A means of calculating flyer histories based on a determination of 

the total magnetic impulse M(t) was discussed in Section II. This method, 

unfortunately, suffers the same shortcomings noted for MOTIONX. The 

force acting on the flyer is found by assuming the magnetic field strength 

B is that for closely-spaced parallel plates, and the current is de

scribed by a damped sine wave given by Eq. (20). Thus, errors comparable 

to those from MOTIONX are expected. However, determining flyer velocity 

from a momentum density calculated from actual current traces can be 

useful in providing an independent check on velocity during fracture 

experiments. Likewise, estimates for flyer velocity obtai ned from cur

rent traces should be of value in instances where more extensive study 

of flyer motion is unwarranted. Flyer velocities are routinely estimated 

in such a manner at Sandia Livermore Laboratories. By multiplying the 

current by a ca 1 i brat ion factor determined experimentally for each 

flyer configuration, differences in the magnetic field strength from B 
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for narrowly-spaced parallel plates are readily accounted for, as are 

losses due to heating, The resulting change in momentum density then 

gives flyer velocities within 5% of values measured from streak records. 11 

To measure flyer velocities in the manner noted above, a program 

called RECORD was written for the CDC 7600 computer (see Appendix lD). 

The program is based in part on a Sandia code called SPLATT provided by 

J. Duggar. The current trace obtained for any shot is reduced to a set 

of-x-y coordinates using a digitizing film reader as described previously. 

The program RECORD then converts these points to current-time data using 

appropriate conversion factors, and computes 

for each time increment. The momentum density is calculated using Eqs. 

(18) and (19), and flyer velocity is obtained by dividing by the product 

of flyer density and thickness. On comparing streak data with velocities 

predicted using RECORD, it was determined that the actual momentum 

density was only approximately 64% of that computed. Accordingly, for 

the flyer geometry of Fig. 2, it is necessary to include a "magnetic 

efficiency factor•• of 0.64 in the calculation of momentum density. The 

error in predicted velocities at 3.0-mm displacement is then within 15% 

for most shots. The better agreement with experimental results reported 

by Sandia workers may be due to their use of larger, wider flyers. 

Some justification for the magnetic efficiency facto: noted above 
. . . I 

can be obtained by considering the suitability of the approximation used 

in RECORD to dete·r111ine magnetic· field strength B. The plates \oJere 

assumed to be of equal width, whereas the flyer assembly used in this 
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work has a return plate more than twice as wide as t~e flyer. For a 

flat strip conductor of neglig.ible thickness and \vidth b,. the magnetic 

field strength at a distance R from the center of the strip and at right 

angles to the strip is given by12 

(33) 

By dividing flyer and return plates into a large number of strips or 

zones, each carrying some portion of the total current, the contribution 

B. of each zone to the total value forB at some fixed point can be 
1 

estimated. The magnitude of B at the back surface of the flyer due to 

current in both flyer and return plates was computed in this manner 

using a program called BCHECK written for the CDC 760b computer. Current 
-x./6 

in each layer was found using the relation I; = r0e 1 where 8 is the 

characteristic skin depth, and normalized so that EI; =!total· 

Clearly, plate width is of significance in determining the magni

tude of B. SCHECK calculations were made for two values for the return 

plate width, the actual value of 3.00 em and a value equal to the.width 

of the flyer. For an initial spacing R = 0.0254 em, the thickness of 

the insulation, the ratio of B for the two plates used to that for 

plates of equal width was 0.44. At the widest separation distance of 

interest, 3.0 mm plus insulation, the ratio of B values was 0.54. These 

values should represent limits on the magnetic efficiency factor 

expected. However, the one-dimensional analysis of SCHECK neglects both 

the nonuniform current distribution across the width of the plates and 

the expected concentration of current in the return plate beneath the 

-. 
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flyer. Thus both limits are probably low, and the experimental value of 

0.64 is not unreasonable. 

Since the magnetic effi~iency factor seems to represent only a 

geometric correction, it should be possible using RECORD to estimate 

velocities for similar flyers of any suitable material. About 20 shots 

with copper and nickel flyers were made to test this contention. AJree

merit between flyer ve 1 oc iti es estimated fr·om current traces and thos_e 

determined from the corresponding streak records was generally quite 

satisfactory. For copper flyers, differences between experimental and 

estimated velocities were consistently less than 10%. For nickel flyers 

estimated velocities were within 15~~ of experimental values, with one 

notable exception. For several shots with 0.0254 em-thick nickel flyers 

at an accelerating voltage of 11.0 kV, the highest ~oltage used for 

these flyers, the measured velocity was much lower than expected. 

Inspection of the flyer assembly after firing, however, revealed that··. 

the ~lylar insulation had partially meHed at the end of the flyer at the 

highest electric potential. DuPont literature gives the melting point 

of ~lyl ar as 'V250°C, and a service range from -60°C to l50°C is suggested. 

Since a serious degradation of dielectric strength can be expected at 

temperatures near the melting point, the low velocity noted probably 

resulted from dielectric breakdown which allowed some portion of the. 

total current to bypass the flyer assembly. That melting of the Mylar 

insulation was observed only with nickel flyers is not particularly 

surprising since nickel has a higher specific resistivity than does 

aluminum or copper, and hence becomes hotter on firing. 
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c. Estimating temperature Changes 'in the flyers 

The program RECORD is also used to estimate the temperature rise in 

the flyer during arw shot. Assuming I2R heating, the electrical energy 

losses are equated to the energy required to raise the temperature of 

the flyer by an amount LlT, i.e.,· 

( 34) 

where p is the flyer density, A fs the cross-sectional area, and c is 

the specific heat for the flyer material. The flyer resistance RF is a 

function of temperature, and is given by 

(35) 

where R0 is the resistance at room temperature and a is the temperature 

coefficient of resistivity. Since the current density is greatest at 

the near surfaces of the two conductors, the resistance is calculated 

for a cross section given by the product of skin depth o and flyer 

width. Using the relation 

0 = (-2 )l/2 
WJ-10 

(36) 

where w is the angular frequency and cr is the conductivity of the flyer 

material, the skin depth for aluminum was found to be ~0.040 em. For 
) 

flyers thinner than this value, R0 is based on actual flyer thickness. 

Inasmuch as thermal diffusion effects are small o~ a microsecond 

time scale, a steep te~perature gradient may exist in the flyer. 

Hm,Jever, determining temperature gradients is a problem outs ide the 
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scope of this inVestigation; The temperature rise in the flyer estimated 

using RECORD is based on the assumption that the entire cross section is 
' 

heated uniformly. For aluminum flyers studied in this work, temperature 

increases have been computed ranging from a few degrees for flyers 0.100 

em thick at low accelerating voltages to greater than 200°C for flyers 

0.0292 em thick at 11 kV. These'results are consistent with the predic

tions of Furth3 v1ho noted that since the heat deposited per unit volume 

The maximum flyer resistance before melting that might be expected 

to occur with aluminum flyers was estimated by letting llT equal the 

maximum possible rise in temperature, "'560°C for 606l-T6 alumint.rrn. The 

corresponding theoretical maximum momentum density and flyer velocity 

* foi the 0.0292 em-thick flyers used in this study were 9.3 ktaps and 

1.2 mm/~sec, respectively. However, when the magnetic efficiency factor 

is considered, the maximum momentum density for these flyers is only 

5.9 ktaps, and the maximum velocity that can be reached before melting 

is "'0.7 mm/~sec. This velocity corresponds to a pressure of "'55 kbar 

for impacts on glass. 

For thicker flyers, the maximum momentum density before melting was 

found to increase.· 'However, the maximum velocity that can be attained 

before melting remains approximately constant. For flyers 0.100 em 

thick, uniform melting is predicted at a velocity of "'1.0 w.m/wsec. If 

heating is presumed to take place only through the skin depth, then the 

*------------- -----------~--------- 2 
l ktap = 1000 dyne-sec/em . 
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maximum velocity such a flyer would reach before surface melting is 

rv0.4 mmh.1sec. Clearly, these values represent upper and lower velocity 

limits before melting. 

Assuming the current-time trace has the form of a damped sine 

function, Nelson2 has determined that the maximum momentum density for a 

flat-plate flyer geometry is approximated by 

(37) 

If the plate width d is expressed in em, resistance R in ohms, and the 

initial bank energy E = -t:v2 in joules, M' has units of taps. For the 

20 kV capacitor bank system used in this study, M' was calculated to be 

"'2~2 x 104 taps. ~lhen the magnetic efficiency factor determined 

experimentally is considered, M' is reduced to "'1.4 x 104 taps. For 

aluminum flyers having a thickness less than 0.0508 em, the system used 

has enough energy to melt the flyers: For thicker flyers, complete 

melting is not expected even at the highest possible voltage. However, 

surface melting might occur. 

Based on themaximum momentum density that can be imparted using 

this system, the maximum velocity for flyers of any suitable material or 

thickness can be estimated. For copper flyers 0.0254 em thick, for , 

example, the maximum velocity expected is "'0.6 mm/~sec. A similar value 

was calculated for nickel flyers of the same thickness. This velocity 

corre.sponds to a pressure of 'v60 kbar for impacts on glass. 
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VI • SUt·1MARY 

A magnetic hammer system has been set up for use in impact fracture 

studies involving thin plates of glass and glass-ceramic materials. 

Forces of magnetic repu.lsion are used to accelerate flat metal flyers of 

aluminum, copper, or nickel to high velocities. Energy for flyer 

acceleration is provided by a relatively low-energy (11.4 kJ) cc.;:Jacitor 

bank. 

An intensive study of the motion of aluminum flyers of five differ-

ent thicknesses was made using high-speed photography. Streak records 

were used to obtain complete time-displacement-velocity histories for 

·each shot. Flyer planarity \'las examined using a high-speed fral"'ling 

camera. The optimum· initial spacing between flyer and target was found 

to be approximately 3 mm. At that displacement, flyer velocity ~·las 

within 15% of its maximum value for each shot, and the flyer was still 

planar relative to its thickness across the projected area of impact. 

Flyer velocities at 3.0-mm.displacement for the aluminlJTI f1yers 

ranged from 0.022 mm/~sec to 0.279 mm/~sec. For impacts on glass having 

an acoustic impedance close to that of aluminum, the corresponding range 

in pressure is approximately 2-25 kbar. All measured velocities at 

3.0-mm displacement for a given flyer and constant accelerating voltage 

were within 5% of the average value. Thus the use of magnetically, 

accelerated flyers assures reasonable reproducibility of impact pressure. 

In addition, times-to-impact at 3.0-mm displacement and for constant 

experimental conditions were consistently within 2 ~sec. This facili-

tates synchronization of the impact event and subsequent initiation of 

fracture with high-speed cameras. 
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Sighificant di~ferences between measured flyer velocities and 

values arising from theoretical analyses were attributed to difficulties 

in estimating magnetic field strength. However, from flyer velocities 

computed from current traces, t~e average magnetic field strength was 

found to be approximately 64% of that predicted for closely-spaced 

parallel plates. When this correction was considered, velocities 

pr~dicted from current traces for shots with aluminum, copper, or nickel 

flyers were within 15% of the experimental values. Velocities deter

mined in this manner are useful in providing a check on flyer velocity 

during fracture experiments. 

The possible effects of temperature changes in the flyers on the 

predicted velocities could not be adequately _determined. Temperature 

increases of more than 200°C were calculated for thin flyers of aluminum. 

The maximum velocity that can be achieved by aluminum flyers using this 

system before melting occurs was estimated to be ~0.7 mm/~sec. lhis 

corresponds to a maximum pressure of ~55 kbar for impacts on glass. 
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APPENDIX lA 

Theoretical Calculations of F}yer Histories 

Th~oretical calculations of flyer motion were made using a program 

called ~~OTIONX, a version of the program t"OTION \'Jritten by R. H. Reynolds 

and R. S. Jacobson, Sandia Laboratory, Livermore. t•10TIONX runs on the 
' 

CDC 7600 computers, and calculates flyer histories in the rnanner 

discussed in Sectiori II. The input deck, called MOIN, consists of thrEe 

cards for each problem as described below. The program is terminated 

with an END card, columns 1-3. O~tput consists of flyer velocity-time-

displacement relations, as well as current-voltage-time data. The 

compiled (using LRLLIB) version of MOTIONX is called MOEX. 

MOIN INPUT 

Card 1: Title card, all 80 columns. 

Card 2: Flyer length, width, initial separation distance, thickness, 

density, specific resistivity. 

Card 3: Bank resistance, (dLF/dx), inductance, capacitance, initial 

voltage, maximum time. 

All input parameters have MKS units, with E format right-adjusted 

fields of 10 columns. For the system used in this study, the maximum 

time of solution was 100 ~sec. 
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*I 0 620MwG ~OTION 51':\C~iJEN 
* CCNTROLLEEtO,MGEXl 
* CA~US COLUM~ 
* Ll~T tJ 
* FCKTRAII. MOTION 
C OMIGINAL MUTICN PROGRAM FC~ N INPUTS ~AY 4,1~7C 
C loRint:N,AT SANt.;lll, LIVERMORE~ BY R.l'l. REYNOLDS AND.R.S. J~CCBS2l't. 
C ~C~IFIEO FOR LRL USE BY J. BOB hROWN, J~. 

c 

c 

~EAL L,Kl,K2,K3,~U,M 

CCHMCN /CUT/ VFMATt30ll,~CMATI301) 
CC~MCN T~ATt30Ll,XMATt30l),CMATI30JI,PM~TI3Cll,COMA1(3Cll 

CCMMCN /NUTS/ ~.~MIN,HMAX 1 XLIML,XLIMR,INTCUN,N,LEL?R,.T~A, 
CC~MCN /VAR/ k,CAP,Kl,K2,K3,L 1 XN,AREA,M,ML,PI,~,EN,hPLtRF,~&,A518l 
CC~MON /LABEL/ Al(8),112(U1,A3(8l,A4(8),A6(8l,A718l 
C[~MCI'. /IC/ ICI, IC2, 10.3 

CALL CODRCP( 4KMCEX, SR+~OEX, IERR l 
CALL ASSIGN 12,0,4KM0l~l . 
CALL ASSJGN (3,l~r5RMOOUTl 
CALL KEEPt!O ( 1 l 

C Kl IS DL/CX 
C K2 [ S .LB 
C KJ IS CL/CX DI~ICEU BY 2M 
c 
c 

CAll TIChEI<. I ITI"'El• IriMt.21 
CALL CRTIC 12H~O,t,ll 

C ALL ~KS UNITS EXCEPT FOR OUTPUT 

C A5 = ALPHA~U~ERIC 1.0., UP TO 80 CHARACTE~S 
C Al FLYER PLATE LENGfH 
C P.~ - FLYER PlbTF wlCTH 
C XN = INITIAL $PACING BET~EfN PLATE~ 
C TH = fLYER PLATE THICKNlSS 
C RHO = FLYEk PLATE DENSITY 
C ET~ FLYER PLATE KESlSTlVITY. 
C Re = BANK MESlSTA~CE 
C Kl FLYEK PL!~TE CL/OX. If Kl = O, CUOE SETS t<.t = fo'L*Allillo. 
C K2 RA~K lNUuCTANCE 
C CAP = eA~K LAPAClTANCE 
C V INITIAL EANK VOLTA~E 
C Tfoi~X= fo'AX flMt FCR PRO~LEM 

C 11\PUT/CUTPUf UNIT I)Efl7\,IITIONS 

C ICl = CARC INPuT 
C ICl PRII\T~R CUTPUT 
C ICl CRT OUTPUT 

I C L 2 
ICl 3 
In 100 

c SETUP PLCT LAbtLS 

A 1( 11 = 01-



0 

Al!21 OI-
ALI31 6H UIS 
A ll41 61-:PLACEM 
All51 6!-<H\l IM 
AUbl 21-P-'I 
Al(7) 011 
AliBI 011 
A2(l) =Or 
A2t21 Ot-' 
A2131 6t-. V£l 
A2t41 61-0CITY 
A2151 = 61-li"M/US 
A2161 3hi:-CI 
A2(71 01-' 
A2181 011 
A3(l) 011 
A3!21 Ot-' 
A3t31 Or 
A3(4) = 61-:TIME ( 
A3151 = 5t-USt:CI 
A3lbl = Oh 
A3171 Ot-t 
A3(81 = OH 
A4Ul = Oh 
A4121 Ot-
A4t31 611 CUR 
A4.t41 61-KENT ( 
A4 ( 5 I 6H~EGAI"P 

A4161 2hSI 
A4 ( 71 Of-t 
A4(8) OH 
A61U Oh 
A6121 011 
A613l = 6HVCLTAG 
A6(4) 611E GN C 
A6tSI 61-:AP BAN 
A6161 61-:K (II.V) 

A611l 01-1 
A618l 011 
A7(ll :: Oh 
A7lll = 6ti ._0 
A7(31 6t1LTA(.;E 
A7.(41 = 6hl:l\ FLY 
A71SI 6HP PLA 
A7t61 611Tt: IKV 
A7(7) 11-tl 
A 1 I d I. :: 0 ti 

PI = 3.141S9Z654 
i"l.J = 4.*Pl*l~t-7 

C CALL APERTU~ 
C CALL REFS~M 

E 110 :: 3.HEND 
ClOOO ~tAO ltO,A~ 

l 0 00 REA 0 I I C l ~ li 0 l A 5 ' 
210 FCRMAf (8Al01 

C IF IECF,61 lOG,lOl 
IF ll5(ll.~~.t~Ul GO TO LOO 

C tOL REAO 2~0,AL,b~.~N,TH,RHO,ETA 
lOl ~tAU !lCt, llOl ~L.B~,XN,Th,~Hu,Ef~ 
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220 FCRMAT C8E10.3l 
C ~EAD 220,Rb 1 Kl 1 K2 1 CAP 1 V1 1MAX 

RE&D CICl~ 2201 RB,K1,K2,CAP,V,TMAX 
IF lKl.EC.O. l 1<.1 = MU*ALIBW 
L t<1*Xt\ + 11.2 

C ~ = S~RTCl.llL*CAPll 
~ = S~RTF(l./IL*CAPl) 

C CELT = SC~f(2.*ETAIIMU*~l) 
CELT= SCRTFC2.*ETA/CMU*~)l 
CEL =CELT 
IF ICiLT.GT.Thl CEL = TH 
~F = tTA*AL/lBh*CELl 
R -= RF*2. +Rb 

C H~AX = Tl~c STEPS 
C CELP~ = PRI~TLUT SlEPS 

~~AX ~ T~AX/300e 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

CELl-';{ = 1-~AX. 
H~IN = H~AXIlOOO. 
1-' = Hfo'IN 
ARf:A = Al*tl.o 
,. = Tli*ARt':.t.*RiiC 
Kl Kl/12&*1-1) 
~l't = V*V*CAI"/2. 

PRINT 1Q,R,CA~,Kl,K2,K3,V 

10 FCRMAT l~lR =*rE12.3,4Xo*CAP =*,El2.3,4X,*JL/DX z*,El2.3,47, 
1 *LB =*,El2.3,4X,*Il/2M)~L/CX =*,El2.3,~X,o~ =*,El2.31 

PRINT 30,EN,ETA,ARfA . . 
30 FCRMATI*OI~ITIAL ENERGY =*o~l2.3,SX,*ETA =•,El2.3,5X,*ARE4 =*• 

1 El2.3) 
C PRINT 40,L,fMAX,~,CELT,~~,RU 
C 40 FCR~AT I*Ol~ITIAL L =4,El2.3,5X,*TMAX =*,El2.3,5X,•~ =* 1 El2.3 1 5X, 
C l 4D~ll =*t~l2.3,5X,*RF =*,E12.3,SX,*RB =*,El2.3) 
C PRINT 20,XN,Rh(,AL,B~,TH,M 

C 20 FC~MATI*OX~ ~•,El2.3,4X,•kHO =•,El2.3,4Xr*~l =•~El2.3,4X," 
C 1 *UW =*,El2.3,4X,*TH =•,~12.3,4X,•M =*,El2.3//J 
C PRINT 213,A~ 

C 213 FCR~AT l*0* 1 8Al01 
CALL SETCH 11.,85.,1,0,1,0,0) 
RRITEtlC2 1 213) A5 
~RlTEIIC3, 2131 A5 

213 FCKMAT l1hlr8~10l 

~HlTEIIC2 1 101 R,CAP 1 K1 1 K2,K3tV 
~~ITEIIC3, 101 R,CAP,K1,K2,K3,V 

44. 

10 f(~MAT (// 7XolHR, 9X,3HCAP, 9Xr5~CL/OX, ~X,2HL6,5A 1 llH(l/2~)CL/OX 
* • 7X,1hV I 6E12D3) 
~RifEIIC2, 3UI EN,ETA,A~EA 

~RITEIIC3, 301 EN,ETA,AkEA 
30 FCRMAT 1//l~h INITIAL ENERGY, 3X,3hETA, 9X,4rA~EA I 3El2.3l 

RRITEtiC2, 401 L,TMAX,W,OELT,RF,K~ 
~RITEIIC3, 40) L,TMAX,w,tELT,RF,RS 

40 FCkMAT (//3X, ~HINITIAL L, 6X,4HTMAX, 9X 1 1rl~ 0 10X 1 4HDELT 1 QX 1 2rl~F, 
* 1~X,2~Re I 6El2.31 
wRlTcll02, 20) XN,RrO,AL,ew,TH,~ 
~RITcliC3, 201 XN,R~O~AL,Bw,TH,M 

.20 FCRI"AT (II 1Xr2HXN, 9X,3t-<RHO,lOX,2HAL, lOX,2~e"',lCX,21-'TH,lCr:,ll-•1' 1 
~ I 6El2.3) 

C CALL SECC~U Ill) 



• J 

>c 

·o 

c 
c 
c 
c 96} 

CALL CCNTf<'OL 

C~LL SECCr-.u IT.?) 
lSCLIJc = Tl' - H 
PRINJ 963,TSOLVE 
FCRMAT I*O*lOX,lOilH*l,luX* 

Cbll I'AP 
OLL CUTPUT 

GC TC 1000 
100 CC~Tli\UE: 

C C~LL E~CPLOJ 

CALL PLCH 

TIME FOR SULUTICN =*Fl0.3* 

CALL TICHt<. IITII'ElriTI~L21 

~RITEIIC2,99001 ITIMEl,lllMc2 
.9900 FCRMAT ll~l,4k 1 l2h TlC~ECK 0~1/ 

* 5X,29H PER C~NT - CPU, 1/0, S CALLS/ 
* 6X,l7h PER ClNT USEC/ 
* 5X,AlO,llOI 

C RETURI\ 
Oll EXIT 
E 1\0 

* CA~OS CCLU~~ 

* LIST 8 
* FCRTRAN CONTROL 

REAL LoKl,KZ,KJ,"'U,M 
Cl~EI\SICI\ YS!Sl,~SISI 
SLrlRCUTII\E CUNJRCL 

CC~~CN /AEC/ VC(S),Y(SI,XKI5,4),CI5) 

St:CCI\DS* I 

CC~I'CN T~Atl30li,X~AT(30l),C"'AT(30li,PMATI3Cll,CDMAT(30l) 
CCI'"'CI\ /~UTS/ h,HMI~,HMAX,Xli~L,XLIMR,INTCU~tNoDELPR,T"'AX 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

CCI'~CN /VAk/ ~,CAP,Kl,K2,K3rLoXN,AREA,M,ML,PJ~V,EN,NPL,RF,RB,A~IBI 
CC,..P-'CN JIG/ IU1 1 102,103 

y ( l) 1 ocr 
Yld XCCl 
Yl3l I 
Yl4l X 
Y("i) Tl"'E 

XIUI = Xf\ 
XC CT I 0 I 0 
IDCHO) VII K l*XN+K.!I 

( ( 0) = 0 

Xl l ~K = '5. 
XLI ML = 1. 
y ( ll V/(Kl*XI'i + K2) 
y (2) o. 
Y(3) o. 
Y(4l Xt\ 
Y(5) o. 
CC~ATill = )' ( l) 

PI"Aflll Yl 2. l 
CP'-\T I 1 l Y I 31 
x,.. ,, r 1 11 Y\41 
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HAT(ll = YC51 
NPL = 1 
~lN = 4 
lEND = l 
ICG~ = 1 

1'\ = -1'\IN 
NX = N l N +. l 
TI"'F. = OELPk 

20 C ~ll. f<KG 

GC TC 125d4,341,1CON 
2~ TEST = f"'AX - YINXl 

IF ITESTI 30,50,55 
30 H S - 11 

H = TEST 
IP..TCC~ 1 
ICCN = 2 
IEt-;D = 2 
GC TC 20 

34 H = HS 
35 CCNTINUE 

f'IPL = f\Pl + 1 
CC,..ATINPLI = Ytll 
PfoiAf(NPLI YCZI 
Cf'AT ( ltiPLI : Y CJI 
Xf'AT(,.,PU = Y(4) 
TfoiATINPll = Yt~l 
GC TC 170,451 , IEMO 

C 45 PI'INT 15 
45 ~RfTEIIC2, 151 
15 FCRMAT ( lt-'0 I 

C RETU~N TC ~AfN 

c 
50 IEI\JO = 2 

GC TG 35 
55 TEST = Tl,..t - Y(NXI 

IF ITESTI 6C,6C,20 
60 CC 65 l=l,NX 

Y.S I I l = Y {II 
!,;Sill= <;(ll 

6<> CCI'.;TI,.,UE 
If\TS = 11\TC.CN 
HS = H 
H = TfST 
ICrN = 3 
11\TCCI>i = 1 
GC TC 20 

1C cc 15 l=I,r·,x 
Ylll = YS!ll 
C:lll = CSill 

7'S CC";Tif'lUE 
H = HS 
If\fCCN INTS 
1 erN = 1 

80 TI~E = TI,..E + CELP~ 
c.c rc 20 
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* 
* 
* 

c 

c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

1 

EI'IC 
CARDS COLUI>il\ 
LIST 8 
FCRfRAt\ 
SLi1RCUTit\E RKG 

* IF Ct-. I 1. 1, 10 
NX = l - f"' 
A Ill .5 

RKG 

AC21 = 1. - S\,;RTC.51 
AC21 = 1. s~~rFc.s1 
Al31 1. .. S~kTI .':I I 
A I 31 1. + S;..IHFCe51 
A(4) 1./t. 
B I l I 2. 
8(21 1. 
B 131 B I 21 
A l'• I BIll 
Clll A Ill 
CC21 A(2l 
COl /1(3) 

CC41 = c' ll 
N = - N 
YCCNXI = 1.0 
CC 5 I = l, NX 
CCII= 0.0 

'> CCNTINIJE 
lt\TCCN = 1 

* 

• 

• 

ENTI::R 1-Ekt ;.IT ... N POSIIIVr.: ANO Ctl"'lTINUE ltdEGRATlON 

TEST FCR ~USSIBLE INTcKVAl MOOIFICATIUN 

PHCGI\ 
I~TCCf\t 

INTCCN 
INJCCI\ 

- NGKMAL, CO NCT C ... ANGE H 
£ CO NOT ~LRMIT OGvBLING, SET INTCON TC 1 
3 1-ALVE H, SET IN.TCON = 2 
4 - CCUBL E H, SE:l H<TCON = 1 

LC GC rc 150, £0, l5, 251, INT(CN 
c * 
C ... UIIF 1-
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c * 
l"i H = O."i * H 

lt\TCCN = 2 
GC TG J.0 

c * 
C ~ESlT ~C CUU~LING INTc~LOCK 

c * 
20 I~H.CN = 1 

GC TC 30 
c * 
C GOU11LE t< 
c * 

25 H = H + t• 
I"TCCf\4 l 

c * 
C TEST H FU~ b~l~G BETWElN .. ~r~ AND hMAX 
c * 

30 IF lH- ~-'"IN) 35, '50, 40 
35 H = Hf'l/li 

GC TC 50 
40 IF CH,.AX - 1-') 45, 50, <;Q 
45 H = Hf'AX 

c * 
C INTEGRATE UhE TIME ~TtP 

c * 
50 IF lH I '5L, 90, 52 
52 cc 60 J = 1, 4 

CALL CERV 

CC 55 1 = l, NX 
IE"'P = A(J) * lYDll)- lliJ) *~(I)) 
Iii= Y(l) 

YCll = YCII + .. * TEI"P 
TEP"P = CYlll - Wt I I" 
C (I I = C: l I I + 3 ~ 0 * T E~ ll - C.( J I * Y 0 ( I I 
Xt<((,J) = YC(l) 

55 CCI\Tit-.UE 
60 CC~TINUE 

c * 
C TtST RESULTS FCR INT~RVAL f'ODIFlCkiiON 
c • 

OC d'l I = 1, N 
TE"'P = AESFCXKII,21- XKII,lll 
XL = Xllf'l * TEMP * 0.01 
XR = XLl"R * Tf~P * 0.01 
TE"'P = AeSFIX~tl,31 - XKtl,2ll 
IF (.XR - Tfi'PI 65, 70, 70 

65 IHCCN = 3 
GC TC 90 

70 GC TO l75, 85, 90, 8'1), INTCCIIJ 
7~ IF ( TE"'P - XLI 80, 85, 85 
80 I"TCCN = 4 
85 CCIIiTit-.Uf 

C REfU~N TC CCNTkOL 

90 ~ETURN 
E~U 

* C~~DS CCLU,.~ 
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* • 

0 

LIST 8 
FCRTKAl\ 
SLflRCUTll\t: lERv 

UE~V 

REAL LwKl,K2,K3,~U,M 

CC~~CN /~eC/ YCI51,Y(5),Xk(5,4ltCI5l 
CC~~Ch T~AT130l},X~~T(30l),C~AT(30ll,PMAT(3Cli,CDMATI30ll 

CCII~Ch Jr\UTS/ 1-i,t-<MIN,HMAX,XLII"L,XllMR, PolTCLlh,~;,CELPR,l~AX 
CC~~Ch /VAR/ R,C~P,Kl,K2,K3,L,XN,AKEA,M,ML,PI,v,EN,NPL,Rf,RB,A~(R) 

TC.~P = 
YC Ill 
)'[(21 
'Y[ 131 
YCI41 

-R*Yil) - Yl3l/CAP -Kl*K3*YI31**J- 2.*Kl*Y!ll*YI21 
T~~P/II<l*Y14l + ~2) 
1<3¥YI3l*Y.(3) 
y ( ll 
Y(.d 

C PcTURh TC ~~G 

RETURN 
El\0 

* C~~OS CCLUMI\ 
* LIST 8 
* f (iURA!'< - r<'AP 

SLI:li{CUTll\c: I"AP 

c 

REAL L,Kl,K2,K3,~U,M 

REAL LT,KE 
C C ~ ~· L N 1 , A f 13 0 1 ) , X I~ AT ( 1 0 l ) , C ~ AT I 3 0 1 l , P ·;A T I 3 Cl I , C 0 M :, T I J 0 1 ) 
CC~!':":N /'.UTS/ ._,,HP-41N,HMAX,XLIML,XLIMR,T.,J'~ON,N,,_.ELPR,TI'A)C 

CC~MCh /VAk/ K,C~P,Kl,K2,K3,l.XN.AREA,M,~L,PI,V,EN,NPL,RF,RB,ASI8l 
CC~I'CI\ /CUT/ VfM~Tt30li,~CM4T(3011 
CCI"t'Cfl. /IC/ llJ1,IC2, 103 

C THE NE~ X IS ~cASUREV FRJM THE INlTlAL SPACI~G OF T~E fLYER 
c 
C PIHNT 10 
C 10 FC~~All*l l*,l3X,*X IMMI*, 9X,*T IUSI*, ~X,*I~PULSE ITAPSI*t 3X, 
C 1 *Vel {1'11/USI*, 7X,*L (Hl*t SX,*\1 CAP 1111*• 8X,*\If (Vl*t 9X, 
C Z *C IAI"Pl*///l 

c 

'-RI H: IICZ, 10 I 
10 FCM~AT (l~l,4X,l~I,l2X,6~X IMM),7X,6hT tUSl,3X,24HIMPLLSE ITAPS) \1 

* (I'M/lJS1,6X,5HL U11 1 6X, 9HV CAf> IVI,6X,6HVF (V),6X,8HC IAMPSI/ 
K = C 
[( 2'> l=l,NPL 
K == K + l 
11\T = I 
P = PII~Ttii*M/AREA*lO. 
X =(XIIATIIl -XN)*1.E3 
f = T "'~ T I I I* 1. E+ 6 

C~LL I~TEG I~,INT,OELPK,CMAT) 

VC = V - C/CAP 
V(p.i.\f(l) = \/C. 
LT = XIIATIII*Kl + K2 
VCLTAGE ACkCSS C~P 
\IF = 2.*1lF*C~ATI I) + 
\/FI-ATIII =\If 
VEL== PII~TI ll*l.E-3 
C = Cfo'/.Till 

R*C + L*DC/CT + C*DL/Of 
K1*PMATill*CMATIII + Kl*X•''ATIIl*COMAltll 
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C P~INT l5,{,x,r,P,V~L,LT,vC,vF,C 

C l'l F C H :'-'A T I 1 X , 13 , '5 X , 8 d 5 • 3 I 
~~ITEIIC2, 151 I,X,T,P,VEL,LT,VC,VF,C 

15 FCR,..AJ (4X,l3,">X,I:H 13.31 
IF II.GE.3001 ~0 TO 25 
IFIK.LT.~OI GU TO 25 

C P~INT 10 
\Oillfd IC2, 
K = 0 

2"l CCNTlt\UE 

101 

C ~ETUR~ TC kAI~ 

RETU~f\ 

fM~ 

* C~RDS CCL~"'" 
* LIST B 
* fCI{TRAII. INTEG 

SLoRCUTII\E INT~G CF,NS,OX,Yl 

CI~'E"'SICf\ YIU 
CC,..MC~ /IC/ lul,IG2,103 

Ill : l'iS 
F = 0. 
If (N •. f.C.ll GO TC 25 
lFIN.LT.U GO fU 10 
•.t = f\12 
N2 = N-Nl 
If 1Nl.EC.N21 ~ = N-1 
N3 = 1';-3 
If IIII.LE.ll GG TC 24 
SlJ,.., : 0. 
IF (N3.LE.OI GC TO 22 
CC 20 1=2,N:h2 
St..l' = 4.*YIII + 2.*Yil+ll +SUM 

20 CCNTI!I;UE 
22 f = ISU,.. + Ylll + 4.*Y(N3+21 + Y(~ll*OXI3. 

IF 11\l.f\E.NZI GU TO 25 
24 F-= F + IYif\l+Yit-o+lll*Dl</2. 

GC rc 25 
C 10 PHlNT 15,1\ 

50. 

C 1~ FC~MAT ll~O,LUilr*l,lO~,*N =*,[5,5X,*N MUST et GRt~TER TH~N ZFKC*, 
C l lOX,lOilh*l//) 

lC 'wolllltll02, 151N 
15 FC~MAT l/1512h *l,lOX,3HN =,15,SX,27HN MUST ~E CREATE~ Tr~N l~~G , 

* 10X,5(21-' *l ) 

C REfUHN TC MAP 

* 
* • 

25 R ETUR~ 
c f\(.: 
(AqCS CCLUI"t\. 
LIST 8 
FCRTRAN 
SLeRCLTI~c CUT~UT 

OUTPUT 

REal lo~l,K2,K3,~U,M 
C C I ~ t.' :'.. ::. I C N A 1 ( l I , A 2 ( 3 ) , A 1 l l. ) , /J '• l 3 ) , A 7 I 4 I , A c I 3 I 

CC~~C~ ICLTI vFMATI30ll,vC~~ll30ll 

.. 



¢i; J.~ ?I u 0. 3 ':ll 

@ L 
0 (!) (J!J , 

60 ~~9 
>:,'/} 

~"£ 

" 
,. u·' :j~>J ~.J (' !~ 0 ~ 8 

CC~~CN ~~iTI~Ol),X~~i~30(l,C~ATI30li,~MATI3Cll,CO~AT13Cll 
CC~~C~ /~UfS/ ~.h~IN,H~AX,XLI~L,XLIMR,INTCU~,N,CELPR,T~A~ 
CC~~CN /VAR/ R,CAP,Kl,K2,K3,L,XN,A~EA,M,ML,~I,V,EN,NFt,RF,RB,A~I8l 
CC~MCN /LAB~L/ Ali8),A218l,A~~d),A4(8},A6(8),A7(8) 

C CATA ~ii21Hti~PLACEMENT ~X- (~M}/ 
C CAfA A2/22H~ELCCITY -V- IMH/ SECI/ 
C CArA AJ/llHfi~f I SEC)/ 
C CATA A4/2lhCUR~ENf -I- I~EG~~PSI/ 
C CATA A7/3Lh~GLTAGt ON FLYER PLATE -F- IKV)/ 
C CATA A6/30HVGLIAGE ON CAPACITOKS -C- IKVI/ 
C CC~MCN/ PLGfltR/ fl751 
C _RE:AL ~.AX 

c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE PROVILES PLDlTEO OUTPUT CF ~ATRIXED VAL~ES 
c 
C fill X~IN CF CRIC 
C fl21 Y~IN Cf GRIC 
C Fl3l X~AX CF GRIC 
C Fl41 Y~AX CF GRIC 

CC 80 J::l,NH. 
X~ AT I l l 1:<1'1 •\T ( I I-· X N I * 1 • E + 3 
P~lflll P~A[Ili*L.E-3 
T~ATIII T~Aflll*l.E+6 
C~ATIII C~ATIII*L.E-6 
VFMAT(Il VFMAT(ll*l.E-3 
VC~ATIII = VC.M.IlT(ll*l.E-3 

80 CCNTINUE 
T~AX = T~AX*l.E+6 

C SLL PLCT RGLT 11\ES ,_ILL NuT ~CRK .CN LRL MACH 11\f: S 
c J ': 20 
C CALL AUXY!21 
C CALL MII\~AX tVFMAT,NPL,VfMIN,VFMAX,ll 
C CALL ~11\~AX (VCMAT,NPL,VlMlN,VCMAX,l) 
C CALL ~IN~AX lX~Af,NPL 9 XMIN,XMAX,l) 
C CALL MIN~AA (L~AJ,NPL ,l~I~,CMAX,ll 

C CALL ~~1\~AX (P~AT,\PL, ~MIN,PMAX,ll 

C X~IN;Q. 

C P~IN = 0. 
C CALL MIN~AX IT~AT,NPL,TMIN,~AXtll 

C CALL ~UICK (2,TMAT,PMAT,NPL 9 54.A3,ll~A2,22,TMI~,MAX,P~lh 1 P~AXl 
C fl = f{4) + o3 
C CALL SY~8CL IFill,fl,.l4,A5,C.,dCI 
C CALL AUX~l (l,t,TMAT,X~AT,NPL,56,Al,2l,XMIN,XM~X) 

C CALL AUX~L 12,L,TMAT,C~Af,NPL,4l,A4,2l,CMl~,CMAXI 

C CALL ~UICK l2,TMAT,VCMAT,NPL,3~oA3,ll,A6,3C,l~lN~MAX,~CMl~,VCMAX) 
C CALL SYMBCL 1Ftli,Fl,.l4,A5,C.,8CI 
C CALL AUX~L (l,l,TM~T,VFMAT,NPL,38,A7r3l,VFM1N,VFMAXI 

C CALL AUXML 12,l,TM~T,CMAT,NPL,4l~A4,2l,CM1N,CM~Xl 

51. 

C**********************************************************i************ 

C PLCT DISPLACt~E~T VS TIMe 
X~AX = Af~XAFIKMAT,l,NPLI 

CALL ~CPLT (XMAT, Q.,XMAX,tl,TMAT, O.,TMAX,A11 

C PLOT VfLCClfY VS TIME 
P~AX = A~AX~f(PMAT,l,NPLI 
CALL MCPLT IPMAT, O.,PMAX,A2,TMAT, O.,T~ftX,Al) 

C PtCT VfLCCITY ~S CISPLACr.ME~T 



C PLCT CURRENT V~ TI~E 

CALL A~~~~XICMAT,l,NPL,l~CMIN,CMAXI 
CALL ~~PLT ICMAT~C~l~~CMAX,A4,TMAT, C.,T~AX,A3l 

c PLrT FLYER PLATE V~LTAGt VS TlMt 
CALL A~l~~XIVF~AJ,t,NPL,l 1 VF~IN 1 VF~AXI 
CALL ~CPLT IV~~AT,VF~IN,VFMAX,A7,TMAT, C~,T~AX,A3l 

C PLCT CAP ~A~K VOLT~Gl VS Tl~f 

CALL A~IN~XIVL~Ar,l,NPL,l,VC~IN,VC~AXl 

CALL ~CPLT (VC~AT,VC~IN,VC~AX,~6,T~AT, O.,T~~X,A31 

R~TUk~ TC ~AIN 

~ETUR~ 

E~D 

* CARLS CCLUM~ 

* LIStS 
* FCRTRA~ ~OPLT 

SLR~CUTINt ~OPLT IY,YMIN,YMAX,YLAB,X,X~IN,X~AX,XLA~l 

RE~l LoKl 1 K£,K3,~U,M 

52. 

CC~~C~ /VAk/ P.,CAP,Kl,K2,K3,L,XN,AR[A,~,ML,Pl,V,EN,NPL,RF,R~,A518l 
CC~~CN /IC/ 1Ul,IC2,103 
OI~tNSIC~ Y(30ll 1 YLAB(8l 1 XI3Cli,XLAB18l 

C PLGT Y VS X 

CALL FRA~E 
CALL ~~PG IXMI~,X~AX,Y~I~,Y~AX,.ll328,.88t7~,.11328,.886721 

CALL SETCRT ( X(ll,Y(lJ,l,Cl 
CALL TRACE I X,Y,NPLl 

CALL SETCh (19.0,l.5,l,O,l,C,Ol 
~RlTciiC3, 300) XLA~ 

300 FCRMAT 18A6l 

C LAHEL Y-AXIS 

CALL SETC~ ll.O,l9.0,lr0rlolf0) 
kRITEIIC3, 300) YL66 

C RETU~~ TC OLfP~T 

RtJURN 
E~C 

• 



.... 

53. 

APPENDIX 18 

Str~ak Record Data Reduction 

. The streak records giving flyer position as a function of time were 

reduced to tabulated velocity-time-displace~ent data using a program 

called ~!AGSHOT. The program converts the digitized data on film-reader 

punch cards to real times and displacements for each shot. The time

displacement curve of flyer motion is approximated by a third-degree 

. * polynomial, using the least-squares curve-fitting subroutine MLR. 

Flyer velocity at any position or time is then readily determined. 

MAGSHOT calculates flyer velocity at 0.5-mm displacement intervals for 

each shot up to 8 mm. 

The data deck, called DIN, consists of any number of film-reader 

decks. The last card in each of these has the number 999999 in columns 

1-6. The last card of DIN has the number 838888 in columns l-6 to 

terminate the program. 

The compiled version of r!JAGSHOT is ca 11 ed FLYER. The program runs 

on the CDC 7600 computer. 

*---------·-------------··--

See Ref. 9. 



PRCGRA~ FLY~k IDI~~ TAPE~ CIN, CUUT, TAPE3 COLT, TAP£5<)) 
CALL Cf'VICt. 161-<CHf;IJE, 41COUT, 25C00l 

C CALCULATIC~ Of Al FLYEk ~ELOCITIES FROM STk~AK KECUROS 

CJ.I"'Ef\:.JCf\ XCALIZ), YCALI2), XNUMilOO), YNL~IlCOJ 
9 CC 10 I = 1, 2 

READ 12,101) XCAI,.IU, YCALIII, COUNT, SHCT 
l 0 l f L R I" fT I t- 6 • G , F l • (J , • 4 • 0 , A l 0 l 

IF IXCALill .EC;. ,,;d',ti.l 301, 10 
10 CCNT!MJE 

CIFF = YCAL121 - YLAll J 
YSC4LE = 7.0/C!FF 

C T~IS GIVES ~M/CUUNT IN ~LYER CIKECTJON 
XSCALE = O.GOl 

C Tr.IS GIVES ~M/LOUNr IN TIME CIKECTION 
1\ -= 100 

C ~Ail~U~ f\U1"'2E~ Of ~ATA ~LINlS IS 100 

CC 20 I = l.,N 
REAL: 12,1021 XNUM(Il, YNUI"Ill 

102 FCH~AT IF6.0, F7.01 
IF CX,.,UI-'11) .H.; •. 999999.) 12, 14 

12 N = I - 1 
K = r.. - 4 
GC TC 20 

14 Xll.lJI'IIl = 555555.- XI'IUMIII 
C ~55555 LCUNI IS ZtMO ~OSITION FO~ TIME OIRECTIO~ 

2l! CC!\TlNUE 

~RITE 159, 2001 S~OT 

200 FCR~AT I*ShCT 1\0. * AlOI 
... PirE (59, LOll 

2 0 1 F C M ~AT I * tt. ~~ .l T IS R S PC * I 
READ C59, 2G21 RSPL 

202 FC~I"'~T IF6.21 

SRATc = RS~C * O.CC276 
C ST~EA~ RATE IN MM/USEC 

Cll"'fi\SICI\ TIMtllOO), OISt-(lOCl, CLJTI2CI 
CC 3C I = 1, t'i 

TI~Eill 2.0 + XNUMill * XSCALE/SKATE 
LISPIII YI\Ufoi(IJ * YSCALE 

30 CC!'-;TII\UE 

C 8CTH fi~E AI\G CISPLACl~tNT ARE ~EAl . 
C!t'ENSICI\ L;:LfX(lOO), ELTTilOOI, ADT(!OO), OXOT(lOOI, 

1 ACSPilOOJ, VELilOCI 

0 ( 40 I = 1 I " 

DtlTXlll = LISPII+3)- OISPIII 
OELTTIII = Tlt'EII+3l- TIMCIII 
ACTCII = II IMEIJ+31 + TIMEIIII/2.0 
ACSPIII ILISP(I+3l + OISPilll/2.0 
OXOTIIl u:LTXC I 1/Ct:LTTII I 

4o cc•.r 1 M,E 

54. 
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• c 
c 

c 

.. 

u lj d >J 

0 0 OJ OlJ 

CI~lNSICN'At.l00,4), f\14-00ioRilOCI, \ol4), VllCO), Xl41 
CC SO T = l,N 

Allrll 1.0 
A(I,21- DISPCII 
All,3l IOlSPil)) **L.O 
A(l,41 IGISPI!ll *• 3~0 

SO CCI>.T l 1\UE 

60 

CALL ~L R (100, N, 4, A, THE, 
C.aTA f-IT ClJI"I-'LtTt 
VELOCITY AT UP TC lp PGSlTIUNS 
Cl:T I 11 = Q.j 
ClJT IS HE S TR.'.P CISPL.CE:MENT 
cc 60 I = l,l6 

UU T I l I Ol.J T I I- L I + ( • 5 
CUd IMJE 

CI~EtiSICI\ XTI,.IIlOO), 0XllY1100) 
CC 10 I :: 1,16 

X' 13, R, lot, VI 

TC t·l fllU'•D 

IN M~; 

X TI r-' C II = X (l ) + X U I * U U T( I l + X I 3 l * I C L T I I I * * 2 • Cl 
+ X I 4) * I UUT( I I * * l. 0 I 
OXCYIII = X(2) + 2.o•xl3l*OUTIII + 3.C*XI41*10Lflll**2.01 
IF IDXCYIII .LT. l.OE-61 CXUYIII = 1..0£-t: 
IF ICUTIII .LE. DISPIN-211 22,24 

22 VELIII =- 1.0/CXCYIII 
GO TC 70 

£4 VELIII 0.0 
70 CCNTINUE 

~RITE 13, 1031 S~Cf 
103 FCIH~AT llHl,////, 5X; 9HSHOT NO., AlO,///, 5X, 

l 36HTI~EILS) CISTI~~~ SLOPEIMM/US), //) 

DC 80 I = 1·, K 
wRITE (3, 1C4l ADT(I), ADSPIII, OXOTIII 

104 FCRr-'AT l6X, f6.2, .JX, f5.2, 8X, F5.31 
80 CCNTII'lUE 

wRITE 13, 10~) S~CT 
10~ FCRHAT (1~1,////, ~X, 9HSHOT NO. , AlC,///, SX, 

l 39HTI~E!LSJ DISTIMM) VtLOtlTYIMM/USI, //) 

CC 90 I = 1, 16 
wRITE (3, 1061 XTlMlii, OlJTillr VELill 

106 FCRIIAT I6X, F6.2, 7Xt f5.2, 9X, ~5.31 

90 CCNTINUE 

~R[fE 13,10/1 
101 FCRI'IAT 1////, l5X, 

CC 9'l I = l, 4 
w~ITE 13, lC8) 

LOtl FCR~AT 1/, l7Xr 
9'J CC".Tif-iUE 

CC HJ q 
301 CALL EXIT 

[1\ll 

*"'LR l.ONSTANTS*I 

I, XII) 
*A*, 11, * = *• lP.:l0.4l 

55. 
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APPENDIX lC 

. Estimating Intermediate Velocities and Times 

To determine velocity and time-to-impact at 3.0-mm displacement for 

flyers accelerated at intermediate voltages, a program called HAMMER was 

written for the CDC 7600 computer. The program fits the averaged streak 

data from ~'1.A.GSHOT (flyer velocity versus voltage, time-to-impact versus 

voltage) to a series of cubic equations using a spline technique, as 

discussed in Section IV. Estimates for velocity and time at 250-V 

intervals over the range of voltages used for each flyer were then 

obtained. 

The required input, called DATA, consists of sets of cards listing 

voltage, velocity, and time for each flyer thickness at the voltages 

used. Output consists of both tabulated values and OD80 plots. 

The compiled version of HAMNER is called FIND. 

• 

. . 

' . 
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c 
c 

c 
c 

c 

c 

' 

PIWGRA,_, FINC (lATA, TAPt.L=Ot\lA, COUT, TAPEJ=COUf, fAPCIOCI 
CALL DEVICE l6~CREATE, 4~COUT, 25COOI 
CALL CRTIC luUTPUT, lr 0<:-, l~HBUX N78 SNOioiOI:,_,J 

PRfJGRA" TC F,-11 MAG!'iETIC hAMI·:ER DArt. TO SMOUll-! C.LJRVLS 
A~D FihO i~lt~~ECIATE VALUES FOR TIME AND VELOCITY 

CI"ENSIOI'. bANKI50), IIELl~Ol, TIMFI50J, CHRGieCJ 
K 0 

8 K K+l 

ll 

12 
u 

14 
15 

16 
17 

171 
1 12 

q 

101 

Lq 
.to 
18 

N 10 

IF IK .EC. ll 11, 12 
A= 0.0115 
GC TC q 
IF IK .E,. 2) 13, 14 
A = 0.0200 
GC TC q 
If iK .EC. 31 15, 16 
A = 0.0300 
GC TC q 

I.f IK .Ec;. 41 17, 171 
A = 0.0395 
GC TC 9 
IF IK .EC. 51 172, 555 
A = 0.0810 

DC 10 I = l,N 
R E A C I 2 , 10 11 l:l Ml K I I l , II E L1 I I , T l ME I I I 
FCR~AT 1~10.3, 2Fl0~5) 

IF IBANKIII .u;,. 888H88.1 'i55, 19 
IF IBA,...Kt tl .EC. 999999.1 18, 10 

CCNTINUE 
N = I - 1 

LET CHRG RePRESENT T~E BANK VOLTAGtS AT WHIC.., 
VELOCITY ~ILL ~E OETER~I~ED 

CHRGill = b.<lNKlll 
CG 20 I = 2. • 65 
CHRGill = C~~Gli-ll + O.L5 

IF ICI--Hldll .Gr. BANK!Nll 22, 20 
20 CCNTINUE 
22 f' = I - 1 

PREPARE TO tNTlR SUBROGTINE SPFT 
EPSLN = 0.01 
ISfART = 0 
CIP'EI'tSICI'i S:dlOOl, SSllluO), SS21tOOl 
CIP'ENSICN TlllOOI, TTltlOO). TTLilOOl 
CALL SPFT li\r ElAN!~., VEL, M, CHRG, O:PSLN, SS, SSL, SS2, ISTARTI 
CALL SPFT 1~, CANK, TIME, M, CHRG, EPSLN, TT, TTl, T12, ISTARII 
CATA FITS CC~PLETE 

'-RITE IJ,.lCLI t< 
102 FCR./'4,\T.IlHl,///1, '>~, F6.4, * lN.' THICK Al FLYC::<. *,II, '))(, 

l *.l f'M CISI-'LAClM,ENT0,/1/, 5X *CHA;{GtiKVI 'v~li,.,M/USI TIP' ILSI 
I *Ill 

CC JO I = 1, rv 
.,._ITE 13, 1C11 CHf<Gill, ')Sill, Tllll 

57. 
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c 

103 
30 

201 

.;. 

F CKI"AT I 7 X, F5 .2, 9X, F5. ~, liX, F6.2l 
CCt-.Tlfi.UE 

CALL KEE Pl:l(; Ill 
CALL FRAI't I 1 I 
CALL SfTCr 126.0, 6.0, l' 0, 2. c, 0 I 
CAll CRTilCu ( 11Ht'MJK VDLTAG£ IK VII 
CALL SE fCI-! 16.0, 25.0, l' o, 2, l' 0) 
CALL CRTeCO I22HFLYER VELOCITY (MM/USll 
CALL S£TCI- llb.5, 30 .o, 1' o, 2' c, c) 
loR { ff 1100, 20 l) A 
FCRMAT (f6.4t* IN. THICK Al flY[R *) 

CALL SETCI1 111.5, 28. 5, l ' o, 2, c, C I 
CALL CRTECD ( 11H3 MM DISr-LACEMt:NTI 
c :: VEl p,) + 0 .o 3 
0 = BA,...K(!'.l + ~-0 
CALL ,._APS 10.0, c, 0 .o, c, 0.25, c.as, 0.25, 
CALL SfTCRI IChRGill, ss' 11' l ' c l 
CALL Ti<ACE ICHkG, sst M I 

CALL FRAI'E IU 
CALL SElCH 126.0, 6.0, 1 • o, ?., c, OJ 
CALL CRTeCu ll1HBANK VOL I AGE I K V l I 
CALL S ETCI-i (6.G, lS.o, l ' o, 2, 1, 01 
CALL CRTBCO I 2 tHT 1t-1E TO IMPACT I USlC II 
CALL SETCt; (16.5, JO. O, 1, o, 2, c, 01 
kRITf: (100, 20 1) A 
CALL SETCh (l/.5, 28. 5, l t c, 2, o, 0) 
CALL cRrecu (17H3 !"M OISI'LACEMENll 
LET 6 GIVE lhl::. MAXIMUM VALUE FUK TIME TU Bt 
B = Tl"'rlll + 5.0 
CALL ,._APS (0.0, c, 0 .o, t:l, 0.25, o.s5, 
CALL SETCRT ( ChRG I 1), TT(ll, 1 ' 0) 
C.ALL TRACt: I(Ht;G, TT, M I 

CAL.l HAI"E: I 1 I 
CALL SETCI- 1<!4.0, b.O, lt O, ?, C, 01 
CALL tRTSCO 1~2HFLYER W~LUCITY I~M/USI) 
CAtl SfTCh to.(;, 25.0, 1, O, 2, 1, 01 
CALL CRlBCO 12LHTl~t: TC lMi'ACT IUStCII 
CAL.l SETCH !l/.5, £8.5, lr C, l, O, 01 
CALL tRTBCD ILIH3 ~M OISPLACE~ENTl 
CAll SET C t< I l & ·• 5, 30 • 0, 1, 0, 2, C, 0 I 
loRlrE (100,2011 A 

0.25, 

C.812~l 

PLOTTED 

C.8125l 

CALL ~APS (O.o, C, O.O, bt 0.75, 0.85, O.zs, C.8125l 
CALL SETCRT ISSill, 'fTillt 1, 01 
CALL TRACE ISS, TT, ~~ 

cc rc a 
.555 CALL PLCTE 

CALL eX IT 
HO 

St;P.ROUTII\E: ~PFTIN,J<,Y,M,I ,E:PSLN,SS,SSl,SS2;, ISl'dTI 
Cfl''.f{I,SlCI\ Xll),YillrTili,SSili,SSllli,S521ll 
C I I" E" S l C 1\ · hI 10 0 l 1 L FlY I l 0 0 I, t<;;; I 1 G C l, b I 1 C 0 I , D H S1.1 Y I 1 C C I , 

L S21lOOI,UlOUI,S311001 
IFIISTARTI <'r.ot!.l5 
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2 ~1=.1'<-1 

3 cu 51 1=1,1\l 
H!Il=XII+li-AI II 

'51 CHY I J I= lVII +11-Y llll/t-'1 11 
4 o c s 2 1 = 2, r.t 

H21ll=HII-l.J+HIII 
Blll=.5~~11-li/H2111 
CELS<.YIII=ICllYIII-DELYI l-lll/H21 II 
521 11=2.*Ctl~I.YI I l 

52 CII1=.3.*Ctl~I.YIII 

52111=0. 
S21NI=O• 
CP'f:GA=l.07lf'-1bb 

5 ETA=O. 
6 UC 10 1=2,Nl 
7 ~.:(CII}-81IJ*SZII-ll-C.5-BIIII*S21l+li-S21li)"'::;"'EG~ 

8 IFIAOSFI~l-E1AllO,t0,9 

9 EJA=A~Sfl~l 

10 S21ll.:S21IHw. 
13 IFIETA-EPSL~JI4,'5,'5 

14 cc 53 1=1 ,r·d 
53 S31ll=IS21I+ll-S21lli/Hill 

IFIISTARTl 11.15,15 
11 RErURN 
15 oc 61 J=l,l" 
16 ( = l 
54 l~ll(J)-X·Illl58,17,55 

55 IFITIJI-XCNIIS7,59,58 
56 IFITIJ)-X([JJ6Ci,l7.57 
57 1=1+1 

G( T C 56 
58 "'RITtl3,441 J 
44 FCRI-IAT I I4 ,24HH! AkGUMENT OUT OF R/INGE I 

GC TG 61 
59 I=~ 

60 I=I-1 
17 HTl=TIJl-XI I l 

HT2=l1Jl-XI l+U 
PROO=Hfl*bT2 
SS21Jl=S21 I l+bTl*~31 I l 
C El S r..s= I 52 I I I+ S 2 I I+ 1 ) +S S 2 I J I ) /6. 
SSIJl=YI Il+hTl*OELY( I )tf>i\OC*CELSCS 
S S l C J I= 0 ElY I I I +I 1- f l H r 2 I* L E LS Q S + P IW D* S 3 ( I 1/ f. • 

61 CC"JT lNUE 
I<ETUIHII 
E l\D 

59. 
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APPENDIX 1 D 

Flyer Data From Current Traces 

Using oscilloscope traces of current versus time, or rate-of-change 

of current v1ith time, flyer hi story and change in temperature can .be 

obtained \•tith the program RECORD. Digitized data from the film-reader 

are cc~verted to current-time coordinates, and 

t r 12 dt · 
Jo . 

is found for successive time steps. Momentum density for the flyer is 

calculated for each time, and the corresponding flyer velocity is 

computed by dividing by the product of flyer density and thickness. 

Displacement at each time is then computed. The total increase in 

temperature at each time is calculated assuming I2R heating occurs 

uniformly throughout the flyer. 

The required input data, called INPUT, consists of any number of 

film-reader decks. The first three cards of each deck give the following: 

Card 1: Shot number, typ~ of trace {2 in column 26 indicates 

an 1-dot trace). 

Card 2: Flyer \<lidth, thickness, density, specific resistivity, 

temperature, and coefficient of resistivity. 

Card 3: Oscilloscope sweep (~sec/em), sensitivity (V/cm), bank 

voltage, magnetic permeability, specific heat of flyer. 

The last card of every data deck except the final one has the number 

999999 in columns 1-6. The last card of the final film~reader deck has 

the number 883888 in columns 1-6 to terndnate the program. Output 

consists of tabulated data listing time, displacement. velocity, 

• 
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temperature increase, momentum density, and 

The compiled version .of RECORD is called HEAT, and runs on the CDC 

7600 computer. 



PRCGRA"' HEAf I I'IPUT, T.U>L2=1Nf.'UT, !~UTPLT, TAPU=CJLTf.lLT, JJ\I.>{LOOJ 
CALL CEVIC.E 16t-Cid:ATL, 61il.JUTPUT, £:iGCOl 

C PKiiGKA~' Tl.J CALCULATE Flvtk hiSTURltS 
C FR(.r., CURRENT (.;R 1-t•OT TRACES 

CIME~SlCN. Xl20Lll, Y(200l, TIMFILCl, r{(2COl 
CI~-'EI\SIO!'I: 'T.I20Ul, C!20iJl, ACTJCNI2GOl, TAPSI2L:~1l 
C ~~~EN~ I 0 N l) I ~ P I 2 C C l , VEL I 2 0 Cl , T E !'-' P I 2 C U l 
OIMfNS!C~ HI20U), bMf.li2UOl, AMP12UOl 

·J R. E A L ( 2 , L 0 ll $ H U T, l T Y P 
101 fCRMAT I lOX, .>\10, 16) 

1-tEAO (2, 1021 fil~, FPT, .-.ttO, PST, fiLPHL1 
Kt/\0 12, ltJ_il SwEE:f.l, St·NS, VOLTS, .c~t;, SPHT 

102 FCRMAT 15E10.4l 

C I<ST IS FLYEK SPECIFIC K[::dSTIVI TV 
C ALPHA IS TlMf.l. CCi::FFICHr~T IIF t{fSlSTM•CE 
C X~U IS MAGNtT!L P!:'PMEAKILlTY OF VAC.UL;f'ol 
C SPHT IS SPI:\..IHC ~t.AT ,IF f-LYER MATf:-KlAL 

C li'WUT DI~E~SIUNSt FPwll;~.), FPT(I'-J.J, RHCIG/C;.l3J, kST!C.,•'I-CMl, 
C ALPI-'A(/UEG (), SWEtP(US/CMl, SC:I;S(V/CM), 1/ULTS!Vl, X~L(H/,.,), 

L SPt-TICAL/G/LfG Cl 

XSCALE: = O.GOU2 
YSCALf: = o.uoo2 

C SCALES GIVl CH/CGU~T I~ X ANO Y Cl~~CTlUNS 

c 

c 

L = 0 
114 = CJ 
KENO = 0 

cc 10 1 = 1. 200 
~EtiC 12, 1u31 Xlll, Y([) 

103 FCK~AT IF6.0, F7.Cl 
1F !XIII .t:Q. '1'1999'1.1 ll, L3 

13 IF (X(ll .EU. ~dHEHd.J 14, 15 

15 

1< Er. c = 1 
THIS IND!Cl•TES '10 t-IGRE O:HA DECKS 
GO T C lL 
Y Ill = Y I I l - .5':>555'i. 
tHll = At::S IYilll 
CCUNT CF 5'Jl~5~ IS ZtKU POSITION FOR Y 

Till= XIIJ*ShE:•P*X')CI\L[ 
T ( I l I S T lf1 E lr• '1 I C I~ U .> £ C l l N 0 S 

1\i = !';+ 1 
IF (Y( Il .t~. O.Ul 16, 10 

16 L = L+l 
TIMfiLI =Till 
IF !L •. L'~· il [\ 

10 CCI\T lf\tiE 

L Z f' 1 = C.'·',\ X '' i'· I t', l , I ~, l , ,v l l 
1'2 = t.M/\X,~I· (h, 13, '·l, l, "'1.') 

flf,T IC " P l/"2 
C Tt-l~ GI·Jr) .1 L\·~,;I'·C Vl:IST;\ ,r 
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c 
c 

73 

74 
c 

75 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

IF I IlYP .E\J. 21 B, 74 
lTV~ I~D!CAT~S TYP~ OF CUKR~NT PKOrE 
IF lTYP = 2, TRACE IS l-OOT liS. TIMt 

FRi:Q = IIL-2l*l.CE+0611Cl.O*ITIMEILI-TIMEI2lll 
GC TC 75 
FREQ = IIL-ll*l.OE+06)/12.0*(TlME!LI-TlMEillll 
FREWUt~CY IN CYCLES/SEC 
PRL = ll.OE+061/FRfQ 
T~IS GIVES PERIOC I~ MICRUSECU~DS 

CUCT = I l.OE+03l*I~RU**21/!4.0*13.1416**21*57.01 
H-IS GIVES TOTAL INOUCTAI';LE UIANCHtNRIESl 

RES = 12.G*CUCT/i>RLJ) * ALuG (RA.TlL11 
T~IS GIVES TOTAL CIRCUIT KESISCANC~ IMILLIOH~SI 

C~EGA = 12.0*3.14161/IPRG*I.Cf~061 
C~EGA IS A~GULAR FKEQUENLY IRAU/SECI 

T~AX = lll.OE+061/0MEGAl * ATA~ 12.0*0MEGA*DLCT*l.OE-06/RESJ 
T~AX IS TIME Tu PEAK CUI{REI\IT 

63. 

C~AX = lll.GE+061*VDLTS/IOMEGA*OUCTII * EXP IRES*TMAX/I-2.0*DUCTJI 
l * SIN lll.Of:-·06l*OMEGA*THAXI 

C CI<At.X IS PEt.K CURRC< T I KA I 

,.. = N-1 
IF I ITYP .EQ. 21 17, ltl 

17 A"'Pill = 0.5 * IYI21+Yilll * ITI2l-Tilll 
CC 20 I = 2, M 

A,.. P I I I AMP I 1- l I + 0. 5 * I Y I I+ 1 I + Y I 1 l l * I T I I+ ll- T I I I I 
B~PIII = ABS IA·"'PIIII 

20 CC";T If\UE 

PEAK = A~AXAF lAMP, 1, 4u, 1, M3) 
C~LIP = CMAX/IPEAK*SENS*YSChLE) 

C OLifl GIVES 1\.A/V FGR E.'\Ch TtZACE 

CC 30 I = 1, 1-1 
CIII = 111-'Pill*SENS*CALlb*YSCALE 

C Cl i l IS CURRENT IN KA 
30 CC';T li~UE 

GC TO 36 

18 C~Ll8 = CMAX/IPl*ScNS*YSLALEI 
LC 35 I = 1, M 

C I I l = Y I 11 *S EN~*CALI i:l*Y SCALE: 
35 CC'H INUE 

36 CELT/I= SCRTIKST/11.14L6*FRfQ*XML*O.Cllt 
C CELTA IS SKIN ~EPTH ICMl 

IF ICELTA .GT. FPT*2.54l 37, 38 

37 Rill= RST/IFPi-.*FPT*6·'•'>l 
GC TC 39 

3H Rill = RSl/IDcLTA*rPw*2.54l 

3'l ACT l(r,( L l = 0.(; 
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TAPSill = 0.0 
CISPill = 0.0 
VEL! ll "' 0.0 
TEt-41-'l ll 0.0 

CC 40 I 1, M 

J = 1+1 
IF IJ .GT. Ml 40, 42 

,, ' 

42 ACTIONIJI = ACTIONIII + ICIJI**tl * IT!Jl-TIIII 
C ACTIC~J ~lt~S UNITS Ar~PS-SQUARt:U Sr.C 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

R!Jl =Kill* ll.C + 1\LPHA*IlEMPIII-TEMPtllll 
TEMP(Jl = hCT!C~IJI*RIJI*C.23Q/(SPHT*~HO*FPW*FPT*6.45l 
ThiS G,lVtS T!:~~P. ~lSE IN F-I.Yt:R 

TAPSIJJ = ACTlU~IJl*l.OE+C5*XML/12.0*IFP~*2.54l**2l 
TAPS IS l"UMENTU"1 CE;JSJTY (0Yt~E-SEC/CM21 

TAPS(J) = 0.64 * TAPSIJI, 
T~IS ACLOU~TS FOR THE MAGNFTIC EFFICIE~C~ CF THIS SYSTE~ 

VELIJI ~ tTAPSIJI*l.Cl-05)/(RHU*FPT*2.54) 
THIS GIVES FLY£K VELOCITY IMM/LSECI 

DISPIJI = DISPIII + ll.S*IVFLIII+VELIJll *tTIJl-Ttlll 
ThiS GIVES FLY~R GISPLAC~MENT (~MI 

40 CCI'IT l!';UE 

WRITE 13, 1L4l St-<OT, PRO, DUCT, RES, TMAX, O'AX 
104 FCRMAT (lHl, ////, 1CH5HLT NO. , A1C, ///, 5X, 9HPcRICC = , 

L F6.?, 131- MlCKOSECO.-~OS, I, SX, l3H!NOUCTAI\CE = , F7.2, 
1 121-i NAT\Ut-ENRIES, /, 5X, 13HRESISTA"KE = , F':>.2, lC~ I"ILLICH~S, 

1 /, sx, 71-TMAX = , f4 • .2, 13H MICROSECONDS, /, 5X, 7~li"AX = I 

1 f6.2, 3H KA) 

WRITE 13, 10?1 
10'5 FCRMAT 1/// 1 5X, 73HT!'1EIUSI OlST(MM) 

1 TAPS!CGSl ACTIONIA~SI, //1 

1 
106 

l 

CC 50 I = l, M 
wRITE 13, lC61 Till, GISPIII, VELIII, 
TAPS((), ACTION!Il 
FCR~AT I 7X, F5 .2, 7X, F5.2, ax, F5. 1, 
6X, 1PE8.2, 6X, lPEB.£1 . 

so con lNUE 

IF I K EN 0 • N E • ll Gu T 0 9 

CALL EX IT 
E~n 

VEL I~M/LSI TH'PICI 

Tti"Pill, 

eX, F6.1, 

64. 

.. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

At the present time, details of crack growth and fracture in brittle 

mate~ials subjected to dynamic loading are not well understood. It is 

geherally recognized, however, that due to the trahsient nature of the 

stresses in a solid body following impact, the fracture behavior under 

such conditions may differ significantly from that observed with static 

loading. There are several important reasons for this behavior. First, 

since the velocities at which cracks propagate are generally lower than 

the· velocities of stress waves in the material, any cracks that begin to 

grow may· propagate only a short distance before the stress is removed. 

The growth of small flav1s to complete failure may thus occur in small 

increments. Second, since for stress waves of short duration only 

localized regions of the body may be stressed at any time, fractures can 

fonn in these regions quite independently of \'!hat is occurring elsewhere. 

Such localized fracturing can influence the growth of cracks subsequently 

initiated in other regions. Third, the influence of reflected waves 

which become superimposed may cause fracture even if the initial pulse 

was of relatively low amplitude. Specimen geometry is thus of some 

importance in determining fracture behavior, and the overall fracture 

patterns exhibited following impact may tend to be uniquely reproducible 

compared to the static case. Fourth, the mechanical properties of 

materials at high loading rates may differ considerably from the pro

perties observed under static conditions and thereby influence the 

fracture process. This effect is undoubtedly of greater i~portance for 

metals than for brittle materials. 

Theoretical and exoerimental investigations of fracture phenomena 

in brittle materials, including glasses and most polycrystalline ceramics, 

... 
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have been widely reported. Most of these studies, however, have been 

concerned with fracture behavior under static loading conditions. A 

variety of relations which predict the conditions necessary for failure 

have been proposed, and general characteristics of c~ack growth have also 

been considered. While these theories often give excellent agreement 

with data obtained in fracture tests involving static loading, their 

applicability to problems involving fracture by stress waves has not 

generally been proved. Furthermor·e, due to the mathematical complexity 

df stress wave-crack interaction problems, the development of suitable 

theories treating the dynamic case has been slo'lt. Certain problems 

associated with impact testing, observations of crack growth, and 

analysis of results have likewise limited experimental investigations in 

this area. Thus, no widely accepted criterion for fracture by stress 

waves is currently available. 

The principal purpose of this work was to study crack growth in 

glass plates subjected to controlled impacts. Impact tests were conducted 

using the magnetic hammer system described in .Part l. ~rack growth 

fallowing impact was recorded using high-speed str.eak photography. A 

major objective of the program was to establish a criterion for fractur~ 

by stress \'laves using experimenta 1 fracture data and computed stress-

time histories in the targets. Other phenomena of interest included the 

formation_of crack growth increments; crack acceleration, deceleration, 

and arrest; the maximum -crack velocities achieved by stress wave loading; 

and crack branching. 
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II. REVIEW OF RELEVANT FRACTURE THEORY· 

A. Fracture Initiation· 

A number of criteria have been proposed which predict the conditions 

necessary for fracture in real materials subjected to static loads. The 

first of these criteria vras formulated by Griffith, 1 •2 and is based on 

the theory that the onset of mechanical instability is governed by energy 

considerations. Griffith noted that the equilibrium state of an elastic 

body deformed by surface forces is such that the potential energy of the 

system is a minimum, and added the further consideration that if crack 

extension is to occur, it must be by a process involving a continuous 

decrease in potential energy. For an elastic plate containing a crack 

of length 2 c
0 

and subjected to a uniform tensile load, Griffith equated 

the change in stored elastic energy during crack growth to the energy 

used in creating ne\'1 surfaces and detennined that the critical applied 

stress crf required for crack growth is given by 

o = ( 2yE )1/2 
f TI CO 

(1) 

E is the elastic modulus and y is the fracture surface energy of the 

material. Although the above expression is for plane stress conditions, 

similar results can be established for- plane strain and three-dimensional 

situations. Furthermore, Orowan3 has demonstrated that the criterion is 

both a necessary and sufficient condition for fracture. 

Modifications to the Griffith theory of fracture initiation have 
4 5 6 . . been made by Inlin ·' and Orowan, who suggested that a more complete 

energy balance should include strain energy, surface energy, and all 

energy associated with localized plastic deformation at the crack tip. 

- .. 
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Irwin thus defin~d the energy release rate G as the total elastic strain 

energy available for crack extension processes near the crack tip 

accompanying a unit increase in crack area. At the critical stress 

level required for crack growth, G = Gc, and the crack can be considered 

to be in a state of metastable equilibrium. For G < G the crack is c 

stable, and for G > Gc propagation is expected. The energy release rate 

G is dependent on the loading geometry and crack configuration; for 

example, for the cracked plate problem considered by Griffith, G = nc<i/L 

The critical ene'rgy release rate Gc ·is considered to be a material con

stant, but its value is dependent on such factors as microstructure, 

temperature, and environment. 

Alternate approaches in the development of fracture criteria have 

involved consideration of the stress field in the region of the crack 

tip. Indeed, although the Griffith criterion was established using an 

energy balance, the formulation was based in part on a solution obtained 

by Ingl i/ for the stresses around an elliptical hole in a plate. It 

was determined that the maximum stress at the crack tip could' be many 

times greater than the applied stress when the tip radius was small, so 

that the theoretical strength of a material might actu~lly be reached 

locally even t~ough the average stress is very low. The Griffith 

theory. however, predicts an infinite fracture stress as crack length 

becomes zero. This unrealistic result can be eliminated with a criterion 

based on a critical limiting local .stress. In its simplest form such a 

fracture criterion can be expressed as8 

l/2 o ""o (p/4c
0

) .f c (2) 
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wher~ de rep~esen~s the true strength (molecular cohesion) of the , 

·material~ and-pis the ti~ radius for a crack of length c
0

. Asp and c
0 

become very sma 11, the fracture stress of cannot exceed oc. 

Details of the' stress fi~ld in the region of a crack tip v1ere first 
c 

presented by Westergaard,J who determined that the general fom for the 

stresses can be expressed as 

K 
0 .. = -1·/2 f, .. {8} 

lJ r J 
(3) 

In this expression, i and j define the components of the stress tensor 

and r and 8 are the radius vector and angular coordinate, respectively, 

for a coordinate system having its origin at the crack tip. The constant 

K, knovm as the stress intensity factor, has units of stress x (length) l/? 

and is dependent on the geometry and location of the crack, the size of 

the cracked body, and the method of loading. 9 •10 Thus determination of 

the stress intensity factor requires a complete stress analysis of a 

given configuration and loading. The stress intensity factor for a plate 

containing an edge crack, for exarnple, has 'been found to be11 

K = 1.12 a (nc) 1/ 2 (4) 

when the cfack length c is small compared to the plate width. Extensive 

compilations of' stress. intensity ·factor solutions have been made by Sih, 12 

and by Tada, Paris. and Irwin. 13 !·Jhile many of these solutions were 

obtained using the method of Westergaard. a number of other methods have 

been used, including the complex function method of Muskhelishvili. 14 

- .. 

.. 



Using the method of ~lestergaard, 9 Invi n 10 determined the proper 

expressions for the forces and displacements at the crack tip and was 

able to show that the energy and stress intensity approaches for pre-

dictihg fracture were equivalent. 

for conditions of plane stress, and 

2 ? 
,.. = K (1-v'-) 
b· E -

G and K ltiere found to be re 1 a ted by 

( 5) 

' (6) 
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for conditions of plane strain, \1/here E is the elastic rr.odulus and vis 

Poisson•s ratio. Thus, determination of a critical energy release rate 

G is equivalent to measuring the critical value of the stress intensity c . 

factor Kc. Like Gc, Kc is considered to be a material constant. A 

detailed discussion of the energy. and stress intens.ity approaches has 

been given by viillis. 15 These theories form the basis for the field of 

linear elastic fracture mechanics. 

Additional criteria for .fracture include that proposed by Barenblatt16 

based on the existence of cohesive forces at the crack tip, ahd the 

criterion established by ~kC1intock17 based on a critical average strain. 

The criterion of Barenblatt has been discussed by Erdogan and Sih,18 who 

compared it to both the maximum stress and energy concepts. The similar-

ity of the critical average strain criterion and the Griffith criterion 
19 has been discussed by McCl.intock and Sukhatme .. 
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B. Crack Propagation 

The energy criteriori discussed above cannot be applied to the 

problem of a r~nning crack since only the elastic strain energy and the 
. 

energy associated·with the formation of new surface area were considered. 

Likewise, the limiting stress criterion is also unsuitable for the dynamic 

case since the stress field in the region of an extending crack tip is 

constantly changing. Due to the complexity of the dynamic stre$S states 

it is difficult to extend the stress criterion to the .case of a running 

crack in a quantitative manner. An energy balance approach can be 

followed, however, if an additional term is included to account for 

kinetic effects. 20 

The addition of kinetic energy to the energy balance for a running 

crack v1as first made by r~ott, 21 who assumed that the stress and dis

placement fields were the same as for the static problem with the same 

crack length. The crack was assumed to be moving with constant velocity. 

Using the results of ~lott, and assuming that the stress field around the 

crack tip was as given by Westergaard,9 Roberts and l!ells 22 determined·. 

that for a material having v = 1/4 the velocity ~c of a propagating 

crack of length c is given by 

c l/2 
Vc ·= 0.38 (E/p) 112 [1 - c0 ] (7) 

E is the elastic modulus, pis the density, and (E/p) 1l 2 is the velocity 

of longitudirial w~ves in cylindrical bars. The limiting velocity V of . m 

a propagating crack was thus predicted to be 

- " 1/2 V m = 0 • 3·:S ( E/ p) (8) 
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An error in Eq. (7) arisin~ from the neglect of crack acceleration 

was recognized by Berry, 23 v1ho reasoned that the applied loc:d r; \·las 

greater than the value of pr·edicted by the Griffith criterion and there

by avoided a condition of zero crack acceleration at t = 0. Berry found 

that the crack velocity should be given by 

(9) 

2 2 where n = (2of/o ), and k is a dimensionless constant dependent on the 

stress field near the crack tip. For c>> c
0

, Eq. · (8) predicts a maximum 

crack velocity 

( 10) 

the same result obtained by Roberts and Hells, 22 where for v = l/4, 

(2n/k) 112 = 0.38. Although Eq. (9) was derived without reference to a 

particular criterion for fracture, Berry23 has shown that for the 

Griffith criterion n = 2 and crack velocity and acceleration ac are thus 

given by 

- v ( 1 - co ) vc = m c 

-2 (t) (1 - co)' ( 11) ac = vm c . 
c .· 

A more detailed revie\·J of the analyses of ~1ott, 21 Roberts and \·lells, 22 

23 20 and Gerry has been given by Erdogan. 
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Since (E/p) 112 is approximately equal to the longitudinal sound 

velocity in a mater:-ial, for v = l/4 the maximum crack velocity predicted 

by Eq. (8) is approxi!TJately 0.6 CS, where CS is the velocity of shear 

\'Javes. nore rigorous mathematical aoproaches have resulted in predic

tions for maximum crack velocity sorne\A/hat higher than this value. 
2 .. 

Craggs ~ calculated the rate at which elastic and kinetic energy (the 

energy release rate G) disappears into the tip of a moving crack. For a 

plane crack in tension, G approached zero at a crack velocity of about 

0.7 c5, which implies that a maximum crack velocity has been reached. 
r An alternate approach by Broberg ~ led to a dynamic stress intensity 

factor whose ratio to the static value for the same crack length decreased 

to zero at the Rayleigh ~ave velocity CR. This result was confirned by 

Atkinson and Eshelby, 26 and Erdogan20 and has indicated that the solution 

of Craggs 24 may be incorrect. For materials having v = l/4, CR = 0.92 c5. 

Similar conclusions regarding the limiting velocity of crack prepa

ration have been reached by Stroh, 27 and by Barenblatt and Cherepanov. 28 

Stroh has noted that a propagating crack can be considered as a distur-

bance moving on a ~tress-free surface; such a disturbance is known to 

propagate with the velocity of Rayleigh surface waves. 29 A similar 
. 20 

argument has been given by Erdogan. Several important assumptions are 

involved: (1) that the crack runs along a straight path, (2) that the 

fracture surface energy is independent of velocity, and (3) that the 

conditions of loading remain ~nchanged during propagation. According to 

Erdogan, in a real Mat~rial, none of these conditions may be met. How-

ever, as a crack develops and new surfaces are created, it is not 

unreasonable that the l irr.iting fracture velocity fs predicted to be the 

velocity at which surface waves propagate. 
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C. Crack Branchino ---------"'-

As a crack propagates with increasing velocity, branching is often 

observed. There appear to be two distinct situations under which branch-

ing may occur. The first of these is when the crack reache~ a high 

velocity, and the second is when the stress near the crack tip reaches 

some critical high value. Since in a brittle material the stresses near 

the tip of a running crack will increase with crack velocity, both con-

ditions stated may be satisfied at high velocities. However, it is 

possible for branching to occur at lower crack velocities if the stre~s 

in the region of the crack tip is increased significantly, perhaps by 

the interaction of stress waves, during propagation. 30 

The distribution of stresses near the tip of a running crack was 

first investigated by Yoffe, 31 who found that at high velocities of 

crack propagation the syrrmetrical stress distribution becomes distorted 

and instead of a maximum normal stress on the line of the crack a 

maximum appears to either side. For a crack velocity between 0.6 and 
' 

0.7 times the shear wave velocity ·in the material, a definite maximum in 

the circumferential stress around the crack tip region was noted at an 

angle of approximately 60° to the line of the crack. Yaffe postulated 

that if a crack propagates in a direction normal to the maximum tensile 

stress in the material, then at high velocities the change in the direc

tion of the maximum tension should cause the crack to curve or branch. 

A similar suggestion for branching was made by Williams, 32 who determined 

that for a stationary ctack the ~aximum principal stress occurs off to 

the sides of the crack line at an angl~ of ±60°. 

In terms of the polar coordinates (r, 8) measured from the tip of a 

running crack, the normal (circumferential) stress a88 and the shear 



stress oro obtained from the solution provided by Yoffe31 are given by 

\·Jhere 

+ 2
B 2 ~2" cos 

1 +s [ 

~(~ + y) cos 

' J ( \ s,·n 2e (c.cosole~l) 
ora " H~k l ~ * + YJ \ 

2J(ca~ i) J \ 1 . 

s) sin 

+ ?.~ cos 
(

. el) s1n --

2e· --of -~ · ( 13 + l) (__1§_) 
13 1+132 

cos 
(

. 92~ 
s. in T · 

28 D 
2 

T =applied tensile stress 

A,~ = Lame constants 

2 
y = (l-C2/C~) 
132 = ( l-C2/C~) 
c = crack velocity 

cl = dilatational \'lave velocity 

Cz = shear wave velocity 

~. p 2 H = -- - + 2p)y + (41JG/l+B ) 
y 

e1 = arc ton {y tan 8) ' 

( 12) 
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82 = arctan (B tan e) 

01 ( 2C) + y 2 . 28)1/4 = cos 'J s1n 
? 62 . 28)1/4 

02 = ( '- "' + cos (; s1n 

k = dimensionless constant 

8 = angle measured from the line of the crack 

It should be noted that the expression for a88 given above differs 

slightly from that given by Yaffe; Eq. (15) in Yoffe•s paper contains a 

misplaced parenthesis. An explicit expression for are was not given by 

Yaffe, but the form given above is readily obtained from her solution. 
. . 31 The runn1ng crack problem solved by Yaffe has also been considered 

by Sih33 as a special case of the Riemann-Hilbert14 problem in complex 

function theory. In cartesian coordinates, and using the notation of 

Sih, the stresses near the crack tip can be expressed as 

a = 
X 

a = y 



2 

[-
2s1 {l+s2) P ra 1 

l = - . 2 2 -- Im xy 4S1 s2- ( l+S2) . ffr Ieos -:; + .1 s, s1n 8 

+ 1 
.-] +O(r

0
) ( 13) 

/Cos e + ;s
2 s 1 n 8 · 

\-Jhere p = applied tensile stress 

s2 = (1 c2;ci) 1 
s2. - (1 C2/C2) 

2 2 

a = crack length 

r = radius from crack· tip 

O(r0
) = unspecified terms of order r0

. 

These relations can easily be converted to polar coordinates for com-

parison with the solution given by Yaffe. 

Numerical results obtained from the Yoffe 31 solution, Eqs. (12) 

above, are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 for several crack velocities. 

Identical results vvere obtained using the expressions given by Sih33 

when the O(r0
) terms were neglected. The figures we~e plotted using 
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computer results taken at 2° intervals, and the stress indicated is the 

ratio of the stress at the polar angle e to the stress at 8 = 0. Calcu

lations were made for several different values for Poi~son's ratio; the 

curves shown are for v·= 1/4. 

From Fig. 1, a88 is seen to have its maximum value at e.= oo for 

low velocities of crack propagation. For a velocity of 0.01 c5, where 

c5 is the shear wave veloci~y in the material, the stress field is 

similar to the stress field at the tip of a static crack as given by 

Williams. 32 Ho~ever, as the crack velocity increases, the curve for o88 
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Fig. 1. Symmetrical. stress distribution of the norr.1al stress a 88 around 

the tip cf a propagating .crack in an elastic solid (v = 0.25) 

for several crack velocities. 
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Fig. 2. Syrrrnetrical stress distribution of the shear stress are around 

the tip of a propagating crack in an elasti~ solid (v = 0.25) 

for several crack velocities. 
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tends to flatten out and nearly equal stresses exist over a relatively 

wide arc about the crack tip. f\t sor.1e critical velocity, corresponding 

to the velocity where 

the val~e of oee at e = 8° becomes a minimum, and maxir.1a occur on each 

side of the crack line. For v = l/4 this critical velocity is 0.629 c5, 

as given by Craggs}4 .L\t very high crack velocities the maximum stress 

cree becomes more pronounced and the crack might be expected to curve or 

fonn branches at some large angle to the original crack line. 

From Fig. 2, the shear stress ore is also seen to be strongly 

dependent on crack velocity. · For low velocities ore is Similar to the 

static case. At higher velocities the curve changes significantly. In 
35 discussing brittle fracture paths Cotterell reported that when cree was 

a maximum ore was zero; hence the direction of propagation was stated to 

be a principal stress direction, and the energy released a maximum. 

From Fig. 1 ~nd Fig. 2 it is ~vident that above the critical velocity 

this is not the case. The stresso88 is a maximum at a larger angle 

than the angle at which ore is zero, although for very high crack veloci..: 

ties this difference is only a few degrees. C6ttere11•s analysis is 

apparently incorrect. 

It has· been suggested by Erdogan and Sih18 that crack growth in 

brittle materials occurs in a direction normal to the maximum local 

tensile stre~s at the ~rack tip, and that growth in this direction 

releases the maxir.um amount of energy. Experimental results have shmvn 

that the growth direction hypothesis is valid; thus the expectation that 
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at high crack velocities branc.hL~s may form at some large angle to the 
.· ··' 

cratk line is not unreasonable. However, it has not been established 

that \·Jhen a crack grm'is normal to the maximum local te·hsile stress the 

energy released is a maximum. A critical examination of the running 

crack problem using the strain~energy ~ensity concepts recently advanced 

by Sih
35 might prove interesting. 

Results from the Yoffe31 solution, shown in Fig. l and Fig. 2 were 

for v = l/4, as previously noted. In general, it v1as found that lm1er 

values for Poisson's ratio lead to higher maximum stresses o88 and ore 

for a given crack velocity, and that these maxima occur at slightly 

higher values for e. These observations are consistent with calculations 

by Craggs, 34 and by Barenblatt and Cherepanov, 28 who noted that as vis 

decreased, 

at lower crack velocities. Thus for branching by a velocity criterion, 

conditions which promote branching are more easily met for materials 

having lower values for Poisson's ratio. 

An alternate approach to the problem of crack branching has been 

discussed by Clark and In-Ji n, 37 and by Congleton and Petch. 38 The 

primary factor controlling crack division is considered to be the attain-

ment of a critical s.tres~ intensity factor K' rather than a crack

velocity-induced modif~cati?n _of the stress field near the crack tip. 

According to Congleton and Petch, 38 for an internal crack 
'• •' 

( 14) 
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where cb is the crack half-length when branching occurs and cf is the 

fracture stress. Although no formal theoretical approach justifying such 

a relation has been presented, crack branching data for a number of 

brittle materials have been found to give a constant value for ofcb112 

The relation between fracture stress and mirror radius reported for many 

' . 39 brittle ~aterials (for example, see p2pers oy Shana, Johnson an~ 

4fl 41 HollotHy,- and t'1echolsky et al. ) has also been intel·preted as evidence 

of the validity of Eq. (14), since the mirror region ends just before 

branching occurs. 

An important feature of the critical stress intensity factor cri-

terion for branching is the concept that bifurcation takes place following 

the grmvth of new cracks ahead of the initial running crack. .!\ccordin] 

to Congleton and Petch, 38 as the main crack propagates flaws of some 

critical size lying ahead of the advancing crack front are accelerated. 

If the stress field associated with the main crack is of sufficient 

duration and intensity to induce "pel·sistent extension" of these advance 

cracks, so that the main crack and the advance cracks are moving at 

comparable velocities when the main crack reaches the advance cracks, 

branching occurs. The extension of advance cracks inclined to the 

original crack is facilitated by the change in stress distribution at 

·high crack velocities discussed previously. 

P..n equ iva 1 ent apporach to crack branching, based on energy consider

ations, has been discussed by .Johnson and Holl 0\'!ay. 40 Using an energy 

balance, the energy required to form four (instead of two) new surfaces 

was considered. It was noted that when the driving force for crack 

propagation beco~es sufficiently large, the formation of a branch crack 

should be possible. The additional surface energy required can be 



obtained at the.expense.of the kinetic ~nergy associated with the main 

crack before branching~ so that after bifurcation crack velocity will 

d~crea~e. Branching is thus considered to be possible from an energy 
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point of view when the Griffith fracture criterion is satisfied for a 

doubled surface energy. A similar .. observation has been fT'.ade by Smith42 

for b:anching along pl2nar segments 1t1ith anti-plane (!1ode III) loading. 

D. Interactions of Stress Haves with Cracks 

Fracture criteria and crack propagation theories for brittle 

materials discussed in preceding sections cannot, in general, be expected 

to apply to crack growth following i~pact. Nevertheless, since crack 

growth is es~entially a local phenomenon, it is not unreasonable to 

suppose that if the stresses in the vicinity of the crack tip are not 

significantly different for conditions of static and impulsive loading, 

then the theories considered may have some validity regardless of the 

states of stress in other regions. In contrast to the static case, for 

impact loading both stress and time a~e· significant parameters in deter-

mining fracture behavior. However, the development of theories 

successfully treating stress-time effects in problems toncerned with the 

interaction of stress waves with cracks has been slow. 

A number of mathematical treatments of the interaction of stress 

waves of various types ~iih cracks have been discussed in the literature 

in the last fe'tl years. Most note~tJOrthy, perhaps, are papers by Loeber 

and S·h.43,44 ~ ,.45,46 Th d L 47 d·s·h E bl d R 48 1 , 11a , au an u; an 1 , m ey, an . avera. 

The dynamic stress ·fields around ·a finite crack in an infinite body have 

been investigated ind co~pared to the equivale~t static problem. As 
49 . . 

Chen hrJ.s pointc~c.! o:Jt, the Ci'lasi·-nup;crical methods userl are incapable 

. .. 
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of solving dynamic problems with finite boundaries; hence application of 

the theories to practical problems is limited. However, the theories 

do provid~ some indication of the critical relation between the stress 

near the crack tip and the duration of loading. 

Loeber and Sih43 •44 considered the interaction of plane hannonic 

compression (P) waves, as well as vertical shear (SV} and horizont31 

shear (SH) \'laves, ~;;ith a sharp crack of length 2a. Tile dynamic stress 

distribution for each ~tJave type was found to be very sensitive to changes 

in the ~t1aveleilgth A of the disturbance within certain ranges. By com

paring the dynamic stress intensity factors Kd to the corresponding value 

Ks for the static problem, it was determined that the effects of dynamic 

interaction are greatest \'/hen A. is several times greater than the crack 

length. For P-waves, for example, when A = 4na the c~namic stress 

intensity factor Kd was found to have a maximum value approximately 30S 

great~r than the static value Ks. For shorter wavelengths, values for 

Kd decreased rapidly; the near field dynamic solutions v1ere found to 

approximate the static solutions \'Jhen the wavelength v1as very long. 

Similar results for P-waves were obtained by Thau and Lu, 47 v1ho noted 

that the maximum dynamic stress intensity factor is reached at a time 

corresponding to the instant of arrival of the first scattered Rayleigh 

(surface) wave from the opposite crack tip. 

The interaction of various types of waves with a penny-crack in an 

infinite elastic solid has been considered by t•lal. 45 For longitudinal 

\'laves, the dynamic stress intensity factor was found to be a maximum 

when the wavelength A. was approximately five times the diameter of the 

crack. At this critical wavelength, Kd was about 45% greater than th~ 

corresponding static value. For a crack of finite width, also examined 
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by r,~a·l, 46 a maximum for. Kd was reached \-Jhen A was about six times the 

crack width. At this ~avelength Kd 0as approximately 30S greater than 

the static value Ks'. For both tyoes of cracks the dynamic K values ~tJere 

found to decrease rapidly for shorter vJavelengths. For A approxir.1ately 

eqoal to the crack width, for exa~ple, the dynamit stress intensity 

fa~tor was found to be less than 50% of the corresponding static v~lue. 

The results discussed above emphasized the significance of \-Jave-

length on the stress intensity factor for dynamic problems involving the 

interaction of stress waves with cracks. Since Kd·depends on stress as 

well as on the wavelength ~f the disturbance, it is apparent that for 

s~ort wavelengths relative to the characteristic crack dimen~ion a stress 

significantly greater than the critical static stress will be required 

for crack growth. Both the amplitude and duration of stress pulses at 

the crack tip will be of importance in determining propagation behavior 

following impact. Thus any fracture criterion expected to apply for 

problems of this type must include both stress and time effects. 

Fracture criteria discussed previously do not satisfy this condition. 

The response of brittle materials to impact and the interaction of 

stress ~tJaves \'lith cracks in elastic solids have been considered by 
50-55 . . 

Steverdi~g and Lehnigk in a number of papers. The principal 

objective of their work has been to establish a criterion for fracture by 

stress waves, and in.general an energy-balance approach has been 

followed. While-the theories presented appear to successfully combine 

stress and time effects·, a number of serious shortcomings of certain 

approaches become evident on ex ami n<ltion of the results. A crit i ca 1 

revie\·J of several theorie_s proposed by Steverding and Lehn·igk is 

presented below. 

•. 
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The first a~p~oach to the stress wave-crack intera~tion problem 

mcde by ·steverdirig ·and Lehnigk 52 involved surface cracks and 1·1as based 

on an assumption that the dy~amic deflectio~ of the crack walls could be 

described using the static deflection relation for a cantilever beam 

"built in at the crack tip." The Lagrangian L, the difference beh1een 

the kinetic and potential enerjies of the crack system, was determined 

and substituted into Lagrange's equation of motion, 

ddt n~) - (~~) = 0 (15) 

to obtain an equation of motion for the crack. The relation given by 

Steverding and Lehnigk is 

( 16) 

where c is th~ crack length at time t, ~ is acceleration, and ~ is the 

crack velocity. A and B are constants which depend on material proper-

ties; A also includes a dependence on stress. By finding an asy~ptotic 

solution and a particular solution to the equation of motion given above, 

relations were obtained for expected maximum c_rack velocity and for 

crack stability (a Griffith-type relation), respectively. However, 

since B = (a 4/4) is always positive, where a is the speed of sound in 

the material, c· ... q. (16) above clearly leads to an imaginc.ry result for 

maximum crack velocity. This error, never acknowledged by Steverding and 

Lehnigk in subsequent papers', was ·firstbelieved to result froo improper 

formulation of L; the work of the outer forces was included, whereas in 

later, more real'istic treatments of the problem. this work was neglected. 
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HO\'Iever, even when the Lagrangian is '!corrected," the ·equation of motion 

for the crack remains unacceptable. The effect of changing L is to 

change the sign of the Bc 4t 3 term in Eq. (16). While this provi~es for 

estimation of a maximum crack velocity which is real, it is then impos- • 

sible to derive a relation griverning crack stability which is not 

imaginary. Thus the use of the deflection function from static elasti

city theory seems inappropriate for this problem, and the theory presented 

warrants no further consideration. 

The interaction of a plane tension pulse with a penny-shaoed crack 

was consi~ered by Steverding and Lehnigk53 in another paper. A general 

fonn for the deflection of the crack walls similar to the static deflec-

tion function for a penny-shaped crack was selected which satisfied a 

number of boundary conditions and the initial condition that deflection 

z ~ 0 at t = 0. The Lagrangian L was formulated as in the paper 

discussed above, but Hamilton's principle of least action (calculus of 

variations) was used to derive the equation of motion for the crack. An 

asymptotic solution of the equation of rr.otion \'Ias use_d to obtain the 

result that the naximum crack velocity B can be given by 

[ 
80 Jl/4 S = 2 a 

· 51 ( 1-v) 
( 17) 

This is obviously an impossible result since B is predicted to be about 

15% greater than ,the sound speed a; for the problem considered, a must 

correspond to.the velocity of longitudinal \Hves. A particular solution 

for the equation of motion was found .to give a crack stability relation 

similar to the static solution for a penny-shaped crack obtained by 

56 Sneddon. HO'.-iever, for the dynamic problem a minimufTl pulse duration 

.. 
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T ~ 1.·4 (~)was required before crack growth could occur at the stress 

level predicted by the given crack stability relation. 

The unrealistic estimate for S noted above was attributed by 

Steverding and Lehnigk 53 to the use of a first approximation only for 

describing crack deflection. A method for obtaining a more realistic 

dynor'"iic deflection ft}nction a posteriori viaS suggested, whereby a 

series of similar functions are used for refinement. According to 

Steverding and Lehnigk, the coefficients of these functions can be 
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determined by demanding that the action integral be stationary. This is 

discussed in an appendix to their paper. Hovwver, attempts b,Y the 

present author to complete the suggested analysis were not successful. 

Hindmarsh57 has also concluded that the approach outlined by 

Steverding and Lehnigk is not correct for the problem considered. 

Fracture ·by shear waves has also been considered by Steverding and 

Lehnigk. 54 For ~ crack of length c
0 

in an infinite half-space~ it was 

assumed that the particle velocity associated with the disturbance 

changed in a linear fashion along the crack wall, so that the displace-

ments varied linearly with distance from the crack tip. The linear 

displacement relation \'las found to satisfy the required boundary condi-

tions and the initial condition that displacement is zero at t = 0, as 

before. The Lagrange approach used in the treatment of surface cracks 

discussed above was followed, but L = T - U- S was used, where T is the 

kinetic energy, U is the elastic strain energy (including both shear and 

elongation components), and S is the surface energy. From the equation 

of motion for the crack, the maximur:1 crack velocity B \•Jas found to be 

given by 
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S = (3/8x)~12 a-, ; ; ( 18) 

where a is the ve1ocity of longitudinal waves in the Gaterial~ and x 

depends only on Poisson•s ratio. For 'J = 1/4, a maximum crack velocity 
~ ;, 

close to the velocity of Rayleigh swrface v1aves is predicted by Eq. (18), 

a result in agreenent \·lith the theoretical maximur1 velocity under static . , 

loadin; conditions. 

To deter~ine crack stapility on impact, Steverding and Lehnigk54 

first estimated the time t that the deflection had proceeded to such an 
0 

' 
extent that the first bonds at the crack tip were broken. This time was 

called the incubation time, and \-Jas found by equating the energy deli-

vered to the crack system to the sum of the el~stic strain en~rgy and the 

kinetic energy at the instant propagation was expected to begin. For 

this problem t
0 

= 5.3 x1/ 2 (c/a) was detemined. For a pulse of dura

tion T, ~12 > t
0 

was stated t6 be a necessary condition for crack 

propagation. It follows that for the interaction of shea~ waves with a 

crack of length c
0

, the \'Javelength cf the pulse must be several times 

greater than c
0 

before crack growth can occur. This result seems 

reasonable in light of the relations between wavelength and dynamic 

stress intensity factors discussed previously. 

By substituting for t
0 

in the crack equation of motion, with 

E = t = 0, threshold conditions for propagation w~re obtained. The 

crack stability relation for v = l/4 can be expressed as 

( 19) 

wl1ere y is t~e fracture surface energy and G is the shear ~odulus. This 
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is a Griffith~typ~ relation which inditates that for a pulse of suffi

cient rluration the fracture stress Will depend only on the crack siie c
0 

and the matcr.ial properties y and G. Time and stress conditions for 

fracture can be combined by expressing c
0 

in terms of t
0 

and noting that 

t/2 > t is a necessary condition ·for crack growth. The limit of crack 
0 

stability for the stress wave-crack i.nteraction problem considered can 

then be expressed by a least-action lavJ of the form 

2 
0 T "'1 3 _y_ 

G "' • a* . ( 20) 

< 

where a* is the velocity of shear waves in the material. For a stress 

pulse of the type treated in this analysis, the wave must have an action 

dehsity at least equal to 1.3 {y/a*) in order to propagate any crack. 

It should be noted that the constant in Eq. (20) is 1:\'Iice that given by 

Steverding and Lehnigk, 54 whose value of 0.65 is incorrect due to 

improper substitution for t
0 

in ter~s of the pulse duration T. 

Steverding and Lehnigk 55 have reconsidered the problem of the inter-

action of a plane tension pulse with a surface crack. The region of 

superposition of incoming tension waves and reflected compression waves 

from the crack surface was considered to be the cross-section of an 

elastic beam, clamped at the crack tip; Whereas in a previous analysis 

the deflection of.the beam was described using the static deflection 

f t . f t "1 52 . th. 1 . f. t. ( ) unc 1on or a can 1 ever, 1n 1s ana ys1s a unc 1on y = y x,c,t 

was chosen which satisfied the required boundary and initial conditions. 

It was again suggested that a series of functions could be used to 

improve the approximation~for y, but Steve~ding and Lehnigk noted that 

"only a sliqhtly incorrect numerical factor will enter the equations" 
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using the simpler form and disregarded any refinements. The equation of 

motion for the crack was dete1·mi ned using the l av1 of angular momentum to 

describe the rotation of material around the crack tip. However, the 

same equation of motion can be obtained using Lagrange mechanics. 

Details of an analysis made using this latter approach are giveh below. 

For the deflection function y-= y(x,c,t) adopted by Steverding and 

Lehnigk, 55 the kinetic energy T, elastic strain energy U (consisting of 

a shear component Us, and a dilatation component Ud)' and surface energy 

S were found to be given by 

= 64 2 ( + c't + c2ct2) T 315 patwu c 

s = 2-yw ( c - c ) 
0 

( 21 ) 

In these expressions p is the density, w is the width of the "beam," u 

is the partiCle velocity associated with the stress pulse, and E is the 

elastic modulus; other parameters are as identified previously. On 

forming the Lagrangian L = T - Us - Ud - S, it was detennined that 

(3L) 64 2 (t2 + 2 cct~) ~- = ill pawu -

d (ol \ = 1321~ pav;u2 [t + 3 ~ct2 + ~ct3 - t.2ct2~J. 
dt 8l) ~ 

.. 
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(
aL) 64 . 2 ( e:

2
t
3

) 3c = Tf5 (pawu ) t - -2-
c 

(22) 

Lagra nge's equati6n of motion was given by Eq. (15) above. Substituting 

for t he required derivatives from Eas. (22), and noting that a2 

a* 2 - ~' and u = (a/ pa) as done by Steverding and Lehnigk, 55 the 

equation of motion for the crack was found to be given by 

.. t3 1 . 2t3 3. 2 1 ( 1 1 I ) 2 cc - I c + . cct + I + x c t 

(23) 

This equation is identical to that obtained by Steverding and Lehnigk by 

equating the work done to the change in angular momentum. The constant 

xis a function of Poisson's ratio; for a plate x = l/(l-v2), while for 

an infinite body x = (l-v)/(l+v)(l-2v). 

For long times the crack velocity can be expected to reach its 

r.~aximum valueS. Jl.t this velocity, c = 0, c = S, and the crack length c 

is approximately equal to St. From the crack equation of motion, Eq. 

(23) above, it follows that 

B = a*(_k_)l /2 
6x-l 

(24) 

This result is also as given by Steverding and Lehnigk, 55 and was found 

by recogni zing thJ t for large t the last ter~ in Eq. (23) is indecisive 
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and can be neglected. For a plate with v = l/4, the maximum crack 

velocity predicted by Eq. (24) is approximately 0.66 times the shear 

wave velocity a*. This value is lower than the maximum velocity 

expected for static loading conditions, perhaps due to the use of a 

firs t approximation for the deflection. 

In discussing fracture by shear \•laves above, calculation of an in-

cubati 8n time t
0

, the time required for the pulse to cause the first 

bonds at the crack tip to rupture, was mentioned. The approach foll ow~d 

is to form an energy balance betVJeen the v10rk done by the stress \vave A 

and the sum of the kinetic energy and elastic strain energy just prior 

to rupture. As given by Steverding and Lehnigk, 55 

A = 
2 a av.;tc 

E 
(25) 

For A = T+U, with c . 
= c = 0, c = c

0
, S = 0, and t = t

0
, it can be shown 

that 

t = s(co) 
o a* (26) 

where B = (105 x - -1-- l)112 is a constant approximately equal to 1. 
64 3x 3 

The crack stability relation can now be found by considering the equation 

of motion at the instant the crack becomes unstable. ~·l ith t = t
0

, and 

c = c = 0, 

2 
3 2 3 315 xEyco 
2 a j.· to + -64 -2- = 0 

a a 
( 27) 

.. 
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Subst ituting fort , the dynamic stability relation is found to be giv en 
0 

by 

(28) 

. 55 
Thi s is not the sarne result obtained by Steverding and Lehnigk ; \•lho 

follo~ed a slightly differen t approach. In their paper, both Eq. (28) 

and the last equation en p. 67 are incorrect. 

As expected, Eq . (28) above is the familiar Griffith-type criterion 

consistently obtained using an energy balance approach to fracture 

problems. For a crack in a plate with v = l/4, the crack stability 

relation reduces to 

(29) 

Hm..;ever, the complete criteria for fracture by stress waves must include 

consideration of the pulse duration T. For T/2 > t
0 

a necessary condi

tion for crack growth, the least action law corresponding to the dynamic 

stability relation above is given by 

2 
0 

T ;::: 15.3 -E- (i) (30) 

so that a pulse (o,-r) must have an action density at least equal to 

15.3 (Y) to cause crack growth. For other values for Poisson•s ratio, a 

or for an extended elastic solid, the constant in Eq. (30) varies 

apprec iably. 



II I. EXPERHlENTAL PROCEDURE 

A. Choice of Materials 

To study the relationship between pulse characteristics (i.e., 

stress a~plitude and duration) and crack growth in brittle materials 

subjec ted to impact, glass was chosen as a target material and impacts 

vJere r:::Eie using aluminum flyers. The choice of glass as a target 

material was based on the following considerations: 

(l) Glass can be considered to be a homogeneous, isotropic, 
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linear elastic continuum; thus, in principle, stresses and 

strains are readily calcu -lated using the theory of elasticity. 

(2) ~las s is transparent, permittin9 direct observation of cracks 

and/or crack growth before, during, and after impact with 

little ambiguity. 

(3) Pre-cracks of known length can be readily introduced into 

glass plates, making it possible to eliminate crack size as a 

variable in impact experiments. 

(4) Glass is relatively inexpensive, and specimens are easily 

prepared, both important considerations in a research program 

involving destructive testing where the number of tests may be 

ver·y great. 

Pyrex glass (Corning code 7740 borosilicate) was used in most of the 

fracture experiments conducted as part of this program. 

Aluminum was chosen as a flyer material for two important reasons. 

First, the acoustic i mp edance (density times some characteristic sound 

speed) of aluminum is clo se to that of the glass being used; thus a 

simpler waveform can be expected to propagate in the target following 

impact. Second, aluminum flyers have a much lower mass than do flyers 

... 
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of ot her common metals (e.g. -Cu or Ni) for equiv alent pulse durations ; 

it is thu s easier to accelerate flyers of Al to useful velocities for 

impact . Th'e flyers used were made of 6061-T6 A l. 

B. ~eci men Charac terization 

Per tinent ch em ical and phys i ca l prcper ti es of the Pyrex glass pl at es 

are given in Table 1. Included are approximate chemical composition, 

density, characteristic sound speeds, el~stic oroperties, and thermal 

properties needed for fo rmulating a suitable equation-of-state {pressure-

volume relation) to be described in detail later. Certain of these data 

are from Corning literature. Other values are from the open literature 

or as measured as part of this study and described below. Thermal 

expansion data wa s obtained by Kerper and Scuderi. 58 Them1al conductivity 

and thermal diffusivity were taken from the data of MacAvoy and Halaby, 59 

as given by Kohl. 60 

Density was measured using an i mmersion technique, with water as the 

displ acement medium. Water temperature was 20.6°C . 3 ' A large ( ~65 em ) 

samp 1 e ~;as used to obtain the accuracy suggested by the value given in 

t he t ab l e . Several glas s plates were us ed to check uniformity; all gave 

th e same value . 

Characteristi c sound speeds for Pyrex were measured using the pulse 

over-lap or pulse superposition method. This method has been described 

i n numerous publications, includin g papers by McSkimin ,61 
'
62 and by 

Ora bbl e . 63 As described by Drabbl e ,63 in the pulse superposition method 

a pul se of radi o fr equency waves is applied to a tran sducer for a dura-

ti on of a f ew microseconds . The pul se is reflected between the fa ces of 

the spec imen and r econverted to an electrical signal each ti me it r eturn s 
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Table l. Properties of Glass Specimens 

Composition ( ~·1t. c:; ) 

Density 

?_g!Jnd Speeds · 

Longitudinal Waves 

Shear Haves 

Elastic Properties 

Lame Constant 

Shear llodul us 

Bulk r'iodu.l us 

Elastic ~1odulus 

Poisson's Rctio 

Thermal Properties 

Linecr thermal expansion 

Thermal conductivity (25°C) 

Thermal diffusivity (25°C) 

---- - -

80.5 '; Si02 

12.9 8203 

3. 8 Na 2o 

0.5 K20 

2.2 Al 2o3 

2.228 g/cm 3 

CL = 0.560 cm/~sec 

c5 = 0.344 cm/~sec 

A = 170.3 Kbar 

G = 264.4 Kbar 

K = 346.6 Kbar 

E = 632.4 Kbar 

v = 0.196 

CLL = 32.5 X 10-7;oc 

2.7 X 10-3 cal/cm/sec/°C 

7.0 X 1 o- 3 2 em /sec . 
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to the transducer. The electrical output of the transducer thus consists 

of a series of pulses separated in time by an interval approximately 

equal to the time 2T required for the acoustic signal to make one complete 

trip t hrough the specimen. By applying rf pulses to the transducer at 

known time intervals At, it is possible to adjust At so that echoes 

arisin g from one applied pulse coincide with different (higher) order 

echoes f rom earlier pulses. Initially, At is set approximately equal to 

4T, so that the signal from the transducer consists of a series of odd-

numbered echoes whose relative phases differ slightly depending on the 

difference between At and 4T . By adjusting the pulse repetition fre-

quenry to give a maximum value for the demodulated signal, At is then 

equal to 4T and T is readily determined. Sound speeds are then calcu-

lated from the known specimen thickness. 

The velocity measurements were taken normal to the polished faces 

of large plates approximately 1.26 em thick. Longitudinal waves were 

generated using a 15 Mhz X-cut quartz transducer; shear waves were 

generated using a 10 Mhz Y-cut quartz transducer. These were activated 

using a MATEC 6500 pulse generator in conjunction with a Model l25A 

dual delay plug-in. Specimens appeared to be homogeneous and isotropic, 

with repeatable data accurate to within less than one percent. 

Elastic constants were calculated from the sound speeds CL and c5 
using the following relations. 64 

2 2 
A = p(C - 2c5) 

L 

G 
2 

-- pCS 

A \) = 2(>, + G) 
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E = 3 K ( l - 2v) ( 31) 

In the above expressions ~ ind G are the Lam§ constants, G being the 

shear ~od ulus; p is the density, v is Poisson's ratio, K is the bulk 

modulus, and E .is the modulus of elasticity in tension. 

C. Pre-Cracking Glass Plates 

To eliminate crack size as a variable during impact testing it was 

necessary to find some reproducible means of pre-cracking the glass 

plates. Furthermore, the pre-crack \'ras required to be greater than the 

longest expected pulse width at the crack location. A pre-crack of ~1 em 

length was judged sufficient to meet this requirement. 

A number of possible techniques for introducing a sharp, through 

crack of approximately l em length were considered. These included both 

mechanical means and thermal shock methods, and some of the techniques 

have been discussed by Evans. 65 First, the possibility of cutting with 

a diamond blade was examined. However, since the minimum width of an 

edge "crack" produced in such a manner would be several mils, which could 

influence the stress history associated with an incoming compression 

pulse, this method was rejected. Second, a sharp wedge of tool steel 

was placed in contact with the plate edge and tapped lightly. A single 

crack extended from the impact edge and ran into the plate, where it wa s 

arrc stP.d by app ly ing a compress iv e load norma l to the faces of the plate. 

While the crack was sharp and straight, the damage to the glass at the 

impact edge was judged to be too great for this method to be acceptable. 
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Third, cracks \'Jere introduced by applying a tensile (fatigue) load to 

plates containing a V-notch cut into one edge. Again it was possible to 

obtain a sharp, straight crack normal to the plate edge as required. 

However, in attempting to machine away the notched portion of the plate 

the cracks tended to lengthen and fork. Therefore this method was also 

di sea rded. 

Alternatively, thermal shock techniques were considered. The method 

used by Bertolotti 66 for cracking thin plates (microscope slides) was 

examined, where the plate edge is scribed with a diamond point and heat 

is applied in ,a localized region some short distance from the edge. 

~ihen thermal stresses become great enough a crack runs from the scribed 

edge into the plate, where it arrests. While this method was found to 

work very well for plates less than approximately 60 t:lils thick, the 

grovrth of cracks so introduced in thicker plates could not be controlled 

and fracturing was extensive. Thus the method common to laboratory 

glass-cutters of ap~lying a hot wire was finally examined. 

Nichrome wire 0.10 em in diameter was heated to about 700°C using a 

DC power supply operating at 20V, 20A. The hot wir~ was then stretched 

across the face of a Pyrex glass plate containing a diamond scribe mark 

along the edge where the wire contact pressure was greatest. After 

approximately 90 seconds a sharp, through crack about 1 em in length 

extended into the plate from the mark and the wire was lifted. The 

method was found to be more reliable, and the heating time r~quired was 

fou nd to decrease to about 60 seconds, when a liquid film was introduced 

be tween the gl ass and the insulating (phenolic canvas) plate on which it 

res t ed. ~ater ~as found to work as well or better than any of a number 

of other liquids used. An alternate approach also found to be suitable 
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was to apply heat with the wire for approximately 60 seconds and then to 

place a drop of water on the scribed edge. Aaain a sharp, through crack 

about em in length resulted. The technique is illustrated in Fig. 3, 

and typical cracks so introduced are shown in Fig. 4 

To relieve any residual stresses after cracking, the plates were 

subjected to an annealing cycle in air, with a maximum tsnperature of 

approximately 600°(. Examination of the annealed plates using a polari

scope revealed theril to be essentially stress-free. Details of crack 

geometry for all plates were then studied as described below. 

D. Pre-Crack Measurements 

To determine crack lengths and orientation in the plates, the 

cracks introduced in the manner described above were examined using a 

Bausch and Lomb optical microscope fitted with an x-y measuring table. 

A magnification of lOOX was found to be satisfactory. For the crack 

configuration illustrated in Fig. 5, the coordinates of points A and B 

were found, then the microscope was refocused through the glass onto the 

bottom surface of the plate to obtain the coordinates of points C and D. 

The process was repeated after first turning the plate, so that two 

measures of the crack lengths AB and CD were obtained. The crack length 

c in each instance was determined using the simple geometric relation 

(32) 

Two cha racteris tic crack l eng ths ct and cb were obtained, each represent

ing the average of two measurements and corresponding to the lengths at 

the top and bottom plate surfaces. Most cracks were approximately 1 em 
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·Fi g. 3. Hot wire technique for introducing pre-cracks into glass 

plates ; 
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Fig. 4. Typ ical cracked glass plates. 
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Fi~ . 5 . Schematic illustration of pre-crack geometry. 
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in length, although a few plates had pre-cracks as long as 1.4 em. The 

difference Jet - cbl was generally less than 0.05 em. Accuracy of 

-3 measurement was esti mated from repeated measurements to be ±2x10 em, 

or within 0.2% for a typical crack. 

The orientation of the pre-crack with respect to the edge and with 

resp ec t to the plate surfaces \'las also determined. From the coordinates 

for t ne points A, B, C, and 0, four values for a , th2 angle the crack 

makes 'l'l i th the edge , \'Jere found, v1here 

An average of these values was taken, and a was found to be ~85 ~ in all 

cases. To determine the ang·l e S the crack makes \•lith respect to the 

plate surfaces, two values were calculated and averaged, where 

8 = tan -1 ( x, 

Both x
1 

and x2 are shown in Fig. 5, and t represents the plate thi cknes s. 

In most instances 8 ~ 87° . Thus, sina sinS > 0.99, and no significant 

error in the calculation of stresses at the crack location results from 

the crack orientation. 

E. Impact Testing 

Pre-cracked glas s plates \•Jere impacted using the magnetic harrrr.er 

systefil de scribed in detail in Part l. t~ost specimens had the cpproxirnate 

di1 ne nsion s 5 c1n x 10 cr.1 x 0.6 em, but a number of tests involv ed plates 
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wh ich were about half as wide. Tests were conducted in vacuum, 

primarily to el iminate any possible air-cushioning effects between targe t 

and flyer, but also to ensure that results would not be influenced by the 

presence of water vapor, known to be an important factor in fatigue 

testing of glass and other brittle materials. 

An overall view of the experimental setup is presented in Fig. 6. 

Th~ spec imen configurat ion i s illu stra ted in Fig. 7, and th e position of 

the t arget in the impact box is shown in Fig. 8. In Fig. 7, the area of 

impact is in dicated by the shaded area on the edge opposite the pre-crack. 

Since flyer width was l .27 em in all tests~ the impacted area was 

2 
~pproximately 0.76 em . Initial spacing between the target and flyer 

plates was 0;3 em, a point where on impact the flyer was moving with a 

velocity close to its maximum and still planar relative to its thickness 

across the projected area of impact. The target plate was centered with 

respect to the flyer at the required 0.3 em separat~on using special 

alig nmeni blocks. One of these blocks also served to guide the target 

tm-1ard a mass of shock-absorbing material following i~:~pact. This "soft-

recovery " setup greatly reduced the chance of 1 c; te - time fracture, there by 

preserv i ng the plates for post-impa ct examination . 

Crack growth following impact was recorded using a Beckman and 

~·/ hitl ey t·1odel 200 simultaneous streaking and frar-;ing car:-Je ra. A relatively 

slow streak rate of 0.69 mn/~sec (250 rps rotbr speed) was found to be 

satisfactory for mo st shots. This speed was fast enouqh to permit 

acc urate measurement of crack velocities, but a record length of more 

than 100 wsec could also be obtained. To ensure that crack growth was 

obser'J ed, it v1as necessary to view the event "off-axis" as illus t rated 

in Fiq. 7. The camera slit was aligned parallel to the length of the 
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Fig. 6. View of experimental setup for studying crack growth. 
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Fig. 7. Pre-cracked target plate confi9uration showin9 .the area 

of impact. 
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Fi~. 8. Position of the target plate in the impact box. 
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crack and along the axis of impact, intersecting the crack front near the 

center of the plate. As the crack extended, the position of the front 

was recorded as a function of time. The maximum amount of growth that 

could be observed was 1.5 em. This was determined in large part by the 

image rr.agnification at the film plane, which \1/as rvl.4; magnification v1as 

determined after each shot using a special l mm x 2 mm grid plate. 

Illumination v1as provided us"ir1g a General Electric FT623 flash lamp, 

with a 720wF capacitor bank (Negalumen bank) charged to approxirately 

3kV which could be triggered on and off at specified times. The lamp 

position and optical path for these tests is shown in Fig. 9. In the 

figure, M1, M2, and M3 represent turning mirrors. The ~osition of these 

mirrors, and the exact camera position, were fixed using a 5mW alignment 

laser mounted normal to the film plane at the back of the camera. The 

angle of observation n2 to t·13 was rv30°. 

All impact tests were conducted in a large vault, with the actual 

firing of each shot being accomplished by remote control using a complex 

electronics system designed to accor:.modate a variety of dynamic experi

ments at LLL. The control console for this system is shown in Fig. 10, 

and a block diagram illustrating the main control lines and firing signal 

path is presented in Fig. ll. Signals generated by an electro-r~gnetic 

pickup coupled to the camera rotor are gated by the coincidence chassis 

until the camera is running at the desired speed and the system is in a 

complete ready-state. When the camera shutter is opened and the remote 

fire button is pressed, the coincidence chassis emits a single synchroni

zat ion pulse. This is "zero-time," from which the 6-channel pulse delay 

procee ri s to fir e the various "act-ive" components of the experimental 

setup at pre-set times. 
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Fig. 10. Control console for remote triggering and monitoring of 

impact experiments. 
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Fig. ll. Block diagram illustrating the main control lines and firing 

signal path for conducting impact experiments. 
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The heart of the experimental setup is the 20 kV capacitor bank used 

to acce lerate the flyers. The bank is known as the "~lisfit," an apparent 

mi snomer applied by a previous user , since in the course of thi s v;ork the 

bank was fired more than 400 tim es without a single failure. Trigger 

delay f or the r:isfit bank was determined by carr.era speed and the desired 

impact conditions for each shot. Since the veloc ity-time-d ispl acement 

hi st ories for the various flyers were known, as described in Part 1, 

impac t times could be accurately predicted. For most tests, ti me 

delay s were set so as to give impact close to the beginning of the film 

record. Delay ti r.~ es for the fvlegalumen bank ~·Jere dictated by the camera 

rotor speed. 

Other "active" components of the experimental setup shm-m in Fig. 6 

include ~ photo-detector, exploding bridgewires, and a Pearson current 

probe. The photo-detector was used to examine the light output from the 

FT 623 flash lamp, and to ensure correct illumination. Exploding bridge

wires were used to check camera writing speeds and to provide timing 

references in some instances, as described in Part l. By examining the 

current vs. time trace associated with the discharge of the Misfit bank 

during each shot, an independent check on flyer velocity could be made . 

Thi s procedure was also discussed in Part l. 

F. Schlieren Optics Setup 

To permit direct observation of stress pulses in the target follow

ing impact. a Schlieren opti cs system vias set up in close proximity to 

t h (~ i ;n:Jac t bcx . Th e system consisted of two large high-quality Schlieren 

l enses . a Cardin 6-channel spark discharge point light source, and ? 

stand ard 4 ~ 5 Speed Graphic camera. The experimental setup is shown in 
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Fi g. 12, and a schematic diagram is presented in Fig. 13. The system 

will be discussed below. 

The Schlieren method is based on the principle that a change in 

density of a transparent solid, liquid, or gas produces a change in 

refractive index. The method depends upon refraction of a sharply 

definEd edge of a light beam by gradirnts in the refractive index of the 

medium through which the beam passes, and it was first suggested by the 

French astronomer Foucault67 as a means of producing high quality 

objectives for astronomic applications. Toepler68 applied the method to 

the study of gaseous inhomogeneities, and further advances were made by 
-a 

Cranz and Schardinb~ in early ballistic photography. Various Schlieren 

methods have been reviewed by Schardin, 70 •71 by Holder and North, 72 by 

Barnes and Bellinger, 73 and by Vasil'ev. 74 

Consider the Schlieren system schematic shown in Fig. 13. Since 

the sensitivity of the method depends on the size of the light source, a 

pinhole at the front of the Cardin spark disch2rge unit is used to pro-

vide a point light source and give the beam a shar~ly defined edge. The 

first Schlieren lens is positioned so that the beam of light passing 

through the impact box consists of parallel rays. (Most widely used 

systems are those in which the object to be vi~wed is placed in a 

parallel beam of light.) Light entering the second Schlieren lens is 

then focused onto a knife-edge v.,rhich cuts the beam. If no refractive 

index gradients are present in the field, the amount of light reaching 

the film is de termined by the position of the knife-edge in the beam. 

If gradients do exist, the beam will be refracted so that it either adds 

to or subtracts from th~ light normally present in the photo~raph. The 

gradient v1ill appear on the film as either a dark band against a light 
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Fig. 12. Two vievJS of the exrerimental setup used for 

obtaining Schlieren photographs of stress 
waves in the glass tar9ets after impact. 
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Fig. 13. Schematic illustration of the Schlieren systeffi . 
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background, or a light band against a dark background, depending on the 

position of the knife-edge (a 180° rotation v1ith respect to the optic 

axis causes the field to revers e) and on the direction of the gradi ent 

(i.e., the sign of the stress). This effect is illustrated in Fig. 14 

for a shock wave in air reflecting off an aluminum block. The formation 

of an image thus depends on two su per imposed opt ic systems. One system 

provi de s overall i ll urnin ati on of t };c~ f-ie ld and fonl''i a silhouette imag e 

of opaque objects. The second system produces variations in light 

intensity v1ithin the subject area, depending on how the beam is refracted 

by gradients in the index of refraction. 

The position of the knife-edge in the beam was adjusted for apparent 

maximum sensitivity by observing gradients in air caused by a heating rod 

located in the impact box. An arc lamp behind the pinhole provided 

constant illumination for this adjustment. After impacting glass targets 

the spark discharge unit was fired at specified times for illumination. 

The duration of the light was approximately 0.2 ~sec for each spark. 

Generally only one spark was fired to improve contrast. The camera 

shutter was opened by mean s of a so·lenoid switch controlled from the 

remote firing panel. Polaroid Type 52 and Type 57 films were used. 

G. Fracture Touqhness Measurement 

The critical energy release rate GIC for mode I loading was measured 

using the method of compliance calibration first described by Irwin and 

Kies. 75 Double cantilever (OC8) specimens with the approximate dimen-

sions Scm x 10 em y 0.6 ern vtere usod, v1ith centerline pre-cracks of 

fron1 1.7 em t Cl 5. 8 em 1n lenr:'!t h introduc ed Qarallel to the longest edge 

using the hot wire technique described previously. Cracking in this 



XBB 752 - 1565 
Fig. 14. Schlieren photographs of shock waves in air 

generated using a spark gap. Top, 125 ~sec 
and 175 ~sec after dischar0e. Bottom, 175 

~sec and 200 vsec after dischar9e. 
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direction occurred after much shorter heating times, and the cracks were 

generally much longer than those of ~1 c~ no ted before, presumably due 

to a reduction in constraining volume on either sid e of the crack for 

thi s direc tion. 

From Irwin and Kies, 75 the crack extension force G1 is defined as 

( p
2) (de) 

2b da 
(3 3 ) 

where P is the applied load, b is the crack width, a is the crack length, 

and C is the compliance of the crack ed specimen. Specimen co~pliance as 

a function of crack length is deter~ined from strength of materials 

principles, and is given by 

a a 
= 241 x2 

6(1 + v)J dx 
C Til 0 hJ dx + Eb 0 h (34) 

where h represents the beam height at distance x, and x is measured 

along the crack from the point of loading. For the DCB specimens h is 

constant, and the above expression can be integrated to give 

-. 

3 c = -~ + 6 ( 1 + \)) (~h) 
Ebh3 Eb 

(35) 

y.. 
Mostovoy et al. u have noted that this formulation gives a low value for 

C for DCB specimens, since the "cantilever" of length a is not clamped 

at the end as required by elementary beam theory. P. corrected expressi on 

for C was given as 

(36) 
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This expression \•Jas used to detenn.i ne (~~) in this \'Jork. 

Testing of the DCB specimens was done in an Instron ~achine. A clip 

gage was used to measure the displacement at the end of the specimen. In 

addition to the standard measurements of load and. displacement, acoustic 

77 emission monitoring was performed during the tests. A typical test 

setup with the acoustic emission equipment is shown in Fig. 15, while 

Fig. 16 shows a closeup view of the glass specimen in the clanp grip j aws. 

To permit this type of gripping, cop;Jer strips \vere bonded to the 

specimen. The crack length a was then measured from the center of the 

grip area. 

The theoretica1 expression for C given above is strictly applicable 

only for pin-grip specimens where the gripped ends are free to rotate. 

For the clamp grip specimens used in this work, an experimental com!)liance 

vs. crack length curve was obtained using clamp grip aluminum plates with 

several different crack lengt~s. Deviation of this experimental curve 

from the theoretical curve was found to be small. Therefore the 

theoretical expression for C \Jas used to obtain (~~)as required. 

Tests were co~ducted in air and in an argon environment. Specimens 

tested in argon were held in vacuum for 20 hours prior to testing. The 

load at the time of catastrophic failure was used to deter~ine GIC' as 

given by Eq. (33) and Eq. (36). For specimens tested in air, the average 

value for GIC ~as 3850 ergs/cm2. A ~uch hi9her value of 13,000 ergs/cm2 

was obtained for specimens tested in argon. Since GIC = 2yf' where yf 

is the fracture surface energy included in the Griffith failure criterion, 

2 val1Jes for yf for specimens tested in air and in argon were 1925 ergs/en 

and 6500 ergs/cm2, r2sp ec tively. Similar values for a variety of glasses 
. . 78-81 have bee n obtained by ether 1nvest 1gators . Larg e di sc repancies 

.-
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Fig. 15. Test setup for measuring fracture toughness. The acoustic 

emission equipment is on the left. 
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Fig. 16 . Clamp-gripped DCB specimen. Note the positions of the clip 

gage and the acoustic transducer . 
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between yf and the specific surface energy of glass have been attributed 

to localized plastic deformation in the region of the crack tip. 82 •83 

Acoustic emissions were generated prior to failure, but there were 

no appreciable emissions during crack growth. The lack of emissions may 

be due to the relatively low energy required to propag~te the crack and 
' 0 

to the small plastic zone size (estimated to be <lOOA) associated with 

the crack tip. Thus acoustic emission in this instance appears to be 

unsuitable for monitoring crack growth or for predicting failw·e. 

IV. CALCULATION OF STRESS HISTORIES 

The dynamic stress states in the target plates following impact 

were calculated using finite-difference computer codes available at LLL. 

Basic principles of the finite difference method, used to obtain approxi

ma.te solutions to systems of partial differential equations, have been 

discussed by Timoshenko and Goodier. 84 The method and various applica

tions have also been discussed by numerous other authors, including 

Southwe11,85 Richtmyer,86 Forsythe and Was~w. 87 Griffin and Kellogg,88 

and W"lk" . 89,90 1 1ns. 

The finite-difference codes at LLL have been described in detail by 

Wilkins, 90 and various examples of their many uses are given in his 

report. The programs, based on the artificial viscosity method, are 

formulated in one-dimensional space (the KOELAS, or KO, code) and t\•lo

dimensional space (the HEt1P code). Given specific initial and boundary 

conditions, the programs solve the finite difference equations of motion, 

the equation of continuity, and the appropriate material response rela-

tions simultaneously in Lagrangian coordinates. The constitutive 

equations ar~ organized so that loading~and unloading paths are treated 
I 
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auto~atically. Plastic flow, work hardening, sl1ding interfaces, and 

many other pheriomena can all be successfully considered in the calcula

tions. The partial differential equations used in each of the codes are 

·given in Appendix 2A. 

Both the KO and HH1P codes are formulated for running on the CDC 7500 

computers. Calculations are performed using the consistent set of units 

listed below: 

Pressure: t·1ba r 

Distance: em 

Time lJSeC = 10-6 seconds 

Velocity: cm/1-isec 

Density 
. 3 
gm/cm 

Energy 1012 ergs/gm 

Pressure is considered as force per unit area; Pressures and stresses 

throughout this report will be given in megabars (Mbar) or kilobars (Kbar) 

depending on the particular application. 1 Mbar = 103 Kbar = 106 bars= 
12 2 10. dynes/em . 

A. Calculations in One-Dimension 

The one-dimensional KO code was used for several different purposes: 

(1) to determine the maximum stresses in the glass targets resulting frcm 

impacts at known velocities; (2) to determine initial pulse durations in 

the targets for each of the different flyer thicknesses used; (3) to 

investigate possible effects of the choice of an equation of state for 

glass on attenuation or chan9e in pulse shape; (4) to determine the 

stress vs. time histories in the targets at a position corresponding to 
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the crack front for a crack 1 em in length. The use of KO ~utput in 

considering the pl'Oper choice of an equation of state for the Pyrex 

glass plates will be described in detail later. The other named uses of 

this one-dimensional code are discussed below. 

Peak stresses in the glass targets as a function of impact velocity 
' v;ere calculated for in-:pacts produced by .1\l flyers 0.0292 em thick. Since 

the accuracy of the finite-difference method is somevthat dependent on the 

stze of the zones into which the regions being considered are subdivided, 

a minimum of 10 zones were used to describe the flyer. The zone size in 

the target \'ras then determined by maintaining a constant value for the 

product of zone width and reciprocal sound speed for the two regions. 

Impact velocity was varied from 0,002 cm/~sec to 0.028 cm/~sec, the 

approximate range of experim~ntal values given in Part 1. The stress 

pulse propagating in the target was examined in a very short distance 

from the flyer-target interface. The maximum radial stress SR in the 

direction of iDpact increased from 1 .44 Kbar for a velocity of 0.002 em/ 

~sec, to 18.99 Kbar for a velocity of 0.028 cm/~sec. T~e maximum tangen-

tial stresses ST computed by the KO code were approximately 24% of the 

radial stress in all instances. This is in accord v1ith theory, where for 

a one-dimensional elastic continuum ST = (~ ~· ~~~ ~)sR; K is the bulk 

modulus and G is the shear modulus of the material. The stress ST is 

normal to the crack plahe and is thus the stress responsible for the 

onset of crack growth. 

For symmetric impact, \'Jhere flyer and target are of the same 

material, the stress will release tri zero following the return to the 

interface of the reflected tensile wave in the flyer. For impacts of Al 

on Pyrex glass. however. the stress was observed to decrease to some 
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s111a1l fraction of the peak value. This is due to the fact that the 

acoustic irnredance of Al is appr..oxirnately 405~ greater than that of the 

glass .. f1t the lm·1est velocity of ir~pact for v1hich computations v1ere 

made, the amplitude of the second "step" of .the pulse propa0ating in the 

target \tas "'15~; of the peak stress. The relat-ive amolitude gradually 

decre2sed us the impact velocity was increased, due to a decrease in the 

shear ~odulus of the glass with increasing pressure, This phenomenon 

will be discussed later. A typical stress, vs. radius plot retraced from 

KO output is presented in fig. 17. Both radial and tangential stresses 

are indicated, and the second "step 11 of the pulse is r1ost evident. 

Flyer thickness was 0.0292 em, and impact velocity was 0.008 cm/wsec. 

The initial pulse duration, taken to be the time width of the first 

step of the propagating pulse, was determined for e~ch flyer thickness 

from the stress vs. time history at a·location in the target close to 

the impact surface. Since the use of an artificial viscosity in the 

computations causes some spreading of the pulse, the stress level at 

which the width is measured is most important. According to Guinan, 91 a 

reasonable value for the pulse duration can be obtained at a stress 

level equal to half the peak stress. When this was done, initial pulse 

duration in the target resulting from impact by a flyer 0.0292 em thick 

was found to be 0.092 wsec. Initial pulse durations for the other 

flyers scaled linearly with thickness for peak stresses less than 

approximately 6 Kbar, giving ~ maximum value of approximately 0.64 wsec 

for a flyer 0.205 em thick. These initial pulse durations correspond to 
• . I, ' -

the times reqoired for the.puJse in each flyer to reflect from the back 

surface and return to the interface when the disturbance has a velocity 

CL::. 0.637 cm/!;Sec, as measured by Clifton. 92 
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For higher stress levels, the iriitial pulse duration in the tar9et 

increased slightly vriti1 stress .. .1\t the hig!!f.St stress level SR = 19 

Kbar, far example, the sho~test pulse duration ~easured as described 

abov~ was increased ~12%. This increase is presumably due to yielding in 

the aluminum and the development of a multiple wave structure in the 

metal ccnsisting of both elastic and p1astic co~ponents. The splitting 

of compression waves into elastic and plastic co~ponents having differen~ 

1 . . h b b d b B f 1 qJ . . d h ve oc1t1es as een o serve y ancro t et a .- 1n 1ron, an t e 

phenorT:enon has been discussed briefly by Zel 'dovich and Raizer,94 and by 

Dunleavy. 95 The critical stress above which both elastic and plastic 

waves nmy be observed is known as the Hugoniot elastic limit (see 

Appendix 28), and is the yield point on the curve giving stress as a 

function of relative volume. The Hugoniot elastic limit oHEL = 6.3 Kbar 
gc 

for 6061-T6 .l\1, as measured by tJa l sh et a l. u 

A check on the method of determining pulse durations described 

above was made by applying a pressure ·an the surface of the target for a 

specified duration. No flyer plate was included in the problem. The 

pulse duration in the target, measured at half the peak stress, was 

found to be precisely the duration of the applied pressure. This veri-

fies the accuracy of the measured times given above. 

Str~ss-time histories at the crack front location in the glass 

target plates were computed using KO by expanding the width of the target 

plates to match experimental dimensions and allowing the pulse to reflect 

from the free sur·face. The crack itself vJas not included in these model 

calculations. The compressive, then tensile, stress-time hfstory for 

various impact conditions was obtained at a distance of 1 em from the 

free surface. A typical stress vs. time plot from KO output is shown in 
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Fig. 18 fat· impact of a glass plate 2.54 em ~·Jide by a flyer 0.205 em 

thick. From the figure, the compression pulse is seen to reach the crack 

front position at t = 2.6 ~sec. This disturbance then propagates on to 

the free surface of the target, where it is reflected a~ a tensile 

pulse. The crack front position is thus subjected to a tensile load 

beginning at t = 6.1 ~sec and continuing for approximately 2 psec . 

Impact velocity was 0.002 cmh1sec. 

B. Calculations in T1·1o~Dirnensions 

The HEMP finite-difference computer code was used to calculate 

stresses and stress vs. time histories for problems in two-dimensions. 

While both plane stress (thin plate) and plane strain (infinitely thick 

plate) options of the HEMP code were available, use of a plane stress 

solution to describe an experimental configuration where the flyer length 

was much greater than the target thickness was judged of doubtful signi-

ficance. ·Accordingly, all stresses were computed for conditions of plane 

strain (motion in two dimensions, stresses in three dimens1ons). However, 

two separate vie1vs of the problem were considered. These vie\·Js are sho1tm 

in Fig. 19. 

The x-z or top vi ev-1 of the problem was used to determine the effects 

of finite plate thickness on attenuation and overall pulse shape in the 

region of the crack front, i~e., at a location 1 em from the free surface 

opposite the area of impact. As indicated in the figurei the flyer and 

target regions \•/ere composed of an array of rectangular zones. For 

purposes of calculation, the flyer dimension normal to the directipn of 

impact was taken as twice the target plate thickness for all problems 

with the x-z view. This ensured that the calculated stresses in the 
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Fig. 18. Typical stress (SR)vs. time history in Pyrex glass 1.54 em 

from the im~act surface calculated using the KOELAS cede. 

Flyer thickness 'was 0.205 em, impact velocity was 2.C x 10-3 

cm/1-1sec. 
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ta r;get over the time of interest \'Jere unaffected by reflections from an 

artif1cial boundary in the flyer. The zone dir1ension in the direction 

of impact \'Jas determined by the thickness of the flyer, \'Jhere a minimum 

number of 5 zones in x \,:ere required. Thus the main pulse in the target 

was ~pread over approximately 10 zones at the onset of propagation. The 

zorie dimension in the z-direction vias detemined by the x-size, by the 

total number of zones permitted, and by the anticipated running time on 

the CDC 7600 computers. In no in~tance was the zone aspect ratio z:x 

allowed to exceed 10:1, and for mo~t problems the raticr was less than 

5:1. 

To prevent large grid deformations at the interface, the t\"JO 

materials were allowed to slide on one another (i.e., to expand inde-

pendently) follmving impact. This \"Jas accomplished by a decoupling of 

the grid points on the interface as described by ~Hlkins. 90 One surface, 

called a slide line, is considered to be a fixed boundary during a given 

time interval, and the other surface moves along this boundary. The 

fixed boundary is advanced at each time step in the talculations as 

required for the force applied by the sliding ~aterial. Hhile the use 

of a slide line in this manner neglects frictional restraints, it was 

found desirable to include a slide line at the interface in all HEMP 

probler;iS. Use of a slide line also permitted independent zoning in the 

sliding direction for the flyer and target. Thus while the zone 

dimension \•Jas generally the same in the x-direction for both regions, 

this was generally not the case for the second direction. 

The x-y or planar view of the probler.1, also sho\vn in Fig. 19, was 

used to determine the effects of finite flyer width on the stress history 

in the target at th2 crack front location. The zone size in the areas 
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of ~rea test interest for these computations vJas exactly the same as for 

the equival~nt problem (6ne having the Sij~e flyer velocity and flyer 

thickness) in the x-z configuration. However, since the total area to 

be zoned for the x-y view was much greater, it was not possible to 

include all of the regions of the tar~et in the field for calculation" 

The m2jor concern v1as that reflections from they boundary not rr.ax 

interfere with the calculation of stresses at the crack front location 

during the time of interest. 

was made as described below. 

The choice of y to meet this requirement max .· 

Consider the x~y plane tonfiguration shown in Fi9. 20. Since the 

upper free surface position has a significant effect on the total numb~r 

of zones in the problem it is desirable to keep this dimension as s·hort 

* * as possible. (R1 + R2) should be greater than L , where L is the 

distance L the front of the pulse has propagated at the time of interest 

plus the anticipated pulse width at that time. The problem is to· 

minimize the rarefaction path length (R1 + R2) then choose h = Ymax so 

* that (R1 + R2) > L. From the-figure, 

where w is the flyer half-width. On minimizing (R1 + R2), 

X ::: ---L ( 
h - w) 

2h - It! 
(38) 

It then follows that 

( 39) 
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* Equating this to L , the required boundary position h = ymax is found to 

be given by 

1 
{ 

* ') 2}1 /2 
h = 2 (L )'- - L . . + ~- . (40) 

' For all HEilP problems havin9 an x-y vie~tr as shown, the upper boundary in 

the tc.rget was determined in this manner, \-Jhere Ymax \·;as at least as 

great a~ h given above, 

The number of zones to be included in the calculations was further 

reduced in some problems by using logarithmic zoning. Hith logarithmic 

zoning, the size of each successive zone beginning at some point above 

the flyer was increased by a factor of 1.2, making it possible to reduce 

computing time by as much as 10-15;6. Hov1ever, as indicated for the x-z 

configuration, the zone aspect ratio y:x \·:as not allm-Jed to exceed 10:1 

in the most extreme locations. For all HEMP problems the existence of 

an axial line of symmetry required that only half of each problem be 

zoned. Treating the axis of symmetry as a rigid boundary C'stone\-Jall") 

insur~d that the calculated stress histories were correctly computed for 

the two views of impact shown in Fig. 19. 

As noted previously for one-dimensional problems the t~o-dimensional 

HEMP models considered also neglected the existence of the pre-crack in 

the target plates. This was done in order to consider a criterion for 

fracture by stress waves of the least-action type discussed in Section 

II.D; various applied stress-time histories at the crack front position 

\'Jere reqtJired. By neqlc•cting the crack itself, a direct exar~1ination of 

the applied stresses could be n1aclf~, rather Uwn a determination of 

material displacements near the crack tip. For simple geometries 
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involving plane wave loading normal to the crack plane, an examination of 

the applied stresses in this manner can adequately describe the relevant 

experimental conditions. For the more complicated loadirig conditions in 

the present experiments, it is not clear that an exanination of the 

applied stresses at the crack front position in an uncracked target 

model will provide a suitable description of the experimental conditions. 

At the time these calculations v1ere. made, however, it 1·1as r.ot possible 

to include the crack itself in all of the various computer models. 

V. EQUATION OF STATE CONSIDERATIONS 

A. Alternative Forms 

In calculating the dynamic stress states associated with an im~act 

event, it is imperative that representative forms of the equation of 

state for each ~aterial involved be known. Although Wilkins 90 has used 

the term equation of state to include any stress-deformation relation, 

in this work equation of state will be considered in a st~icter sense as 

being the appropriate pressure-volume-energy relation for a given 

material. Various aspects of the development of the equation of state 
97 . 94 of solids have been discussed by Slater, and by Zel 'dovich and Raizer. 

For the flyer plates used in this experimental program, a suitable 

equation of state was available inasmuch as the response of aluminum to 

shock loading has been the subject of- numerous investi£ations. For the 

KO code, the Gruneisen form of the equation of state is used to describe 

many mat2rials, and P = P{V,E} is given by97 

p - PH y ( ~~ + l) ( E - EH) ( 41 ) 
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vo ~ 
where ]J = 1r- 1 indicates the change in volurr.e, andy is Gruneisen's y 

which is a function of volume only. PH and EH represent the pressure 

and energy determined from the Hugoniot jump conditions across a shock 

front, as discussed in Appendix 28. Substituting 

E = pH (--ll-) 
H 2 )J + 1 (42) 

eq~ation (41) becomes 

( 43) 

f'1easurements of shock velocity u5 and particle velocity up for rr.any 

materials have shown that u5 can be represented as a linear function of 

up, i.e., us= C +SUp· The constant velocity Cis approximately equal 

to the bulk sound speed C
0 

= (~Y/ 2 , where K is the bulk modulus and p 

is the density; to date the theoretical significance of S has not been 

established. Using this linear relation bet\veen us and up, together 

with the Hugoniot conservation of mass equation 

(IJ+l)= (44) 

pressure PH can be expressed as 

( 45) 

According to Steinberg, 98 the Gruneisen y can be represented by 



l_ 

_y
0 

+ ap __ 

y = -IJ+-r--

VJhere v and "a" are rnater'ir.l constants. It foilo~>rs that 
'o 
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(46) 

(47) 

.This is the Gruneisen from of the equ~tion of state ~sed in the KO code. 
99 -

For 6061-T6 aluminum, the data of Christman et al. was used to 

evaluate the coefficients in Eq. ( 4 7) , -v1here - 3 0.524 p
0 

= 2.703 g/cm , C = 

cm/psec, s = 1 .40' a = 0.48, anc y
0 

= 2.0. 

For the HH~P code, the equation of state stored for aluminum was of 

unknown origin, making it necessary to derive a form equivalent to that 

used in KO from the Gruneisen relation given above. In addition to the 

assumption of a linear relation betwe~n ~Sand ~P' which was consistent 

with the data of Christman et a1. 99 for aluminum, it was also assumed 

that compressions were small, i.e. (S- l)p << 1. For the range of 

stresses (<20 Kbar) in this work, this assumption is also most reason-

able. The Gruneisen equation of state was expanded to give a linear 

polynomial, 

(48) 

The coefficients of this expr_ess ion are given by 

A a = 0 

Al = c2 Po 
' ! - (1· - ;Q_) J A2 = A1 l2 ( S - l ) + 



. ' 

.. 

.~ t/0:' ;;I Ul J,t m.z 
- ·'a \J 

A3 = A1 [J(S - 1) 2 + 2(5 - 1)(1 - 'f2°) - ~] 
Ba = Yo 

. qg . .. 
Usin~1 the data of Christman et al.- as before, the equation of state 

for a 1 uni num used in the HcJ-1P computations \·:as given by 

P = 0.742u + 0.594u2 + O.l78u3 + (2.0 + 0.48u)E (49) 
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As calculated by the computer codes, P is given in megabars. Steinberg98 

has pointed out that the physical validity of the lin.ear polynomial form 

of the equation of state is no better than the Gruneisen eq~ation from 

which it was derived; however, the Gruneisen form is typically valid for 

pressures up to approximately five times the bulk modulus. 

Determination of an equation of state for the glass target plates 

was more difficult. For glasses, only limited data from shock experireents 

is available (e.g. see Dremin and Adadurov100 ), and the data is generally 

obtained at pressures much higher than in this work. However, since at 

lower pressures any deviations from linearity are expected to be small, 

it is possible to formulate reasonable forms for the equation of state of 

glass based on sound velocity measurements. 

Glass is often described a~ a homogeneous, isotropic, linear 

elastic solid. Thus it was first believed that a linear form for the 

equ~tion of state would be suitable. The representative form 



~<as cons ide reG, where .w ~. (vo - 1), and the bulk modu 1 us K increased 

with pressure 2s K = K0 (p/p0). In addition, the shear modulus G was 

assumed to be independent of pressure. This form for the equation of 
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state is linear in the sense that only naterial changes of first order 

are considered. Bulk sound speed (K/p) 112 is constant, although both 

longitudinal a~d shear wave velocities will decrease slightly.with 

increasing pressure.* The suitability of this equationof state vdll 

be discussed in detail in later paragraphs. 

In general, as the pressure on a solid increases the compressibility 

of the solid decreases. Thus, by letting the bulk modulus K increase 

with pressure as noted above, the glass \'las assumed to exhibit "normal" 

behavior. The pressure-volume relation for such a normal material is 

shown in Fig. 21. However, the anomalous behavior of many glasses under 
• 11 k . 1 00- 1 04 ' d I . . .. • b "1. • t t d t • pressure 1s we nown, an tne compress1 1 1 y en s o 1ncrease 

with pressure up to some critical value. This anomalous behavior is also 

illustrated in Fig. 21. The effect seems to be most pronounced in 

glasses of hish Si02 content, and the decrease in K, as \1/ell as a de

crease in the shear modulus G, with increasing pressure is relatively 

*By definition the longitudinal sound speed is given as CL = (K + P4/3G)112. · 

• 

For the pressure-volume relation indicated, and ':lith G = G
0 

independent : 

of pressure, it can be shown that the cha~ge in CL with pressure is 
given by 

(
dCLJ = 

dP J 

C~ is the longitudinal sound speed at zero pressure. For th~ measured 

values for Pyrex glass given in Table 1 of Section III, (dCL/dP) = 
-4 4.1 :.: 10 crr';',..sec/Khar, a very small chcn<Je indeed. 
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Fig. 21. Typical pressure-volume relations for materials 

exhibiting normal and anomalous behavior. 
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large up to the critical pressure. 104 •105 The critical pressure has 

been taken to be that pressure where the derivative of sound speed with 

respect to pressure tends -to become more normal, i.e. less negative. 

For fused silica, this c~itical pressure is approximately 5 Kbar; 103 for 

Pyrex, \'ihich contains ~0% s;o
2

, the critical pressure is about 3 Kbar. 104 

To obtain an equation_of state for Pyrex glass which could account 

for tr:::: observed an.orralous behavior, a polynor:"!i~Lex;n·ession of the forrr; 

1 2 •· 3 P = a~ + ou + c~ + y 0E (51) 

was derived, where E represents the internal energy, and a, b, c, and 

y
0 

are ~onstants. The expression ~;as obtained by first considering the 
. t. 106 .. adiabatic form wh1ch is known as the ~!urnaghan equa~1on. By deflnl-

tion, the adiabatic bulk modulus s5 _ is given by 

·(dP) 8s = -V dV S (52) 

where the subscript S indicates constant specific entropy._ If second 

and successive order effects are considered to be negligible, B5.can be 

expressed as 

80 
I 

Bs = + Be:: p s ..J 

(53) 

., f ( 

\'Jhere B~ is 
I 

c:os} the value at zero pr.essure, ·and Bs ·-

and (53), 

From Eqs. (52) 

(54) 

• 
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Integrating and rearranging terms, 

(55) 

This is the Murnaghan form of the (adiabatic) equation of state. To 

ceveh.P the polynomial form given by Eq. (Sl), the energy term has to be 

separated from terms containing ~-

The energy associated with the defor·mation is given by 

{,
v -Jv;v0 . . 

E =- P dV=- P d(V/V) s v s 1 s 0 
0 

Substituting for P5 from the Murnaghan equation, and integrating, 

I 

t
. -B +1 

s0 v;.v ) 5 
C' - s 0 L.s- -~· . I 

s5 s5 - 1 

- 1 ( 
+ :0 -

I 
I 

-B + 1 
Noting that (v;v0) 5 

B -1 
= (vvo) s and expanding Eq. {57), 

B I (s I - 1)·. s s . 

0 
+ Bs (-y__ - ,) 

I v . 
s

5 
o 

In terms of IJ, this can be expressed as 

(56) 

(57} 

(58) 



E = s I ( I 

Bs Bs 

., 
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. I 

~ ~) BS - 1 - B~p} . (59) 

B 
Expanding (1 + l-1) 

5 to include all termsthrough l-1
3, it follmvs that E5 

is given by 

(60) 

All that remains to be done to get the polynomial form of Eq. (51) is to 

obtain an expression relating P5 and E5. 

By rearranging Eq. (57), E5 can be expressed as 

I 

Es = :! {Cvoj Bs c 1} (vvo)~~ 1_-J) + 

0 
+ (y_-1). B.s . v I 

o s5 

(
v 

vo -
1\ ( 1 \ B~ 1
} B~~) 8~ 

Substituting from Eq. (55), and combining like terms, 

It follows that 

I 

p + ( 1 + w) ( s
5 

which can also be written as 

(61) 

(62) 

(63) 

.. 



(64) 

Substituting for E5 from Eq. (60), 

(65) 

Expanding (-,--}J:;") in the coefficients for ~/ and JJ
3 (i.e. ( 1~) = 

l - JJ + JJ
2) and simplifying, 

0 
o 8s [ • ·. J 2 Ps = Bs JJ + 2 Bs - 1 - Yo JJ 

(66) 
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This is the desired polynomial expression having a general form used in 

the finite differ~nce c~nputer codes KOELAS and HEMP. 

For Pyrex glass, the non-linear form of the equation of state \'las 

determined by evaluating the coefficients given by Eq. (66) using the 

measured value for the bulk modulus and data available in the literature. 

. d I Q] Th:; Grune i sen constant y 0 \<1(15 first de terrrn ne , 'Ill ere-
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(67) 

aV represents the volume coefficient of thermal expansion, Po is the 

density, ,and CP is the heat capacity at constant pressure. Heat 

capacity Cp = k/o0Kt' where k is thermal conductivity and Kt is thermal 

diffusivity. Using data included in Table 1 of Section III, Cp = 

0.17 cal/g/°C. For o.V = 3c\, it then follmJs that Yo::::::: 0.25. Fr0111 the 

data of J1anghnani and Benzing104 for Pyrex glass, B~ = (dB
5
/dP) = -4.05 

Kbar/Kbar. Therefore for Pyrex glass the non-linear equation of state 

represented by Eq. (51) and Eq. ( 66) is given by 

P = 0.3466u- 0.9185u2 + 1.8956w3 + 0.25E (58) 

Pressures are calculated in megabars, as noted previously, consistent 

with the units of the compute1~ codes. The suitabi 1 i ty of this form must 

now be examined and compared with the simpler linear form given earlier. 

B. Effect on Peak Stress 

To study possible differences in peak stresses arising from the use 

of linear and non-linear forms for the equation of state for glass, a 

number of impact problems were solved using the one-dimensional finite-

difference code KOELAS. An aluminum flyer plate 0.0292 em thick was 

used in all instances, and the aluminum \·Jas described by the Gruneisen 

form of the equatio~ of state given previously. The shear ~odulus was 

dG taken as G0 = 0.276 i·1bar, and the change in G with pressure v1as (-dP) = 

2.2 as given by Christman et al . 99 A value of 3.0 Kbar for the yield 



.. 

-· 

stress Y0 for 606l-T6 aluminum was calculated using the relation (see 

Appendix 28) 

(69) 
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Charac~eristic sound speeds c5 and CL used were as measured by 

Lundergan, 107 and by Clifton. 92 The stress oHEL is the stress at the 

elastic limit of the Huboniot plot giving total stress a as a function 

of relative volume. 96 As measured by l·~alsh et al., oHEL = 6.3 Kbar. 

For Pyrex glass described by the linear equation of state P = K~, 

K ~ 0.3466 Mbar. The constant shear modulus G0 = 0.2644 Mbar, and the 

yield stress was arbitrarily set to 1.0 Mbar to ensure an elastic 

material description. For Pyrex glass described by a non-linear equa

tion of state, the form given by Eq. (68) was used. At zero pressure 

G0 = 0.2644 Nbar, and (~~) = -2.39 as measured by Manghnani and Benzing. 104 

As with the linear form, Y0 = 1 Mbar was used. 

For flyer velocities ranging from 0.002 cm/~sec to 0.028 cm/~sec, 

covering the range of experimental values for all the aluminum flyers, 

it was found that peak stresses at corresponding velocities were rela-

tively insensitive to differences in the equation of state. At all 

velocities the peak stress computed using a linear equation of state was 

greater than the corresponding value obtained with a non-linear form. 

However, at maximum flyer velocity the difference was less than 1 .5%. 

In. neither case was the relation between flyer velocity and peak stress 

strictly linear. The r.1aximum deviation from linearity vJith a linear 

equation of state, however, was approximately -4% at maximum stress. 
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Using a non-linear equation of state, greater deviation from linearity 

of approximately -6% was noted at the highest stress. 

Peak radial stress SR in Pyrex glass described by a non-linear 

equation of state is plotted in Fig. 22 as a function of flyer velocity. 

The tangential stress ST at each velocity is also indicated, where 

~T _ (K - 2/3 G)cp ~ h ~· - \T~+4/3G -·... 11S t e stresses approach zero, ST = 0. 2436 SR . 

. the maximum stress that can be achieved, corresponding to a flyer 

velocity of 0.028 cm/)Jsec, ST = 0.2404 SR as determined from KOELJl.S 

output. Thus the relation between the principal stresses remains 

essentially constant for all potential experimental stress levels. 

Similar results were obtciined when the material was described by a 

linear equation of state. 

C. Effect on Pulse Shap~ 

As a stress pulse propagates through a solid, the pulse changes 

shape as different parts travel at different velocities. The differences 

in velocities that can be expected for materials exhibiting normal and 

anomalous P-V behavior become evident on consideration of Fig. 23. Since 

local sound speed is proportional to the current slope of the P-V curve, 

it follows that for "normal" behavior, i.e. behavior described by a 

curve which is concave upward, the sound speed will increase with 

pressure. Thus from Fig. 23(a), the velocity c1 at pressure P1 is less 

than the velocity c2 at P2, and a steep front or shock forms on loading. 

The velocity u5 of this loading wave is given by the Hugoniot conserva

tion of momentum relation, us = ao/(po up), where 00 is the pulse 

amplitude and up is the corresponding particle velocity. The release 

wave at peak stress a0 Will h2VC il local velocity C3 < u5; however, when 

... 

.. 

·-
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Fig. 22. Calculated values for maximum radial (SR) and 

tangential (ST) stresses in Pyrex glass as a 

function of the velocity nf impact with Al 

flyers. 
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Fig. 23. RelJtive stress wave velocities at different pressures for 

materials exhibiting nor~al and anomalous P-V behavior. 
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particle motion is cons~dered, the release wave velocity CR relative to 

a fixed coordinate system will be greater. i.e. 

(70) 

Thus the release wave will eventually overtake the front. Further~ore, 

since both local sound speed and ~P decrease with pressure, a release 

ramp or rarefaction fan of decreasing velocity CR will result. This 
. ' 

produces an ever-changing wave form as shown in Fig. 24. 

For a material which exhibits anomalous P-V behavior, i.e. behavior 

described by a curve \vhich is concave downward, local sound speed vlill 

decrease vlith pressure. Thus from Fig. 23(b), velocity c1 at pressure 

P1 is greater than velocity c2 at pressure P2. It follows tha~ a 

loading ramp of dec~easing velocity with increasing pressure will form, 

and a release shock will ·result: Since the rele~se shock velocity u5, 

also given by the Hugoniot momentum relation, is greater than the velocity 

c2 + ~p of the loading wave at peak stre~s, the release wave will again 

overtake the loading wave after some time. As before, an ever-changing 

'.'lave form results, as shown in Fig. 25 .. 

Analytic expressions for the various wave velocities make possible 

quantitative consideration of the changes in the shape of a pulse during 

propagation. For the case of a normal solid the loading wave has a velo

city ~S which is given by the Hugoniot momentum relation, as noted above. 
I _ I 

The release wave has velocity CR = CL + up, where CL is the local sound 

speed for a longitudinal v1ave and up is the particle velocity at the 

local stress level. CL is given by 
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Fig .. 24. Idealized change in waveform during propagation for Pyrex 

glass described by a linear equation of state. Initial 

pulse duration T = 0.1 vsec. 
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Fig. 25. Idealized change in waveform during propagation for Pyrex 

glass described by a non-linear equation of state. Initial 

pulse duration T = 0.1 ~sec. 
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( 71) 

., 

Since the linear form of the equation of state, P = K)J, can be considered 

to represent 11 normal 11 behavior, and since for this representation 

K = (p/p0)K0 and G = G0, it follows that 

~· -{-Ko + 413(polp)Go}l/2 c - -·-----------
L Po ( 72) 

From the Hugoniot conservation of mass relation 

( 73) 

Hence the release wave velocity at peak stress is readily determined. At 
0 zero stress ~p = 0 and CR = CL' the longitudinal sound speed measured 

ultrasonically. Thus, assuming the release velocity decreases linearly 

with decreasing pressure the pu.lse shape at any time can be determined. 

For a material exhibiting anomalous behavior the release wave has a 

constant veloicty u5 determined from the Hugoniot momentum relation, as 

noted previous·ly. At zero stress, the fro'nt of the loading wave propa

gates with the longitudinal sound sp~ed C~ which is known. At peak 
I 

stress, the local sound speed CL is given by 

(74) 

For Pyrex gl a(~~ ,)C~ =- 0. 5602 cmlpsec, and from the data of ~1anghnani and 

B . 1 04 L 3 66 1 0- 3 I I K.b Th c I enz1ng, dP = - . x em wsec . ar-. us L at any pressure 

,. 

• 

•. 
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can be determined. The velocity Cp of the loading Have at peak stress 

relative to a fixed coordinate system must take into account particle 

motion, so that Cp is given by 

(75) 

By assuming the loading velocity deo·eases ·linearly with increasing 

pressure, the pulse shape at any time can be determined. 

Using data for pressure P., peak radial stress SR = cr0, and particle 

velocity ~p obtained from KOELAS output over a wide range in flyer 

velocity, changes in pulse shape during propagation in Pyrex glass 

described by the linear and non-linear forms of the equation of state 

were examined. In all cases it was assumed that the incident pulse was 

a square wave of amplitude cr0 and· duration T = 0.10 psec. The idealized 

pulse shape at four positions in the target for material described by a 

linear equation of state is shown in Fig. 24. The position x = 6 em 

corresponds to the crack front position in a plate 5 em wide containing 

a l em crack opposite the impact edge. For the stress indicated, cr0 = 

17.88 Kbar, the release wave has just overtaken the loading wave at the 

crack front position, and the pulse is triangular in shape. In addition, 

since the increase in internal energy for material behind the pulse is 

extremely small at low stress levels, !crdt is approximately constant and 

the initial pulse of 0.10 usee duration has lengthened. Duration at 

this location is 0.2 usee due to the spreading of the release wave. As 

the pulse continues to propagate its duration will continue to increase, 

but the maximum stress will be attenuated. 
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The idealized pulse shape at four positions in the targets for 

material descr·ibed by the non~linear forr1 of the equation of state is 

shown in Fig. 25. For the stress indicated, a
0 

= 9.58 Kbar, the 

release shock has just overtaken the high ~tress part of the loading 

wa~e, and the pulse is triangular in shape. However, the pulse shape 

is op~osite that for a linear equation of state in that the stress 

builds up to a ~aximum and then vanishes. Pulse duration at the crack 

location x = 6 em is 0.2 ~sec. Continued propagation will cause the 

pulse to increase in duration as before, accompanied by a steady 

decrease in the maximum stress. 

For glass described by a linear equation of state, it was found 

that a stress a0 = 17.38 Kbar was required· before the 0.10 ~sec pulse 

became triangular in ~hape and began to attenuate at the position of the 

crack front. For material described by the non-1 inear form \-Jhich 

accounted for the anomalous behavior of glass, however," the required 

stress was only 9.58 Kbar. This implies that the changes in pulse shape 

during propagation occur much more rapidly when the anomalous behavior 

of the glass is considered. An indication of this is provided in Fig. 

26. The time after impact before a square puls~ of 0.10 ~sec init~al 

duration becomes triangular and attenuation of the peak stress begins is 

plotted as a function of pressure (SR ·"-' 2P for Pyrex glass) for glass 

described by the two forms of the equation of state. Clearly the 

effects of release wave attenuation on calculated stress histories can 

be expected to be of far more .importance \vhen the a noma 1 ous behavior of 

the target material is represented throu~h the non-linear equation of 

state. The effects of such attenuation on fracture behavior may be 

quite significant as well. 
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Fig. 26. Time required fqr the release wave to overtake the loading 

wave in Pyrex glass as a function of pressure. Initial 

pulse duration T = 0.1 ~sec. 
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D. Effect on the Action Integr~l 

Ina'sm.uch as the. equation of state fOr glass was found to be of 

some importance in determining pulse shape, it was expected that the 
2 

effect on the computation of the action integral J(}rDt Hould be of even 
2 . 

greater significance. Clearly, the value of J0c-dt at any stress level 
.· L 

~·Jill be c. r1aximu:;1 for a SC!tWre pulse, and the value \1/ill decrease as the 

pulse propagates and changes shape. Since the change in pulse shape was 

found to occur most rapidly \·1hen the target material was described by 
2 

the non-linear form of the equation of state, the decrease inf~t 

should be more pronounced for this case. 
2 

Using values for peak stress SR = a0 computed by Ko,Jrt was 

evaluated at the crack front location in plat~s 5 em wide for pulses of 

0.10 1-1sec and 0.70 1-1sec initial duration. p,ulse shapes were detennined 

as described in the preceding section based on separate computer calcula-

tions made using the two forms for the eq~ation of state. The relative 
2 

decrease inJ~t was optained by assuming that the pulse generated on 

impact was a·square wave of known amplitude and duratipn. For such a 

square wave, let A
0 

represent the initial value for the action integ~al, 

. 2 

f
t=T a0 

A0 = IE- dt 
0 

(76) 

where t i$ the time required.for the enti~e pulse to pass the point of 
·, 

interest. Similarly, let the value at x = 6 em, a crack front location, 
t 2 ~ ~~, . .: ·. - . . .. · 

be given by A = J _qc--d-t.· Then, (A/A0) is a measure of the decrease in 
. 0 L. 

the action integral with time or position. 

Calculated vJlues for (A/A0) a~e ~resented in Fig. 27 as a function 

of maximum stress. l·ihile the. relation betvJeen (A/A0) and stress \<las 

.. ' 

.. 
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Fig. 27. Relative values A/A0 for the action integral as a function 

of maximum radial stress SR. 
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only approximately linear, the linear representation plotted was judged 

suit~ble for purposes of discussion. The dashed line shown for the 0.10 

~sec pulse and non-linear equation of state represents an extrapolation 

of data below 9.58 Kbar, the stress at which the pulse became triangular 

in shape at the crack location aS diicussed previously. For stresses 
. 2 

greater than this value, pulse shape, and thus J0(dt, caul d not be 

readily determined due to attenuation of the peak stress. 
2 

From the figure,J~t relative to that for a square pulse of equal 

initial duration is seen to decrease rapidly with increasing stress for 

shorter pulses with T = 0.10 psec. Furthermore, the rate at which the 

decrease occurs is significantly greater when the material is described 

by a non-linear equation of state. For o0 = 3.2 Kbar, the linear equa-
2 

tion of state resulted in a value for JT-ot \vhich was '\, 8~~ higher than 

that for the non-linear case. At cr0 = 5.8 Kbar, the linear fonn gave a 

value approximately 20% greater. At the maximum stress of 17.8 Kbar, 

where the release wave first overtakes the loading shock front at x = 6 
2. . 

em for the linear case, J~t determined with a linear material descrip-

tion was more than twice that obtained with a non-linear description. 

The value for (A/A0) at 17.8 Kbar in the non-linear case was obtained 

from the extrapolated data. 
2 

For the longer pL!lses T = 0.70 f-!Sec, the rate of decrease in J~t 

relative to a square pulse of equal initial duration was not so rapid. 
2 

At a maximum stress of'\, 18 Kbar.J~t decreased only about 5% on 

propagating 6 em in glass described by a linear equation of state. The 

corresponding decrease for glass described by a non-linear equation of 

state, was '\, 11~, where (A/A0) at 18 Kbar was obtained as before by 

extrapolating values calculated for stresses ~ 9.6 Kbar. Thus for longer 

.. 
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pulses, the value calculated for the action integral is less sensitive 

to the choice of the equation of state for glass. 

E. E~Jation of State for Glass 

J'.,lthough peak stress was found to be relatively unaffected by the 

equatio~ of state used for Pyrex glass, the significance of this 

material description on pulse shape and on calculated values for the 
2 

action integra1Jr0~t has been shown. Since the action integral has 

been demonstrated to be of significance in predicting conditions for 

crack growth resulting from the propagation of stress waves in brittle 

materials, it must be concluded that for purposes of calculating stress 

histories in the target plates used in this \'Jork the non-linear equation 

of state is required. Accordingly, all computations w~de using the KO 

and HEMP codes to describe experimental results were accomplished using 

the pressure-volume-energy relation for Pyrex glass given by Eq. (68). 

VI. FRACTURE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The principal purpose of this work was to investigate the relation 

between pulse characteristics and crack growth following impact. The 

duration of the pulse generated on impact \'Jas varied by using flyers of 

several different thicknesses. Stresses were related to the known 

velocity of impact. To establish a set of critical conditions required 

for crack growth, impact velocity was decreased from some initial high 

value until no crack growth was detected either on the camera streak 

record or on careful examination of the target plate after completion of 

the test. The various cr-itical velocities of i::;pact required for crack 

/ 
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growth are presented in Table"2, together with the correspondirig peak 

stresses in the targets calcul~ted using t~e KO code. Use of this 

critical impact velocity data for establishing a criterion for fracture 

by stress waves wil~ be de~cribed in detail in Section VI. B. Other 

important experimental results, including study of crack growth incre-

ments, crack velocity measurements, and crack branching observations, 

are discussed in Section. VI. A. below. 

A. Crack Growth Following Impact 

1. Records of Crack Growth 

High-speed photography has been used to study fracture in glass and 

other materials in numerous studies of various types. ~1uch of the early 

work in this area was carried out ~t the Res~arch Laboratory at Saint

Louis, France, and in the Department of Applied Physics at the University 

of Freiburg~ Germany; an extensive list of publicatioris describing this 

work, and a summary of important results, has been given by Schardin. 108 

Fracture studies utilizing high-speed photography have also been reported 

by many other investigators, includihg Barstow and Edgerton, 109 •110 

. . 111 112 113 . 114 115 Chnst1e, \•Jells and Post, van Elst, Rumpf et al., ' Kolsky 

and Rader, 117 Daniel, 118 and Field et a1. 30 •119 •120 With the exception 

of some cf the work reported by van.Elst, framing ~ameras have been used 

in all of these studies. Such cameras, while useful for recording the 

development of overall fracture patterns, measuring average crack 

velocities, and exar~ining the effects of specimen geometry, provide 

little information regarding details of crack growth of interest in. this 

work. Streak photography, hm<~ever·, is ideal for this purpose, particu-

larly in transparent materials. 
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T9ble 2. Critical Velocities of Impact Required 
for Crack Growth 

Flyer Taraet Peak Stresses* 
VC (cr.l~J.;sec) SR (Kbur)_ ST {Kbar) Thickness (c~~)_ !!id!_!{ __ (cm) 

0.029 5.08 6.5 X 10-3 4.64 1.13 

0.051 

0.076 

0.100 

0.205 

0.029 

0.051 

0.076 

0.100 

0.205 

5.08 

5.08 

5.08 

5.08 

. 2.54 

2.54 

2.54 

2.54 

2.54 

4.2 x 10·· 3 

3.2 X 10-3 

2.7 X 10-3 

1.6 X 10-3 

5.2 X 10-3 

-3 3.8 X lQ 

-3 3.Q X 10 

2.5 X 10-3 

l. 6 X 10- 3 

3.08 

2.30 

1. 94 

1.15 

3. 72 

2.72 

2.16 

1 .80 

l. 15 

*Computed using the KO code (one~dimensional case). 

SR ~ stress in the direction of impact 

ST ~ tangential stress 

0. 73 

0.56 

0.47 

0.28 

0.90 

0.66 

0.52 

0.44 

0.28 
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A typical streak record illustrating crack grml/th follo~tling impact 

of a pre-cracked Pyrex glass plate 5.08 c~ wide is presented in Fig. 28. 

The Al flyer was 0.029 em thick, and the impact velocity of 6.8 x 10-3 

cm/~sec \'las close,to the critical value for this flyer. Distance and 

time directions are indicated in the fioure; the distance scale depends 

on camera magnification (~1.4 in most of the tests), and the time scale 

depends only on the camera rotdr speed. The dark line running from left 

to right corresponds to the change in position of the crack front with 

time, and the slope at any instant is a direct measure of the crack 

velocity. In the accompanying line drawing in Fig. 28, the time-of

impact, a 11 timing fiducial," and five crack growth increments are identi

fied. Impact tiw.e, taken as t = 0 in all tests, was estimated from the 

timing fiducial, or "fid," mark clearly visible on the streak record at 

t ~ 7 ~sec. This time corresponds to the time required for the inco~ing 

compression wave, which propagates at a velocity close to the longitudi

nal sound speed CL = 0.560 cm/~sec,to reach the front of a 1 em long 

crack extending from the edge opposite the area of impact (see Fig. 7). 

The white fid mark, ~isible on most of the streak records obtained, 

results from the tendency of the crack to close when subjected to compres

sion. Crack closure eli~in~tes the. reflection of light from the crack 

surfaces (see Figs. 8 and 9), thereby providing a convenient reference 

time on the film. 

At t ~ 12 ~sec after impact, a small crack growth increment is 

visible in the streak record. This time corresponds to the return of the 

reflected wave of tension to the crack front. causing the crack to 

propagate. However. since the expected pulse duration for a flyer only 

0.029 em thick is Very short, the stress wave quickly outruns the crack, 
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Fig. 28. Typical streak record of crack growth followin g 

impact of a 5.08 em wide target plate. The Al 

flyer thickness was 0.029 em, impact velocity 

was 6.8 x io- 3 em/usee. 
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v1hich abruptly arrests. Later grovJth increments, seen on the streak 

record at approximately 24, 33, 91, and 93 ~ sec, resulted from reflected 

waves which interacted with the crack at relatively long times after 

impact. Since the initial tensile pulse caused only a small amount of 

crack growth, these later growth steps must result from the superposition 

of various reflected waves. The numerous white hash marks visible on 

the streak record indicate crack closure caused by compressive stresses 

normal to the crack plane. The compressive stress required for crack 

closure was found to be very low, in contrast to so~e critical higher 

va 1 ue for the tens i 1 e stress necessary for crack grov1th. Thus the number 

of marks indicating the presence of compression on the crack is much 

greater than the number of crack ~rowth increments. 

It is evident that crack growth occurs in discrete steps following 

impact and interaction of the crack with stress waves, and that these 

steps are readily observed using streak photoqraphy. From the streak 

record both the size and time of formation of the growth increments can 

be found. The size of the crack grm·;th increments can also be determined 

from examination of the fracture surface. For the crack growth record 

shown in Fig. 28, the appearance of the fracture surface after impact is 

sho v-m in Fig . 29 . Lines clearly visible on the fracture surface indicate 

the various arrest positions during intermittent crack growth; these 

lines are caused by a slight change in the crack plane when propagation 

resumes f oll owing arrest . In Fig. 29, the position of the crack front 

prior to impact is indicated, as is the location of the final crack arrest· 

line. The accompanying line drawing shows the measured crack increments, 

an d the time of step f ormation determined fr offi the streak record is qiven 

for several steps . The last two growth increnents shown in Fig. 29 
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Fig. 29. Fracture surface appearance for the target represented in 

Fig. 28. The line drawing .gives both the times of forma

tion of the crack arrest lines in the photograph and the 

size of the crack growth steps. 
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occurred after the end of the strea k record, at some time t > 100 wsec. 

The first growth step was approximately l .6 x 10- 2 em, and the largest 

step was about 0.12 em. These values, as well as those measured from 

numero us other tests , were in excellent agreer ent with crack increme nt s 

measu1· ed directly from the streak record usi ng a digitizing film reader. 

Th e use of this instrunient for obtaining data froP1 stxeak car:1era records 

was di scussed in Part l. The SI:Jallest croc!: growth step that could be 

measw·ed accurately frO I'l the streak records v1as about 0.01 em. 

Fracture surface ~arkings caused by the tendency of the crack to 

change directions when propagation resumed following arrest were useful 

for t\·Jo other purposes: (l) to provide verification of the original 

crack length before impact, and (2) to provide evidence of non-planar 

impact justifying the exclusion of a fe\v test results from further 

consideration. The method of measuring the length of pre-cracks was 

described in Section III. D., and it was estimated that the uncertainty 

. k l t' +2 , 0- 3 1n crac eng n was _ x 1 em . This measurement accuracy \-Jas confi r·med 

on examination of a number of the target plates after impact. The posi-

tion of the crack tip was clearly visible as a point on the surface of 

the plate where the crack changed direction at the onset of propagation. 

Typical crack deviation was a few degrees, as shown in Fig. 30. 

Measurements of crack lengths Ct and Cb at this point were within 

-3 appro ximately l x 10 em of values measured before i~pact, demonstrating 

the reliability of the technique used to measure the lenoths of pre-

cracks. For a few targe ts the change in crack direction at the onset of 

propag ation was large, as also shown in Fig. 30. It is believed that 

large deviations as shown in the figure result from poor impact planarity 

and s11bsequent nom1nifonn (asyPII!letr ·ic) stress field near th e. crc1ck front. 
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Non-planar i~pact may be caused by i~proper mountinq of the flyer or 

misalignment of the target. However, of mor e than 100 plates tested, 

only a few were rejected for this reason. 

The number and size of the crack growth increments in a aiven test 

were found to depend on the duration of impact (flyer thickness), the 

velocity of i npact, and the viidth of th e ta r .::~: t plat e . A cor~:~ a rison of 

the fi r st growth increments following i ~pac t at velocities cl os e to the 

critical values for flyers 0.029 em and 0.205 c ~ thick is presented in 

Fig. 31. The photographs were taken using a scanning electron micro-

scope to obtain better depth-of-field than is possible with optical 

microscopy. The top SEM photograph is of the same fracture surface 

sho~m in Fig. 29; flyer thickness was 0.029 em, and impact velocity was 

6.8 x 10- 3 cm/~sec. The lower SEM photograph shows the first crack 

growth step resulting from impact with a flyer 0.205 em thick; the velo

city of impact was 2.0 x 10-3 cm/~sec. Hidth of the target plate was 

5.08 em in both cases. For the flyer 0.029 em thick, the initial pulse 

duration near the area of impact was approximately 0.1 ~sec, and the 

-2 first crack growth step measured 1.6 x 10 em. For the thicker flyer, 

the initial pulse duration was approximately 0.64 ~sec, and the first 

growth step was 0.29 em. Although differences in the maximum stress may 

affect the size of the first crack growth step, the size difference 

shown in Fig. 31 is due primarily to the pulse duration in each instance. 

For longer pulses the crack has more time to accelerate before the stress 

drops to some low level incapable of maintaining propagation. · 

A series of streak records illustratina the effects of increasing 

impact veloci ty on cr ack growth is presented in Fig. 32. The streak 

record sh own in Fi g . 28 was also part of t hi s series. The fly er thickness 

J 
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Fig. 31. Scanning electron photomicrographs of fracture surfaces 

illustrating the difference in size of the first crack 

growth inc re~ents in targets impacted using flyers 0.029 em 

(top) and 0.205 em (bottom) thick, respectively. 
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Fig. 32. Streak records illustrating the effect of inc reasi ng impact 
velocity on crack growth. The flye r thickness was 0.029 em 
in all cases. 
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was 0.02 9 em in all cases, and the width of the target plates was 5.08 em. 

Impact velocity was varied from 6.2 x 10-3 cm / ~ sec (no crack growth was 

-3 obser ved) to 9.8 x 10 cm/~sec (the crack r an completely acro ss the 

plate in several 0rowth increments). The critical impact velocity 

requi red for crack growth was found to be 6.5 x 10-3 cm/~ sec for the 

indic ated test conditions. For all of the r ec ords shown in Fig. 32 the 

rna xi r;:u: ;· ti me is approxima tely 85 vsec aft er impact. It is evident from 

the photogra phs that in general as the i~pact velocity was increased, 

the number and size of the crack growth incre~ents increased. It is 

also apparent that higher crack velocities are reached for higher 

velocities of impact, at least for the larger growth increments. These 

results are as expected, since higher impact velocities and corresponding 

higher stresses should cause more rapid crack acceleration and be capable 

of maintaining propagation for longer periods of time. Further discus-

sian of observed crack growth increments is provided below; crack 

velocity measurements will be discussed in a subsequent section. 

For the crack growth records noted above the total amount of incre-

mental crack extension ranged from approximately 0.3 em (for an impact 

velocity of 6.8 x 10-3 cm/~sec) to the full width of the target plate. 

The observed growth increments for the impact velocities indicated in 

Fig. 32 ranged from about 0.01 em to 0.6 cr.. However, the size of the 

first growth ster, barely visible in some of the photographs, remained 

approximately constant at 0.01-0.02 em due to the very short pulse dura-

tion . . Although it was noted previously that the first growth increment 

corres pond s to th e r eturn of the reflected (longitudinal) wav e of tension 

t o the crac k fro~t . crac k growth at this ti me may also be influenced by 
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th e presence of shear waves generated at the edg es of th e flyer and target 

on imf)act. This \·J ill be discussed in Section VI. B. 

P.t the specified critical ir,lpact ve locity of 6.5 x 10-3 cm/psec for 

fly ers 0.029 em thick, a sin~le crack growth step of ~ : o.Ol ern was 

obsET ve d. This step is less than 20 ~:. of t l1e initi c~ l pu l se vJ i dt h in the 

targ et , ,,,here for pr~sent purposes the i ni ti ci l pu l se 1·1 idth can be con sid-

ered to be t~e product of pul se dur~tion ob ta ined from KO output (0. 093 

~sec for fly ers 0.029 C8 thick) and longit udina l sound speed (0.560 em/ 

)JSec). The critical impact velocity required for crack grm·1th for each 

of the flyers used was defined as that velocity required to cau se a 

single growth step small compared to the corres pond ing initial pulse 

vJidth. From the critical velocity for 0 .02 9 u1 flyers noted above, and 

the streak records shown in Fig. 28 and Fi g. 32, it is evident that this 

definition of critical impact velocity should give a value that i s 

accurate to within the maximum un certainty in flyer velocity of 5~ cited 

in Part l . 

In addition to the pulse durati on and velocity of i mpact, the forma

tion of crack growth inc reme nts was also fou nd to depend on the width of 

the t arg et plate. A streak record showi ng crack growth in a targ et 

plate only 2.54 em wide i s presented in Fig. 33. Th e flyer t hi ckness 

~va s 0. 100 cr:1, and the velocity of i mpact ':Jas 4.0 x 10- 3 cn:/iJsec. The 

length of t he pre-crack was 1 em as in the wider plates. Also includ ed 

in the fi gu re is a photograph of the fr ac ture surface after completion 

of the test. Five crack arrest posi tions id ent ified on the fracture 

surface are also in di cated on the streak record; the size of ea ch growth 

step and the ti we of formation (arrest) are listed . As before, the crack 

growth increments measured fro m the fracture surface were in excellent 

" 
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Fig. 33. Fracture surface appearance and corresponding streak record 

showing crack growth in a plate 2.54 em wide. The flyer 

thickness was 0.100 em, impact velocity was 4.0 x 10-3 em/ 

11sec. The size of each growth step and time of formation 

are indicated. 
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agreement with corresponding ste~s measured from the streak record. It 

should be noted that the dark line clearly visible on the fracture 

surface approximately 0. 9 em from the pi'e -uack front is not an indica-

tion of crack arrest. Examina tion of the target plate after i l1lpact 

· reveal ed that at this point the running crack made a sharp but temporary 

chan ge in direction, probably due to interac t ion with disturbances 

reflected fro:n the fre2 surfaces. This abrupt change in crack direction 

appears in the streak record as an apparent decrease in velocity just 

before step 4. Numerous changes in the direction of crack propagation 

at relatively long times after impact were also observed in many other 

tests. In general, however, the extent of crack deviation from the over-

all propagation direction was small, as evident in Fig. 34. 

Compared to the crack growth increments shown in Fig. 32, the steps 

seen in the streak record of Fig. 33 are more numerous and the periods 

of crack arrest are shorter than in the 5.08 em wide plates. For the 

streak record in Fig. 33, the longest period of crack arrest was less 

than 3 ~sec. For the wider targets represented in Fig. 32, periods of 

crack arrest up to 40 f.!Sec \'Jere observed; for an impact velocity of 

-3 9.8 x 10 cm/~sec, the longest observed period of crack arrest was about 

7 !JSec. These differences in crack grovJth are probably due in large part 

to the relatively short times between reflected waves in the 2.54 em wide 

targets, although differences in pulse duration and in the relative 

importance of direct shear waves generated at the edges of the flyer and 

target on impac t may also contribute. The initial pulse duration for the 

targe t represented in Fig. 33 \lias approximately four times longer than 

that for the targets re presented in Fig. 32. For a target plate 2.54 em 

wide, direct she~r waves propagating with the velocity c5 = 0.344 cm/ ~sec 
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can be expected to reach the front of a pre-crack 1 em 1 on~: about l. 5 

usee before the first reflected (longitudinal) tensil e puls e . 
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i·!ea surert; ents of crack propagation velocities \•le n: r11 ade fro m many of 

the str~a k records us ing a digitizing film reader. Valu es rang ed from 

-2 ) about 400 m/sec (4 x 10 cm/~sec to greater than 3000 mjsec (0.30 em/ 

~sec) depending on the conditions of impact. For the slower moving 

cracks the naxirnurn uncertainty in the rreasured velocities V.Jas estimated 

to be about 20 %. For cracks propagating at velocities greater than about 

1000 ~/sec (0.10 cm/~sec), the maximum uncertainty in the measured values 

" was ±50 m/sec (5 x 10-~ cm/~sec). The improved accuracy in the velocity 

f:leasurements for higher velocities was dependent on the size of the 

growth steps. Larger crack growth increments, which allowed for more 

accurate measurements, were generally observed when the crack velocity 

was high. vlhile the fact that cracks moving at velocities less than 

( -? ) about 400 n/sec 4 x 10 - cm/~sec were not observed may reflect limita-

tions of the length-time resolution capabilities of the recording system, 

this fact may also be the result of rapid initial acceleration and de-

celeration expected for cracks in brittle materials s~bjected to stress

. 108 wav e load:n g . 

The maximum velocity achieved by the single crack growth incre1nent 

at the critica l i mpact velocity was found to be about 400-500 ~/sec (4- 5 

X 10-
2 

Cfll/ \ISeC ) r es <w dl eSS Of the initial ruls e duration (flyer thick-

ness ). Thi s occ ur red ove n thou gh the critical impact velocity, and 

hence t he peak s tres s in the target, decreased for thicker flyers. 

Since 't-~ith thi ckt.:r flyers the longer pul se dur ation 1·1hich re sults should 
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provide more time for.crack acceleration, the approximately constant 

maxinurn velocity observed under these conclitions suggests that accelera

tion is ~tress-dependent. This is an expected result consistent with 

certain experimental observations by Schardin108 and vlith several 

theories of crack propagation. According to Berry, 23 an initial crack 

acceleration at t = 0 results fro~ the f~ct that the applied stress must 

be slightly greater than that given by the Griffith criterion. That a 

crack will have an initial acceleration which is stress-dependent has 

.1 b t d b s . ~ 1 21 h h d tt t th 1 h t f a so een no e y u1 ~s, w o s owe r1a e genera c .arac er o 

crack motion for cleavage cracks includes a sudden increase in velocity 

at the onset of propagation. \,Jhile the.problem considered by both Berry 

and Suits involved static loading, it seems reasonable to expect that 

since fracture is a local phenomenon the initial period of crack acceler-

ation should be similar for loading by stress waves of sufficient 

a~plitude and duration. According to the stress-wave-crack interaction 

theory of Steverding and Lehnigk, 55 initial crack acceleration is 

proportional to the stress squared. 

In general, as the velocity of impact was increased for a given 

flyer thickness, the maximum recorded crack velocity was observed to 

increase. A series of streak records illustrating the effect of 

increasing impact velocity on the number and size of the crack grmoJth 

jncrements was presented in Fig. 32; the streak record included in Fig. 

28 was also part of this series. For most of the records shown in these 

figures, the maximum velocity reached by the first crack grov1th step was· 

-2 ) about 400-500 m/set (4-5 x 10 cm/~sec . However, at the highest 

impact velocity (9.8 x 10- 3 cm/psec) for this series the maximum velocity 

-2 of the first gro~th step was 850 m/sec (8.5 x 10 cm/psec). Since the 
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first growth increment is caused by the initial reflected tension pulse, 

the apparent lack of dependence of cr~ck acceleration on stress at lower 

impact velocities must be due to the very short pulse duration in these 

targets (initial pulse duration was approxi~ately 0.1 ~sec). For such 

short pulses, the dependence of crack acceleration (and hence the maximum 

crack velocity observed) on stress is not evident until the stress 

becomes appreciably higher than some critical minimum value required for 

growth. Assuming that the stress in the glass varies linearly with 

impact velocity (see Fig. 22), impact at 9.8 x 10- 3 cm/~sec can be 

expected to ~ive rise to a stress that is about 50% greater than the 

critical value for these targets (5.08 em wide) and flyers (0.029 em 

thick). 

Much higher crack velocities were measured for the later growth 

increments shmvn in Fig. 28 and Fig. 32. As noted previously, these 

growth steps result from interaction of the crack front with various 

superimposed reflected waves. The higher velocities reached by the crack 

can be attributed to both the higher stresses and longer pulse durations 

achieved by superposition. Very rapid acceleration is also apparent for 

these later growth increments. In Fig. 28, the large growth step evident 

approximately 93 ~sec after impact reached a maximum velocity of 1300 

m/sec (0.13 cm/~sec). HO'.vever, the measured crack velocity v1as only 

-2 ) about 500 m/sec (5 x 10 cm/~sec at the onset of growth. Comparable 

maximum crack velocities (up to 1400 m/sec) were measured for impacts at 

7.5 x 10- 2 cm/~sec and 8.2 x 10-2 cm/~sec, although in these instances 

the measured velocity at the onset of growth was sometimes greater than 

1000 m/sec (0.10 cm/~sec). -3 For impact at 9.0 x 10 cm/~sec, the highest 

measured crack velocity increased to about 1800 m/sec (0.18 cm/~sec), 

•. 
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again follo¥Jing very rapid acceleration. For impact at 9.8 x 10-3 

cm/llsec, the maximu:n crack velocity was about 2300 m/sec (0.23 cm/J.1sec). 

In most instances where a very high crack velocity was achieved, the 

size of the corresponding growth steps (up to 0.6 em) indicated that 

pulses of several microseconds duration were present at relatively late 

times after impact. 

In the tests discussed above the short initial pulse duration limited 

the maximum velocity and size of the first growth step, but later in-

crements reached much higher velocities when propagation was maintained 

for longer periods of time. By increasing the initial pulse duration 

using thicker flyers, however, it was possible to achieve very high 

crack velocities for the first grm11th step as t'lell. A plot of cr.ack 

extension as a function of time is presented in Fig. 35 for t'!Jo tests 

involving impact .of 5.08 em wide plates with flyers.0.205 em thick. 

The curves are based on (x,t) data taken from the actual streak records 

for these shots using the digitizing film reader. Zero time, which in 

this figure represents the instant propagation began, was established 

in each case from the fid mark on the streak record~ the known longi-

tudinal wave speed, and the measured crack length before impact. For 

very short times ( ~ 0.5 sec), the (x,t) data from the streak record 

were extrapolated to this origin. During crack acceleration, the dis-

tance-time relations shm-Jn are similar in form to those obtained by 

Schardin108 under other conditions of impact. For the lower curve, 

the impact velocity was 2.0 x 10-3 cm/)..lsec, approximately 20% greater 

than the critical value for this setup. Crack acceleration, d~celeration, 

and arrest were observed, as shown in the figure. The maximum measured 

( -2 crack velocity was 810 m/sec 8.1 x 10 cm/)..lsec), a value somewhat 
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greater than observed at the critical velocity of impact. In vie\'1 of 

crack velocity results for very short pulses discussed previously, it 

can be concluded that the dependence of crack acceleration on stress is 

more pronounced for longer pulses. Similar observations were made in 

numerous other tests. For the upper curve shown in Fig. 35, the ve

locity of impact \"as 3.8 x 10-3 cm/l..1sec, more thar. blice the critical 

value required for crack growth. At this higher impact velocity, 

acceleration of the crack \1/as very rapid, and a maximum velocity of 

3050 m/sec (0.305 cm/]..lsec) v1as reached. The subsequent {apparent) 

deceleration and arrest sho\lm in the figure resulted when the crack 

branched and rapidly ran out of the plane viewed by the camera slit. 

An approximate representation of the relation between the relative 

crack velocity (Vc;c5), the actual crack velocity Vc' and the distance 
' 

propagated for this case is shown in Fig. 36. Acceleration was so 

rapid that the crack reJched its high maximum velocity after propaga

ting only about 0.2 em. The measured maxir.:um velocity of 3050 m/sec 

(0.305 cm(J..Isec) corresponds to more than 0.88 times the shear wave 

velocity c5 in the glass. This value is significantly greater than 

any previously reported crack velocity in glass, and is close to the 

velocity of Rayleigh surface waves in the material. For v = 0.20, the 

Rayleigh wave velocity is approxima'::ely 0.91 c5, or about 3130 m/sec 

(0.313 cm/]..lsec) for the glass targets used in this work. Thus the 

maximum observed crack velocity is more than 975~ of the Rayleigh wave 

velocity, as indicated in Fig. 36. The point at \IIIlich the crack 

branched, followed by the apparent deceleration and arrest noted pre-

viously, is also indicated in the figure. The length of the crack at 

the point of branching, measured on the crack ~lane after completion of 
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the test,was found to correspond to the point on the streak record 

where the crack first appeared to decelerate. It could not be deter-

mined whether branching was accompanied by a real decrease in crack 

velocity. Observations of crack branching will be discussed in more 

detail in the next section. 

Numerous measurements of crack velocities in glass and other 

materials have been reported in the literature. Maximum velocities for 

a \'Jide range of glass compositions v-1ere measured by Schardin108 and 

Kerkhof. 122 However, the highest value of 2160 m/sec noted (for fused 

silica) was only about 0.61 times the shear wave velocity in the mate-

rial, and in general the maximum relative velocities were appreciably 

lower. Comparable maximum crack speeds for glass in the range 1500-

1800 m/sec have been reported by many other investigators, including 

Barstow and Edgerton, 109 •11° Christie, 111 Hyodo and Nakatsuka, 123 

Rader, 116 Kerkhof and Richter, 124 and Field, 30 All of these results 

are low compared to both the maximum crack velocity observed in the 

present work and the established theoretical limit at the Rayleigh wave 

velocity discussed previously. A variety of explanations for the 

lower maximum crack velocities have been suggested. The theories of 

~1ott21 and Roberts and ~!ells 22 imposed a maximum crack velocity of 

about 0.6 c5 based on an energy balance which included kinetic energy. 

Regrettably, this work is still regarded by some experimentalists as 

justification for observed maximum crack speeds despite the fact that 

serious shortcomings of the theories have been discussed by a number 

of authors. 20 •27 •30 •125 As noted by Erdogan, 20 the critical assumption 

of Matt regarding the equivalance of stress and displacement fields for 

static and dynamic problems of equal crack lengtl1 is unrealistic at 
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high crack velocities. \t.Jhile objecting to the fonnulation of r1ott, 

Anderson125 has nevertheless concluded that kinetic energy is the major 

reason why crack velocity is a given fraction of the sound speed. 

Barber126 has suggested that velocity dispersion theory should restrict 

crack speeds to a factor of 21w times the Rayleigh wave velocity, a 

value conveniently in accord with commonly observed maximum crack 

velocities in glass but almost certainly incorrect. Schardin, 108 

Kerkhoff, 122 and r·1arsh 127 have attempted to rationalize observed maxi-

mum crack speeds in glass in tenns of certain other properties of the 

material, including microhardness, fracture surface energy, surface 

tension, and yield stress. These efforts have not in general proved 

satisfactory. For example, the observation by Kerkhof that high rela

tive humidity seems to affect the maximum crack velocity (presumably 

due to a change in surface energy) is in conflict with earlier results 

of Hyodo and Nakatsuka, 123 where no environmental dependence was detec-

ted. It is \'Jidely recognized that high relative humidity can cause a 

reduction in the critical energy release rate (fracture surface 

energy) and consequently a decrease in the local stress acting at the 

crack tip; however, the effect of moisture on crack growth at high 

velocities is generally believed to be of little consequence. 

Shand 128 ,129 has suggested that for certain types of fracture the 

relaxation of stress around the crack tip as a result of testing con-

ditions may be a major factor in stabilizing the propagation velocity 

at or near the commonly observed peak values. Similarly, Erdogan20 has 

noted that the influence of reflected waves from the free surfaces of 

plates loaded in tension (e.g., as by Schardin108) could have the effect 

of superimposed compression and par~ly account for the observed 
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maximum crack velocities. However, while relaxation of tensile 

stresses at the crack tip may limit crack speeds in certain circumstan-

ces, the results of this work suggest that two other factors must also 

be considered. 

Changes in the distribution of stresses near the tip of a running 

crack at high velocities, first examined theoretically by Yoffe, 31 were 

discussed previously. It is now widely recognized that hackle formation 

and crack branching which occur partly as a result of this dynamic in-

stability may be responsible for limiting crack speeds to about 0.6 c5 , 

t l t · 1 d tl · t · 1 · d 20 ' 30 ' 116 ' 117 Hackl.e a eas 1n g ass an o 1er 1so rop1c so 1 s. 

fonnati on occurs \<Iheh the crack is propagating at a hi gil velocity and 

the energy release rate is high enough for crack division on a local 

scale even though the leariing edge of the crack is teo long for simple 

division. 37 Branching occurs when the energy release rate reaches some 

critical higher value, either as a result of an tncrease in crack length 

or applied stress during propagation, or due to achievement of a very 

high crack velocity; this will be discussed in the next section. How-

ever, if hackle forma'.:ion and branching are suppressed, as in crystals 

having well-defined cleavage planes or in polycrystalline materials 

exhibiting preferred orientation and planes of weakness, crack veloci-

ties approaching the theoretical limit at the Rayleigh \vave speed CR 

can· be achieved. Hull and Beardmore, 130 for example, have measured 

crack velocities in tungsten crystals as high as 0.9 CR. Similar 

values have been reported by Field et al .30 •120 for several other 
I 

materials, including rolled polycrysta1line tungsten, MgO, and sapphire. 

Fracture surfaces in these instances were mirror smooth. In contrast, 

the roughening of the fracture surface due to hackle formation in glass 
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is accompanied by a decrease in the fracture velocity, as observed by 

both Shardin108 and Field~ 30 The effect of hackle formation (and 
37 131 branching) on crack velocity extends to other materials as well. ' 

In light of the above discussion, the maximum observed crack 

velocity in this work of 3050 m/sec (about 0.97 CR) noted previously 

was an unexpected resu 1t. To insure that no measurement error \Yas in-

valved, independent readings from the streak record for the higher 

velocity crack represented in Fig. 35 and Fig. 36 were made by co-

workers; their measurements confirmed the accuracy of the re~orted re-

sult. However; contrary to the appearance typical of high-stress frac-

ture surfaces in glass, the fracture surfaces for this case were found 

to be mirror smooth and free of hackle markinas. Thus, the high crack . ~ 

velocity noted must be a consequence of the rapid loading rate achieved 

with stress waves, the rapid acceleration observed, and/or the stress 

level. According to Clark and Irwin, 37 stable extension of a flat 

tensile crack can occur due to stress corrosion, or due to rapid load 

transfer to adjoining unbroken regions. Stress waves propagating at 
. 

the longitudinal sound speed, as in this work, provide the most rapid 
' load transfer that can be obtained using conventional methods of load-

ing. Perhaps not coincidentally, the maximum previously reported 

value for fracture velocity in glass (2300 m/sec) was obtained by 

Rumpf114 f k ... . . t . t f. 1 d . or crac s propaga~1ng 1n o a converg1ng s ress 1e 1n 

small spheres; rapid load transfer can also be expected for this case. 

Clark and InJin, 37 Congleton and Petch, 38 and Field30 have all discussed 

the role of advance cracks initiated at flaws ahead of the main crack 

in hackle formation or branching. Both stress and time should be of 
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importance in the growth of such cracks. Since for the crack being 

considered acceleration was extremely rapid, it is possible that advance 

cracks did not ilave time to grmv before the main crack front passed. A 

more likely explanation, however, is that during acceleration the stress 

level \'/as too lm'l for initiation of secondary cracks. Hhile the stress 

responsible for the rapid crack growth shown in Fig. 35 and Fig. 36 \lias 

more than t\Jice the critical value required for extension of the 1-cm 

long pre-crack, it was almost certainly too low to initiate failure 

from the much smaller flaws presum~bly present in the interior of the 

glass target plates. Furthermore, even at a crack velocity of 0.8 c5 
the: maximum increase in the normal stress near the crack tip due to 

velocity-induced modification of the stress field is only about 50%, 

as shown in Fig~ 1. 

It is believed that the failure of other investigators to detect 

crack velocities in glass as high as in this work can be attributed to 

differences in both the means of loading and the methods of measurement. 

In experiments by Barstow and Edgerton, 109 •11° Cristie, 111 Schardin, 108 

Rader, 116 and Field, 30 for example, ballistic impacts or explosives 

were used to initiate fracture, and crack growth was recorded using 

high-speed framing cameras. Due to the very high stresses achieved 

with these loading methods, hackle formation and branching were gener

ally observed. Crack velocities may also have been limited by the 

presence of superimposed compression waves near the running crack tip. 

Furthermore, since framing cameras were used, only average interframe 

crack velocities could be measured. 117 Kolsky and Rader have suggested 

that where hackle is observed the local crack speed may exceed measured 

values (presumably from framing camera records) even though the overall 
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propagation velocity is limited to about 0.6 c5. Thus, while streak 

photography might well have indicated higher crack speeds than reported 

in the papers cited above, streak camera techniqu.es are of value only 

where the cra~k growth direction is predictable, as in the present work. w 

An alternate method of comparable reliability for measuring crack vel

ocities is the method of ultrasonic fractography developed by 

Kerkhof. 30 • 108 • 122 Unfortunately, this method is best suited for 

measurements under static loading conditions when the fracture surface 

is relatively smooth. For glass specimens subjected to static loads, 

high stresses throughout the body provide conditions favorable to hackle 

formation and branching; thus ultrasonic modulation of the running crack 

becomes impossible above the velocity (~ 0.6 c5) where visible roughen

ing of the surface first occurs. For static loading in general, stress 

relaxation at the crack tip, either as a result of acceleration of the 
128 test specimen as suggested by Shand, or due to the influence of 

compression waves reflected from the free surfaces as noted by 
. 108 20 Schard1n and Erdogan, may/ also limit crack speeds. 

Below some limiting speed, the velocity of a running crack will 

rise and fall in phase with the crack driving force, i.e., the energy 

release rate or the local stress intensity factor. 20 •37 •132 •133 For 

crack growth which occurs as a result of stress wave loading, variations ~ 

in crack speed can be quite pronounced, as is evident in the streak 

camera record shown in Fig. 33 and discussed previously. Crack veloci-

ties in this target plate ranged from about 400 m/sec to greater than 

1200 m/sec, with the osci 11 a tory behavior shown attri butab 1 e to various 

elastic stress waves reflected from the free surfaces. When super-

position of tension pulses causes an increase in the crack tip stress, 
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the crack velocity increases; when these waves propagate past the 

crack front, or when superposition involves compression waves, the de-

crease in the crack tip stress causes the crack velocity to decrease. 

Crack arrest occurs when the driving force for crack growth becomes in

capable of maintaining propagation. For the crack growth record in 

Fig. 33, five crack arrest positions were noted. Other examples of 

crack deceleration and arrest observed in this work are shown in Fig. 

32 and Fig. 35. Numerous measurements of crack velocity just prior to 

arrest ranged from 400 m/sec (4 x 10-2 cm/~sec) to about 1500 m/sec 

(0.15 cm/~sec). It seems noteworthy that many of the crack growth in

crements occurring within about 20 ~sec after impact (5.08 em wide 

target plates) were observed to stop abruptly at the maximum velocity 

achieved, while most of the later increments tended to decelerate to 

some lower velocity before arrest. This contrasting behavior· must be 

due to expected differences in the stress-time history at the crack 

front in each instance. For shorter times after impact, the stress wave 

responsible for crack growth may run past the crack and cause arrest 

before another disturbance capable of maintaining propagation at some 

lower velocity is encountered. However, for longer times after impact, 

the distribution of stresses in the target becomes so complex that dis-

crete pulse-crack interactions of this type cannot occur. Deceleration 

of early crack growth increme'nts before arrest was generally observed 

only when the impact velocity v1as relatively high. For example, for the 

first large crack growth step shown in Fig. 32 for an impact velocity 
-3 . 

of 9.8 x 10 cm/~sec, the max'imum crack speed was about 2200 m/sec 

(0.22 cm/~sec), but the streak record indicates some deceleration before 

arrest. Crack propagation (deceleration) may be maintained by 
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disturbances trailing the main pulse which are of little consequence 

at lower impact velocities. 

Direct observation of deceleration and arrest of running cracks 

in glass as noted above have not previously been reported. However, 

using fracture surface markings Shand129 has determined that for cracks 

initiated in bending a sharp decrease ~n the fracture velocity to about 

10% c5 can occur as the crack front approaches the loading surface, 

presumably due to relaxation of the bending moment. Abrupt changes in 

crack speed under similar bending conditions observed by Schardin108 

using high-speed framing photography were attributed to the influence 

of reflected elastic waves. In both of these instances the minimum 

crack velocities noted were close to the lowest value of about 400 m/sec 

-2 ( 4 x 10 · cm/~sec) measured just prior to arrest in this work. For 

fractures in glass produced by impact loading, Schardin observed abrupt 

crack arrest from high crack velocities, but no continuous decrease in 

velocity of a crack once running at maximum speed (~1500 m/sec according 

to Schardin) was ever recorded. This may be due to the space and time 

limitations of the high-speed cameras used (orders of magnitude 1 mm 

and 1 ~sec, respectively). Similar results were obtained by Rader116 

for fractures in 9lass plates caused by explosives. In materials whose 

mechanical behavior is fairly rate-sensitive, studies of crack decelera-

tion and arrest have been more common. However, due to the complexity 

of plastic deforma~ion processes near the crack tip, no attempt to re-

view arrest behavior in rate-sensitive materials will be made here. 

Two opposing theories af crack arrest have been proposed. The 

first of these theories is based on the idea that the initiation-

acceleration and deceleration-arrest stage~ of fracture are similar 

• 
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processes representing simple reversals of the time scale; thus, a 

suitable criterion for arrest is that the energy release rate G or the 

stress intensity factor K decrease to some critical low value (a materi

al constant). This concept has been discussed in detail by Bluhm. 134 

The fact that the minimum crack velocity (400 m/sec) measured in this 

work was the same at the onset of crack growth and just prior to arrest 

seems at first consistent with this view, even though values for G or 

K for fracture initiation and arrest are not necessarily the same for 

most materials. However, Clark and Irv./in37 have observed that as 

materials became more strain-rate sensitive the minimum stable crack 

s~eed increases; in materials which exhibit little strain-rate sensi~ 

tivity, like glass, a gradual decrease in crack velocity up to arrest 

is to be expected. Since minimum stable crack speeds measured by 

Clark and Irwin for several rate-sensitive materials were very low, 

400 m/sec may be too high to correspond to such a minimum value in 

glass. If this is indeed the case, and if t!1e theory of crack arrest 

based on a critical arrest toughness holds, then a velocity of 400 

m/sec must reflect the space-time limits of the recording system used 

in this work. An alternative view of crack arrest depends on the recov-

ery of kinetic energy associated with a running crack, so that propaga

tion may be temporarily maintained even when the exterior stress becomes 

very low; the crack is expected to arrest abruptly when the available 

kinetic energy is consumed. This con~ept, first considered by 

Schardin108 as a plausible explanation fbr the observed abrupt arrest 

of high-velocity cracks in glass noted above, has recently been dis-

d . d . l b K . 135 cusse 1n greater eta1 y ,ann1nen. Using 11 duplex 11 test specimens, 

wherein a crack initiated in a region of low fracture toughness was made 
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to propagate into a second region of higher t6ughness, Kanninen 

demonstrated that while the steady-state speed acl1ieved by a crack at 

any instant depends only on the properties of the material locally and 

not upon the prior history of propagation, crack arrest is certainly 

dependent on the history of the crack extension process. Kinetic 

energy was found to be almost completely recovered at the time of 

arrest. Although crack velocities as measured by both Schardin108 and 

Kanninen135 remained constant up to the point of arrest, the kinetic 

energy theory does not appear to preclude some decrease in velocity 

before arrest as often observed in this work. Investigations of crack 

deceleration and arrest more extensive than reported to date are needed 

to establish the real significance of both of the crack arrest theories 

mentioned. 

3. Crack Branching 

T\'JO types of crack branching \'iere occasionally observed in this 

work. For a number of plates impacted at relatively high velocities, 

independent formation of branch cracks occurred at relatively long 

times after impact. Branching of this type, discussed previously by 

Kolsky and Rader, 116 •117 is not true bifurcetion in the sense consider-

ed in Section II. C, since the formation of the second branch occurs 

when a reflected stress wave interacts with the junction of a sharply 

turned crack. ·Due to the complexity of the stresses in the target at 

the time of such branching, any quantit~tive description of the branch 

formation sequence is quite impossible. However, crack branching in 

this manner generally resulted in an asyr.rnetri c fracture pattern \'tith 

a large angle e8 between the individual branches, and examination 
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of the fracture surfaces showed extensive hackle formation near the 

branch junction. Similar observations were noted by Kolsky and Rader 

for glass plates fractured using small explosive charges. In contrast, 

for other observed bifurcations which involved simultaneous formation of 

branch cracks on a sub-microsecond time scale,- the fracture patterns 

were typically symmetric with a wide range of branch angles elP and 
L..: 

hack 1 e was not a lvJays observed. Crack branching of this ty!Je is dis-

cussed in more detail below. 

At relatively long times after impact(~ 30 ~sec), the 

simultaneous formation of branch cracks probably resulted from the 

interaction of the running crack with a reflected tensile pulse. The 

branching angle e8 was generally less than 90°, and the branch surfaces 

exhibited hackle formation. Similar observations have been reported 

by Christie, 111 Schardin, 108 Field, 30 and Kerkhof122 f~r glass plates 

fra.ctured by impact or e~~plosives. Although typical branch angles e8 
observed by these investigators were about 30°, Kerkhof showed that e8 
was variable and predictable depending or. the angle of incidence of the 

stress pulse. An explanation for branch angles of about 30° has been 
136 1"7 

pl~ovided by Kalthoff, ' ,J \'Jho considered the relative importance of 

tensile and shear stresses associated •t~ith two syr.metrical branch 

cracks centered at ~he edge of a plate under uniaxial tension; crack 

growth was presumed to occur in a direction normal to the maximum local 

stress. However, even though t~e analysis of Kalthoff seems realistic, 

branching angles close to 30° cannot necessarily be expected when the 

distribution of stresses is very complex and constantly changir.g, as 

in this work. 
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For simultaneous formation of branch cracks as noted above, an 

additional increase in the local stress near the crack tip was apparent-

ly required for branching despite the fact that the cracks were general

ly moving at some high velocity. The results of Congleton and Petc1138 

obtained under static loading conditions, as well as the experiments of 

Shardin108 in which specimens were loaded in tension before additional. .. 

impulsive loads were applied, have also demonstrated the importance of 

local stresses on crack branching. Clark and Irwin, 37 and later 

Field, 30 have convincingly argued that attainment ~f a critical stress 

intensity factor K• or energy release rate G1 near the crack tip pro-

vides more suitable explanation for branching than does the changing 

local stress field at high velocities as suggested by the work of 

Yoffe. 31 According to Clark and Irwin, crack speed is essentially con

stant prior to bifurcation; thus, the moderate dynamic alteration of 

the stress field.for commonly observed fracture velocities (see Fig. 1) 

develops and approaches a constant condition without inducing branching. 

This view is consistent with observations by Rader116 of cracks in glass 

propagating at speeds as high as 1800 m/sec, and also with the fact that 

in the present work branching at a velocity less than about 1850 m/sec 

was never observed. Furthermore, it was previously noted that the 

theory of crack branching based on critical values for K1 or G1 is based 

in part on the extension of advance cracks ahead of the main crack. 

The formation of these advance cracks must give rise to a roughened 

fracture surface. Observations of hackle markings oh the fracture sur-

faces of branch cracks formed by interaction of reflected waves with 

running cracks were mentioned above. 



For a few cracks accelerated to very high velocities by the 

initial reflected tensile pulse, sirr.ultan2ous formation of branch 

cracks was observed within about 15 ~sec after impact. The branch 

patterns were symmetric, as in those instances where bifurcation de-
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pended on reinforcement of the stress field at the crack tip by reflec-

ted tensile waves, but the branch angle e8 was always greater than 90° 

(e.g., see Fig. 37). Another important difference noted for these 

branch cracks was the absence of hackle on the fracture surfaces. The 

absence of hackle, which can be attributed to both the high crack velo

city and relatively low applied stress as discussed in the preceding 

section, indicates that branching could not have been influenced by the 

growth of advance cracks, while the fo~ation of branches with no appar-

ent increase in the applied stresses near the crack tip seems contrary 

to the critical stress intensity or energy release concept recognized 

above. For crack branching at extreme high velocities, however, this 

critical stress or energy concept \-.:as found to be compatible with the 

view that changes in the distribution of stresses near the tip of a 

runnin~ crack can cause branching. 

Consider the high-velocity crack whose propagation history was 

shown in Fig. 35 and Fig. 36. Following rapid acceleration to a maxi-

mum velocity of more than 0.88 times the velocity of shear waves in the 

glass, the crack branched. The branch angle e8 was approximately 140°, 

and the branch junction was similar in appearance to that shown in Fig. 

37. In accord with the critical energy release rate view of crack 

branching, Clark and Irwin, 37 Kerkhof and Richter, 124 and Kerkhof 122 

have reported that the critical value G' for branching in glass is 
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Fia. 37. Typical symr.etric, hackle-free crack 

branching pattern observed for cracks 

propagating at very hi~h velociti es . 
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between 12 and 20 times the rate G for the onset of unstable crack c 

growth. Since t~e energy release rate is proportional to the stress 

* 
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intensity factor squared, and K is directly proportional to the applied 

stress, it follows that for crack branching in glass following accelera-

tion by str2ss pulses an increase in the local stress2s by a factor of 

about four compared to that required for the onset of rapid fracture 

may be required. Although both G and K increase \'Jith crack length for 

static loading, the increase in crack length following loading by stress 

pulses of short duration should be of lesser impcrtar:ce than in the 

static case since the applied stresses near the crack front may remain 

essentially constant until the pulse outruns the crack. The running 

crack shown in Fig. 35 and Fig. 36 was accelerated by a stress pulse 

having an amplitude about two times that achieved at the critical impact 

velocity. The additional increase in local stresses required for 

branching is believed to have resulted from large increases in crack 

tip stresses which occur at very high crack speeds. 

For crack speeds up to about 0.8 c5, the increase in the normal 

stress Gee resulting from modification of the overall local stress field 

is relatively small, as shown in Fig. 1. Even if this modification 

influences branching at velocities up to the maximum value indicated in 

Fig. 1, a wide range of branch angles e8 can be expected since the 

stress Gee is relatively constant over a wide arc around the crack tip; 

*This is true a: very 10\'1 crack velocities, but Clark and Irwin37 have 
noted that for static loading the proportionality of G to K2 increases 
with crack speed. It is not clear whether a similar increase holds 
for loading by stress waves. 
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branching may thus depend largely on the distribution and orientation 

of flaws lying along the path of the running crack. 20 However, for 

crack speeds higher than 0.8 c5, the increase in aee relative to the 

stress normal to the crack line can be significantly greater than indi 

cated in Fig. 1, with a corresponding preferred crack growth direction 

lying at some large angle e to the original crack line. Relative 

stresses aee and are calculated from the Yoffe 31 solutio~ (eqs. (12)) 

for a crack velocity of 0.9 c5 are shm·m in Fig. 38. Although the cal

culations ~Jere made for v = 0.25, whereas the glass targets in this work 

had v ~ 0.20, the relative stresses shown should provide a reasonable 

estimate for the distribution of stresses near the tip of the highest

velocity crack (0.88 c5) observed since maximum values for are and aee 

are higher for lower values of v, as noted previously. The maximum 

local stress aee shown in Fig. 38 for a crack speed of 0.9 c5 is more 

than 7 times greater than the normal stress acting on the original crack 

plane; this could easily account for the increase in stress noted above 

necessary for branching. Furthermore, for crack gro\IJth in a direction 

norma l to the maximum tensile stress aee' the preferred gro\<!th direction 

at t his high crack velocity is along a line which makes an angle e of 

abou t 70° with the initial crack line; 28 = e8 = 140° corresponds al most 

exactly with the observed branch angle for this case . While the app li 

cability of the Yaffe solution to the present problem might be question

ed , Irwin and Paris 138 have stated ti1at tile pattern of stresses and 

strains very close to the leading edge of the Yaffe crack can be assumed 

t o appl y generally to a running brittle crack. Thus it appears that the 

velocity-induced modification of the crack tip stress field may strongly 

influence branching when the crack velocity is significantly greater 
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than commonly observed values for glass. In view of the discussion 

presented, this effect cannot be considered to be inconsistent with 

the concept that crack branching depends on the attainment of a critical 

energy release rate or stress-intensity factor. 

4. Schlieren Results 

The intended purpose of the Schlieren optics setup described in 

Section III. F was to permit direct observation of stress pulses in 

the targets and to record interaction of these pulses with both station

ary and running cracks. The system proved to be unsatisfactory for this 

purpose. Kerkhof122 has previously noted that poor results obtained 

using Schlieren methods in studies of stress waves in glass are due to 

the small changes in the optical properties of the material as a func-

tion of stress. Since in the present work most tests involved impacts 

at relatively low velocities, the refractive index gradients in the 

targets were generally insufficient for delineating the positions of 

the stress pulses at any time. However, when impact velocities were 

appreciably greater than the critical values required for crack growth 

in pre-cracked specimens, stress waves in the targets could be Dbserved. 

Several interesting examples of such observations are shown in Fig. 39. 

All of the photographs shown were taken using a single spark source for 

illumination at some single specified time after impact. For disturb-

ances propagating at the longitudinal sound velocity in the material, 

and with a light source of 0.2 ~sec duration, observed pulses propagate 

about 0.11 em during the time of record. 

The photograph shown in Fig. 39(a) illustrates the positions of 

various stress waves in a target plate 5.08 em wide about 12 ~sec after 
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impact. The flyer thickness was 0.10 em, and the velocity of impact 

-3 was 4. 7 x 10 cm/).lsec. The main compression v1-ave generated on impact 

has reflected from the opposite free surface and propagated more than 

1.5 em back into the target as a wave of tension; the change in sign of 

the stress is evident by the change in the Schlieren lines from darker 

traces (compression) to white traces (tension). The pulses following 

the main pulse apparent in the photograph represent disturbances asso-

ciated with the lateral inertia of the plate, and the Schlieren traces 

correspond to stresses normal to the plane of the plate. These dis-

turbances were identified from HEMP computer calculations when the x-z 

view (see Fig. 19) of the impact problem was considered. A typical 

plot of the stress a
22 

along the axis of impact as a function of posi

tion in the target plate, retraced from HEHP output, is presented in 

Fig. 40 fort = 4.2 ).1Sec after impact. The target plate thickness was 

0.635 em, the flyer thickness was 0.205 em, and the specified velocity 

of impact was 2.2 x 10-3 cm/).lsec. The periodic oscillation in a
22 

re

sulting from propagation of a compression wave in the plane of the 

plate is evident, and the compression peaks about 1 em apart correspond 

to the Schlieren traces (also about 1 em apart) in Fig. 39(a). From 

the position of the leading pulse in Fig. 40 it is apparent that the 

lateral disturbances must result from the passage of a longitudinal 

\'lave (CL::: 0.56 cm/).lsec), Hhile the separation distance of about 1 em 

between waves of like sign i~dicates they also propagate with a velocity 

close to the longitudinal sound speed. It is also evident fran Fig . 

40 that tensile stresses exist near the area of impact; for the impact 

velocity represented in this figure the maximum tension is greater than 

1 kbar, but for the higher impact velocity represented in Fig. 39(a) 
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even higher .tensile strengths in this region can be expected. These 

tensile stresses are partly responsible for the intensive local frac-

turing in the region of impact apparent in all of the photographs shown 

in Fig. 39. However, similar fractures were not observed at lower im-

pact velocities close to the critical values listed in Table 2. 

It was previously noted that for a few tests the crack growth 

patterns indicated that impact was non-planar. Stress pulses in the 

targets in such instances were found to be quite different from the 

symmetric pattern shown in Fig. 39(a). Schlieren photographs illus-

trati ng typi ca 1 asymmetric stress \'lave patterns arising from non-

planar impacts are shown in Fig. 39(b) and (c). The flyer thickness 

was 0.100 em in both tests. From the photogra~h in Fig. 39(b), taken 

approximately 8 ~sec after impact, the position of the leading pulse 

and the appearance of edge fractures in the lower half of the target 

suggest that impact first occurred along a single edge of the flyer; 

non-planar impact in this manner can result from improper mounting of 

the flyer. The impact velocity for this case was approximately 8.5 x 

10-3 cm/~sec, resulting in more extreme fracturing in the region of 

impact than shown in Fig. 39(a). In addition to fracturing caused by 

117 the tensile stresses crzz noted above, Kolsky and Rader have suggested 

that damage in this region can also occur as a result of high compress-

ive stresses associated with impulse loading. The short edge cracks 

shown in Fig. 39(b) probably result from the incident transverse wave 

generated at t!1e boundary between the flyer edge and the target; lll 

fractures of this type were not often observed. From the photograph 

in Fig. 39(c), taken approximately 6~sec aft2r impact, the positions of 

the two leading pulses suggest that impacts first occurred at the top 
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and bottom edges of the flyer at about the same time; non-planar impact 

in this manner can occur when the current density in the flyer is high 

enough to cause curling at the edges, as mentioned in Part 1. The im

pact velocity for this case was 9.6 x 10-3 cm/~sec; the accelerating 

voltage was 8.0 KV. Despite the fact that impact was non-planar, the 

fi na 1 fracture pattern exhibited remarkab 1 e avera 11 symmetry, as shown 

in Fig. 41. Systematic studies of the development of fracture patterns 

as shown in Fig. 41 were not included in the present work. Investiga-

tions of this type, however, have previously been reported by Christie 

and Kolsky, 139 Christie, 111 Kolsky, 64 •140Rader, 116 and Kolsky and 

Rader. 117 

B. Criterion for Fracture by Stress Waves 

The critical velocities of impact required for crack growth under 

various conditions were listed in Table 2. Although the critical value 

reported in each instanc~ is based on a minimum of tf1ree separate tests 

under essentially constant conditions, additional experiments involving 

impacts at both lower and higher velocities approaching the critical 

values were more numerous. It should be noted that most of the cr-itical 

velocities given in the table are below the corresponding minimum value 

for each flyer thickness reported in Part 1. To establish time-to-

im;:>act and impact velocity for these critical conditions it was thus 

necessary to make additional studies of flyer motion at lower accelerat

ing voltages than previousfy considered; these studies were carried out 

in the usual manner. 

From Table 2 it is evident that as the flyer thickness (initial 

pulse duration) was increased the critical impact velocity for crack 
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Fi g. 41. Final fracture pattern exhibited 

by the tar0et plate shown in Fig. 

39 (c). 
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extension in targets of both 2.54 em and 5.08 em widths decreased. 

This observation is consistent v1ith the the::ori es of fracture by stress 

waves discussed in Section II. D. For flyers of the same thickness, 

the critical velocities were generally higher for the wider targets; 

the difference was most pronounced for flyers only 0.029 em thick, while 

for the thickest flyers (0.205 em) used the critical impact velocity 

for crack growth was the same for both plates. These results suggest 

that changes in the form of the stress waves generated on impact which 

occur during propagation are of greater significance \'!hen the initial 

pulse duration is very short. It is well-knm<~n that longitudinal wave 

propagation in plates of finite thickness is necessarily dispersive due 

to inertial effects in the plate thickness direction; the effects of 

lateral inertia on stress \'/aves observed in this work \'Jere mentioned 

previously. Since the effects of lateral inertia decrease with in-

creasing wavelength, the observed differences in critical impact veloc-

ities noted for target plates of different widths must be expected. 

Using the critical velocity data included in Table 2 , a criterion 

for fracture by.stress waves was sought through systematic evaluation 

of the experimental results and the results of numerous computer calcu

lations made using the KO and HEMP codes. A least-action law of the 

t d b th . th . f S d. d L h . k52- 55 ype suggeste y e var1ous eor1es o tever 1ng an . e n1g 

discussed previously was considered. The procedure generally followed 

was to evaluate the action integral (c cr~t~ dt. for tensile stresses 
0 

acting at the crack front position in the targets up to some suitable 

time Tc. Stress-time histories were calculated for problems in which 

the specified conditions of impact corresponded to critical experimental 

conditions required for crack growth. For target plates 2.54 em wide, 



Tc = lO~sec was found to be a suitable maxinum time for calculating 

stresses, while for plates 5.08 em wide, T = 15~s.ec was appropriate. 
- c 

Although it was recognized at the outset_that the experimental impact 
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configuration was decidedly three-dimensional, one- and two-dimensional 

soluti~ns were first examined to determine the suitability of such 

approximations. These results are discussed in detail below~ 

The simplest approach that could be made was based on a one

dimensional treatment of the problem using the KO code. Since in the 

one-dimensional case stress pulses generated on impact can be expected 

to propagate with little change in waveform (e.g., see Fig. 18), at 

least at low stress levels, estimates for the action integral were ob-

ta i ned by considering the pu 1 se to be a square \'Ia ve with an amp 1 i tude 

equal to the tangential stress ST (normal to the crack plane) obtained 

from KO output, and a duration T measured at a stress level equal to 

half the peak stress as described previously. Computed values for ST 

were included in Table 2; values for T ranged from 0.092~sec to 0.64 

~sec for the different flyers used. Estimates for the action integral 

made in this manner are listed in Table 3 below. Although KO output 

gives stress in Mbar and time in ~sec, the values for the action in

tegral (energy density x time) included in Table 3 are given in a more 

convenient set of units, (ergs/cm3)sec. The elastic modulus E = 0.6324 

r•1bar, determined from sound velocity measurements, was used in all cases. 

While the values in the table are not constant for all of the impact 

conditions noted, the differences are seen to be relatively small, par-

ticularly for the target plates 2.54 em wide. Since in the actual 

targets the effects of both lateral inertia and changes in pulse shape 

(discussed in Section V.C) are of greatest importance when the initial 
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pulse duration is very short, it must be expected that estimates for 

the specific action required for crack gro~Jth based on a one-dimension a 1 

treatment of the problem with a constant \'laveform \-Jill increase as the 

flyer thickness is decreased. Although the effects of lateral inertia 

and changes in pulse shape are of diminished importance for pulses of 

long wavelengths, it seem doubtful that a one-dimensional treatment of 

the impact configuration used in this \"iOrk can pro vi de a sui tab 1 e rep-

resentation of the stress-time histories in the targets far from the 

area of impact. This point will be discussed further below. 

Table 3. Specific action (energy density x time) required for 
crack growth estimated from KO output. 

Flyer Thickness 5.08cm plates 2.54cm plates 
(em) (ergs/cm3)sec (ergs I cm3)sec 

0.029 l.86xlQ-l 1. 18xl 0 -1 

0.051 1.35Xl0-l l.lOxlO -1 

0.076 1.19xlO-l 1.03xl0 -1 

0.100 l.l0XlQ-l 9.67xlO -2 

0.205 7.93 10-2 7.93xlO -2 

The b1o-dirnensional views of the impact configuration used in this 

work considered in HEMP calculations were described in Section IV.B. 

Due to the difficulty and expense of setting up and running HH1P prob

lems, judicious selection of the problems to be solved in two-dimensions 

was required. Solutions were attempted for problems involving flyers 

0.029 em, 0.100 em, and Q.205 em thick. A limit9tion in the total 

number of zones allowed for any preble~, as well as the relatively 
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long running times required for most of the problems considered, made it 

generally possible·to obtain comp~rable HEMP solutions of both the x-y 

and x-z views only for target plates 2.54 em wide. However, for problems 

involving flyers 0.205 cr.t thick, the larger zone size permitted (5 zones 

in the x-direction were used in describing most of the flyers regardless 

of thickness) made it possible to obtain complete solutions for targets 

of both 2.54 em and 5.08 em widths. For problems involving flyers only 

0.029 em thick, a HEMP solution for the x-y view could not be obtained; 

the number of zones required for acceptable definition of the stress 

pulse generated on impact was significantly greater than the maximum 

number allowed based on the storage capabi 1 ity of the CDC 7600 computer. 

Numerous attempts to model this large problem using logarithmic zoning 

were not successful. 

Typical HEr~P output for an x-z view of the impact problem illus

trating the principal stresses at the crack front position is presented 

in Figs. 42-44. The target plate was 2.54 em wide and 0.635 em thick, 

and the flyer thickness was 0.205 em; the specified impact velocity was 

the critical experimental value of 1.6xl0-3 cm/l1sec. The stress-time 

histories shown in the figures are for a single zone located along the 

a~is of impact in the center of the grid (as depicted in Fig. 19) 1 em 

from the free surface opposite the area of impact. The stresses 

(crxx' cryy' crzz) plotted follow the conventional directional scheme indi

cated in Fig. 19. In these figures, as well as in all subsequent stress 

plots, crxx is the (radial) stress in the direction of impact, cryy is the 

stress normal to the crack plane in the experimental setup and the stress 

responsible for th~ onset of crack growth, and crzz is the stress normal 

to the plane of the plate. The sign of compressive stresses is taken to 
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Fig. 42. Co~puted stress-time history for crxx at the crack front 

position· in a glass target plate 2.54 em wide, retraced 

fro~ HEMP out~ut. Flyer thickness was 0.205 ern, i~pact 

velocity was 1.6 x 10-3 cm/~sec. 
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F1g. 43. Computed stress-time history for crzz at the crack front 

position in a glass. target plate 2.54 em wide, retraced 

from HEMP output. Flyer thickness was 0.205 em, impact 

velocity l:las 1.6 x 10-3 cr.th.Jsec. 
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Fig. 44. Computed stress-time history for the crack growth stress 

cryy at the crack front position in a glass target plate 

2.54 em wide, retraced from HEMP output. Flyer thickness 

was 0.205 em, impact velocity vms 1.6 x 10-3 cm/llsec. 



be negative in all instances, while the sign of tensile stresses is 

taken to be positive. 
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From Fig. 42, the stress-time history for crxx for the x-z two

dimensional problem is seen to be markedly different from the simpler 

relation for the radial stress SR calculated for the one-dimensional 

case shown in Fig. 18 for a slightly higher impact velocity. The 

compression wave generated on impact reaches peak stress at the crack 

front position approximately 311sec after impact; this time is as ex-

pected for a disturbance with an initial duration of 0.64llsec which 

propagates at a velocity close to that for longitudinal sound waves 

(0.560cm/llsec) in the target. However, it is apparent from Fig. 42 

that the stresses crxx experienced at the crack front positio~ are 

strongly influenced by the plate surfaces; the effective pulse duration 

is broadened significantly by the x components of waves reflected from 

these surfaces, and the form of the main tensile wave beginning approxi

mately 611sec after impact is distinctly different from the initial wave 

of·compression. The oscillatory behavior in the stress cr normal to . zz . 
the target plate as a result of these lateral reflections is shown in 

Fig. 43. Peak stresses occur when the disturbances reflected from each 

surface become superimposed in the center of the plate, and the peaks 

are alternately compressive and tensile as the sign of the stresses is 

reversed on each subsequent reflection. Internal reflections of this 

type were noted previously in considering Schlieren observations of 

actual stress waves in .. the tar~ets. For a plate of thickness 0.635cm, 

as considered in this HEMP problem, such reflected waves propagating at 

a velocity close to the longitudinal sound speed can be expected to 

become superimposed approximately every 1.211sec; this time is in 



excellent agreement \'lith that indicated in Fig. 43. The stress-time 
.. 

history for the crack growth stress cryy computed for the present x-z 

problem is shown in Fig. 44. Two major stress peaks acting at the 
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crack front location over a period of several microseconds are indicated. 

The second peak for cryy must arise as a result of the noted variations 

of the other principal stresses, consistent with the relation between 

crxx' cryy• crzz and the hydrostatic component P as discussed in 

Appendix 28. 

Typical HEMP output from an x-y treatment of the impact problem 

described above is presented in Figs. 45-47. The flyer width was 

taken to be 1.27 em as used in the experiments; flyer thickness, target 

width, and the specified velocity of impact 111ere as mentioned above. 

The stress-time histories shovm in these figures represent the same 

principal stresses shown in Figs. 42-44, and the calculations were made 

at the same position (the corresponding zone) in the target. Since 

for the x-y vie\'1 the z-direction is considered to be infinite, the 

plotted stress-time histories in Figs. 45-47 are free of disturbances 

associated with lateral reflections so evident in Figs. 42-44. However, 

unlike the x-z view, calculated stress-time histories for crxx and crzz 

in the x-y treatment are very similar, as apparent on examination of 

Fig. 45 and Fig. 46. Only the magnitudes of the stresses are different, 

with crzz for the main pulse approximately equal to 0.24 times crxx; 

the comparable relation between the principal stresses in the one-dimen-

sional case was disc~ssed previously. From Fig. 45 and Fig. 40, the 

incoming compression wave achieves peak stress at the crack front posi-

tion approximately 3~sec after impact, as also noted for the x-y view, 

then decreases to a very low level. Following reflection of this wave 
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Fig. 45. Computed stress-time history for ov, at the crack front 
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Fig. 46. Computed stress--time history for a at the crask fror.t zz 
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from HEI'iP outrut. Flyer thickness Has 0.205 ern, impact 

-3 
velocity ~1as 1.6 x 10 cmhsec. 
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from the free surface opposite the area of impact, a wave of tension 

passes the zone of interest. Maximum tensile stress is experienced 
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approximately 6.7 ~sec after impatt, again as expected for a disturbance 

with an initial duration of 0.64 ~sec and a propagation velocity close 

to CL = 0.560 cm/~sec. Although some broadening of the main pulse has 

occurred by this time, the most noteworthy additional feature of the 

stress-time histories for both crxx and crzz is the appearance of a low 

amplitude (<0.1 kbar} tensile pulse trailing the initial wave of com-

pression. This disturbance, which reaches the crack front position in 

the target approximately 5 ~sec after impact, must correspond to the 

arrival of direct shear waves generated at the boundary common to the 

flyer edges and the target. Shear waves are generated both on impact 

due to localized distortions in the glass target along the flyer edges, 

and on release as the deformed region returns to an unstressed state. 

For the 1.27 em wide flyers used in this \'Jork, and for the zone consid

ered in Figs. 45-47 (located 1.54 em from the area of impact}, shear 

waves generated on impact which propagate at a velocity Cs:::::: 0.344 em/ 

~sec should first be observed at t = 4.8 ~sec after impact; this time 

coincides with t~e low amplitude disturbance shown in Fig. 45 and Fig. 

46. Furthermore, since the impedance mismatch between the Al flyer and 

the glass target gives rise to a step-release of the impact stresses 

(see Fig. 17}, the shear wave disturbance can be expected to persist for 

a time about equal to twice the initial pulse duration; this is also 

confirmed by the computed stress-time histories shown in Fig. 45 and 

Fig. 46. 

Direct shear waves identified in the stress-time histories for crxx 
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and crzz discussed above were found to be of greater significance for the 

crack grmo.Jth stress cryy· Frem the stress-time history for cryy shown in 

Fig. 47, the shear wave trailing the incoming wave of compression is 

seen to give rise to a tensile component normal to the crack plane in 

the actual pre-cracked targets which is a significant fraction of the 

maximum tensile stress associated with the main longitudinal pulse. 

For impacts at velocities appreciably greater than the critical values 

necessary for crack growth given in Table 2, it seems likely that 

dfrect shear waves could initiate fracture before the reflected tensile 

pulse reaches the crack front. It is also evident from Fig. 47 that 

another tensile pulse of about the same magnitude as the early direct 

shear wave is experienced after the main reflected pulse has passed. 

After consideration of all possible origins of this later disturbance, 
' it was concluded that the stress probably arises as a result of shear 

displacements at the free surface of the target caused by non-uniform 

deformation of tbe glass by the incoming compression v1ave. A shear 

wave generated beginning at the time the compression wave first reaches 

the free surface can be expected to arrive at the crack front position 

approximately 8llsec after impact; this is roughly in accord with the 

time indicated in Fig. 47. Overall, the presence of shear waves both 

before and after the main pulse passes the crack front can be expected 

to prolong the period of crack growth when the velocity of impact is 

sufficiently high. The size and measured maximum velocity for various 

observed crack growth increments discussed previously suggest that 

stress waves significantly longer than the initial pulse duration were 

associated with pre-crack extension. For the crack growth stress cryy 

shown in Fig. 47, the duration of tensile stresses at the crack front 
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position wa~ more than 4psec. 

The stresses shown in Figs. 42-47 were computed for a single zone 

in the center of the target plate at the crack front location. To 

determine the uniformity of the stresses through the plate thickness 

stress histories in several other zones along the crack front position 

were also examined. Only consideration of the x-z view was required, 

since in the x-y view the z-dimension was assumed to be infinite. In 

general, for zones closer to the free surfaces the stress crzz was lower 

than that computed for the center zone, while the stress axx was higher 

in zones closer to the free surface than in the center zone of ~rinci-

pal interest. However, the maximum crack growth stress ayy at any time 

was found to remain essentially constant through the plate thickness. 

Thus the initial extension of pre-cracks normal too should be rela-
YY 

tively uniform through the plate thickness. Such uniform extension 

was consistently observed, as previously shown in Fig. 29 and Fig. 33. 

Compared to peak stresses at the crack front location computed 

using the one-dimensional KO code, corres;:>onding stresses calculated 

using HEHP for two-dimensional problems \'Jere consistently lovJer. The 

calculated stress-time histories from HE~IP a 1 so showed greater spreading 

of the pulses with time. Hhile geometric effects recognized in two-

dimensional problems can significantly modify pulse characteristics, 

particularly for the x-z view represented in Figs. 42-44, those changes 

evident in Figs. 45-47 not expressly related to the impact configuration 

were ~reater than expected based on KO output. It was suspected that 

the differences must result from differences in artificial viscosities 

used in the two codes, despite the fact that the computational schemes 

of KO and HEMP are generally considered to be equivalent. Accordingly, 
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a number of one~dimensional problems, including several corresponding to 

critical experi~ental impact conditions, were solved using the HEMP code. 

This was accomplished by letting the Ymax position of the flyer and 

target be the same, and then specifying .(HEt~jP input) that the y · ~ax 

boundary be a 11 stonewall 11 as noted in Section IV.B; the z-dimension v1as 

assumed to be infinite. A stress-time history for crxx computed in this 

manner for a problem t~ith the same impact conditions noted for the two

ciimensional views s:1cwn in Figs. 42-47 is presented in Fig. 48. The 

zoning in the x-direction for the one-dimensional case was identical to 

that used in the two-dimensional problems, and the stress-time history 

in Fig. 48 is for the corresponding zone representing the crack front 

position in the target.- The one-dimensional stress history for crxx is 

very similar to that for the x-y two-dimensional treatment shown in Fig. 
" 

45~ only those disturbances attributed to shear waves in Fig. 45 are 

absent in Fig. 48. In other calculations comparing pulse a~plitudes 

and durations from KO and HEMP output, it was found that for very short 

times after impact the compression waves were virtually identical. For 

later times the HEMP pulse gradually attenuated and broadened signifi

cantly compared to the near-constant waveform maintained by the KO code. 

Thus the differences in pulse characteristics from KO and HEMP output 

must arise as a result of oifferences in artificial viscosities in the 

two codes which become significant at low stress levels. The effect of 

attenuation and pulse broadening on values for the action integral cal

culated from HEMP stress-time data will be discussed below. 
Tc 2 

Values for. the action integral focr (t~ dt for tensile stresses 

~cting at the crack front position in the targets were calculated using 

tabulated stress-time data from HEMP output. Only the principal stress 
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o normal to the crack plane \·las considered. A program called ACTION yy 

was written for use on the CDC7600 computers to perform the required 

evaluations. The familiar trapezoidal method of numerical integration 

was used. The average of the stress-squared (i.e., l/2(oi 2 + ~i+~)) 

across each subsequent time interval ~t u~ toT was multiplied by 6t, 
0 

and the increments v1ere surrrned; c,t vias the time-step considered in the 

finite-difference equations. Computed values for the various HEMP 

problems solved are listed in Table 4. As before, values for the 

action integral are given in (ergs/cm3) sec, and E = 0.6324 Mbar was 

used in all cases. 

Table 4. Specific action (energy density x time) required for crack 
growth computed from HEMP stress-time histories. 

Flyer Thickness Target Hidth X-Z View . X-Y View 1-Q View 

(em) (em) 
3 . 

(ergs/em )sec (ergs/cm3 )sec (ergs/cm3)sec 
-------

0.029 2.54 3.48xl0 -2 * 5.78x10 -2 

0.100 2.54 2.64xl0-2 
1.54xlO -1 4.11xl0 -2 

0.205 2.54 1. 62xl0- 2 1. 44xl 0-l 4.63xl0 -2 

0.205 5.08 1.22Xl0-2 1.43xl0-l 3.95x1Q -2 

*Solution could not be obtained. 

From Table 4 it is apparent that computed values for the action 

integral required for crack growth were approximately constant within 

the limits of experimental uncertainties only for the HEMP two-

dimensional x-y view. However, corresponding values for the x-z view 

were significantly lower, again emphasizing the importance of the 

effects of lateral inertia on stress wave attenuation in the actual 

STC o2(t) dt target plates. Ti1us, the near-constant values for 
0 

-----E--·- for 



the x-y view cannot be regarded as verification of a least-action 

criterion for fracture by stress waves. For the crack initiation 
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stresses oyy shown in Fig. 44 and Fig. 47, the peak tensile stress for 

the x-y vie~" is seen to be about three times greater than the equivalent 

stress for the x-z view; comparable differences were noted for the other 

problems. Since in computing values for the action ihtegral the maxi-

mum stress is of greatest importance for pulses of about the same dura-

tion, the observed order of magnitude differences noted in Table 4 for 

the x-z and x-y views are to be expected. Computed values for the 

action integral derived from the one-dimensional HEMP treatments of the 

impact problems were also significantly lower than the corresponding 

values for the x-y case. These differences indicate the importance 

of contributions of direct shear waves to the action integral .computed 

for the x-y view. Shear wave components included in the x-y stress 

histories increase both the maximum tensile stress a at the crack yy 
front location and the effective pulse duration relative to the one-

dimensional case. In Fig. 47, for example, the maximum tensile stress 

o is approximately 0.27 kbar, and the effective tensile pulse duration yy 
is about 4~sec; for the equivalent HEMP one-dimensional problem with 

a waveform identical to that shown in Fig. 48, the maximum tensile 

stress a was only approximately 0. 20 kbar, and the effective tensile yy 

pulse duration was less than 1.5usec. These differences can easily 

account for the lower values for the action integrals computed for the 

one-dimensional HEMP problems. 

A comparison of values for the action integral computed for one-

dimensional problems using HEMP data with corresponding values estimated 

from KO output listed in Table 3 indicated that the HEMP values \oJere 
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only about 50% of the KO values. Ideally, the two values should be 

the same for equivalent problems. However, differences in KO and HEMP 

stress histories ·were previously concluded to arise as a result of 

differences in artificial viscosities included in the numerical com

putations. A more realistic treatment is provided by the KO code. 

Thus the ~ifferences in values for the action integrals for equivalent 

HEMP and KO one-dimensional problems may indicate that all of the com

puted values based on HEMP output are about half of what might reason

ably be expected vJithout the artificial viscosity problem. Furthermore, 

the effect of changes in pulse'shape on calculated values for the action 

integral, discussed in Section V, required the use of a non-linear 

equation-of-state for the glass target plates. Since changes in wave

form associated vlith the HEMP computational scheme clearly predominate 

over any changes associated with the anomalous P-V behavior of the 

'glass, the use of a non-linear equation of state appears to have been 

unnecessary. Neverthe 1 ess, the non-1 i near form used remains the more 

suitable representation. 

The various computed values for the action integral included in 

Table 4 failed to establish the validity of the least-action criterion 

for fracture by stress waves. Although the x-z and x-y HEMP computa

tions separately accounted for the effects of finite target thickness 

and finite flyer width on pulse characteristics at the crack front 

position, the two-dimensional results demonstrated the need for a more 

realistic three-dimensional solution capable of considering both of 

these effects·si~ultaneously. An approximate three-dimensional solu

tion was obtained, based on the principle of superposition from the 

theory of elasticity~ by combining the two-dimensional HEMP solutions 
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for a given impact problem with the corresponding HEMP one-dimensional 

solution. All possible stress \'laves reaching the crack front position 

in the target for the three HEMP configurations were considered and 

compared to those signals actually encountered in the experimental set

up. It was determined that the approximate solution S(t) for the 

stresses at any time t in the experimental configuration could be ob-

tained using the relation 

S(t) = N(t) + l/2 [w(t)- I(t)J. (77) 

where N(t) represents the stress ayy at time t computed for the x-z 

vie\v, \~(t) represents the stress cryy at time t computed for the x-y vie\v, 

and I(t) represents the stress cryy at time t computed for the HEMP one

dimerisional view. Justification for this approximation S(t) is provided 

in Appendix 2C. 

Three-dimensional stress histories for the stress ayy normal to the 

c~ack plane at the crack front position were obtained for three differ-

ent impact problems. Since three different HEMP solutions were re

quired for estimating S(t) in each case, only those problems involving 

flyers 0.100 em and 0.205 em thick noted in Table 4 could be considered. 

For these problems S(t) was computed as indicated by eq. (77) using the 

program ACTION mentioned previously. For equivalent impact conditions 

the zoning used in the HEMP calculations was the same in the x-direction 

for all three views; thus the time intervals ~t were approximately con-

stant in each instance, and line-by-line combinations of the tabulated 

stress-time data were appropriate. Once the S(t) solutions were de-

terrnined, values for 
1 c o2(t) dt . 
S --···r----- requ1 red for crack growth were 

0 

readily obtained for tensile stresses normal to the crack plane as de-

scribed previously. 

\ 
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The approximate stress histories for oyy at the crack front 

position based on a three-dimensional impact configuration, obtained 

as notect above, are presented in Figs. 49-51. As expected, the overall 

shapes of these stress~time curves were found to be similar to the 

corresponding HEMP x-z solutions; this is evident on comparison of Fig. 

44 and Fig. 50. However, in the three-dimensional solutions, peak 

stresses were consistently higher than computed for the x-z view due 

to the effects of direct shear waves reaching the crack front position. 

Although each of the stress histories-shown in Figs. 49-51 is quite 

different from the others, computed values for the action integral were 

found to be within about 7% of the average value obtained for these 

solutions. This small difference is within the range of experimental 

errors, s i nee the uncertainty in impact ve 1 oci ty of about 5~s noted 

previously gives rise to an uncertainty in computed values for the ac-

tion integral of about 10%. For impact of a target plate 2.54 em wide 

by anAl flyer 0.100 em thick, and with a specified critical impact 
.. ? 

velocity of 2.5 x 10 ~ em/usee, the computed action integral was 

{c 02 (~) dt = 4.99 x l0- 2 (ergs/cm 3 )~ec 
0 

for the stress history shm-1n in Fig. 49. For impact of a target plate 

2.54 em wide by an Al flyer 0.205 em thick, and with a specified criti

cal impact velocity of 1.6 x 10-3 em/usee, the computed action integra? 

was 

S
TC o2(t) dt

1
__ 2 3 

4.75 x 10- (ergs/em )sec 
o E 

for th~. stress history shown in Fig. 50. For impact of a target plate 

5.08 em wide by an Al flyer 0.205 em thick, and with a specified 
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-3 critical impact velocity of 1.6 x 10 cm/)JSec, the computed action 

integral was 

for the stress history shown in Fig. 51. Although verification of the 

specific action required for crack growth could not be obtained from 

experimental data for flyers only 0.029 em thick, it seems unlikely that 

the close agreement in the values noted for thicker flyers is coi:-~ciden--

tal. Thus, the experimental and computational results of this work in-

dicate that the least action concept formalized in the theories of 

Steverding and Lehnigk52- 55 is a valid criterion for fracture by stress 

waves in brittle materials. The validity of such a criterion has not 

previously been established, undoubtedly due to the various experimental 

and computational difficulties noted throughout this work. 

The 1 east action 1 avJS formula ted by Steverdi ng and Lehni gk52-55 

and discussed in detail in Section II.D were based on an idealized 

square v1aveform. A more general expression which permits consideration 

of the effects of tensile pulses of arbitrary waveform, as encountered 

in this work, is given by 

(78) 

where y f is the fracture surface energy of the materia 1 , CL _is the 

longitudinal sound ~peed, .and A is a numerical constant. Integration 

over a n~';tdcted ti1i1e intcrv<Jl t 1 to t 2 i111plies that earlier stress 

pulses incapable of initiating crack growth will have no effect on 

later stress wave-crack front interactions. For the glass targets used 

in this work, the experimental and computational results indicated that 
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stress pulses with a specific action greater than approximately 5 x 10-2 

(ergs/cm3)sec can be expected to cause crack growth. Using measured 

values for yf = 6500 ergs/cm2 and CL = 0.560cm/wsec, it follows that the 

constant in eg.(73) has a value A= 4.3. However, when the effects of 

artificial spreading and attenuation of the stress pulses cor11puted using 

HEMP are taken into account, this constant may be as high as A= 8.6. 

These value~ are in reasonable agreement with various values for A 

d~termined f~6m the theories of Steverding and Lehnigk. 

The least-action criterion for fracture by stress waves is based 

on two independent conditions which must be met before crack growth can 

occur. These conditions were discussed in Section II.D. First, th2 

amplitude of the stress pulse must have some minimum value, gen2rally 

expressed by a G~iffith-type relation. Second, the Juration of the 

pulse must exceed some critical time related to the stress wave velocity 

and the size of the crack or flaw responsible for failure. ·For the 

critical impact conditions considered in the HEMP calculations leading 

to the stress histories shown in Figs. 49-51, the maximum computed 

tensile stresses at the crack front position in the targets ranged from 

·approximately 0.13 Kbar (1.3 x 108 dynes/cm2) to 0.19 Kbar (1.9 x 108 

dynes/cm2). The peak values \<Jere all significantly greater than the 

static fracture stress of about 4.6 x 107 dynes/cm2 calculated for a 

wide "plate containing an edge crack 1 em in length using eq.{4) and eq. 

(5). Although these differences are consistent with various stress 

wave-crack interaction theori~s discussed in Section II.O, the data 

obtained in this study cannot be used to establish the validity of 

the minimum stress condition as proposed by Steverding and Lehnigk. 55 

Furthermore, for the stress histories shown in Figs. 49-51, the 
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effective duration of the tensile waves causing crack growth was 

about 4~sec in each instance, despite the fact that the durations of 

the initial disturbances generated on impact were less than l~sec. 

Thus the data obtained in this work also provide little information 

regarding the validity of the proposed relations (Steverding and Lehnigk) 

for required minimum pulse durations. The experimental and computational 

results of this study merely establish the validity of the least-action 

criterion for fracture by stress \'laves. Extensive nev-1 theoretical and 

experimental investigations in this area are required. 

VII. Summary_ and Conclusions 

Crack growth in borosilicate glass plates subjected to controlled 

impacts was studied using high-speed streak photography. Target plates 

containing thermally induced pre-cracks of approximately 1 em in length 

were impacted using a magnetic hammer system capable of providing im

pacts at known velocities and times. Aluminum flyer plates were used 

to obtain an acceptable acoustic impedance match between the target 

and flyer materials. The maximum stress in the targ0t plates follow

ing impact increased approximately linearly \'lith the fl,yer velocity. 

The duration of the stress waves generated on impact was varied by 

using flyer plates of five different thicknesses. The initial pulse 

duration near the area of impact was less than 1 ~sec in all cases. 

Critical impact velocities required for crack growth were 

determined as a function of flyer thickness (initial pulse duration) 

for target pla~es of two different widths. The critical impact velocity 

decreased asthe flyer thickness was increased due to the importance of 

both stress level and loading time in establishing the conditions 
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necessary for fracture by. stress v1aves .. For target plates of 

different ~idths, the observed differences in critical impact velocities 

for a given flyer thickness were generally small. However, for flyers 

giving the shortest initial pulse duration (<0.1 ~sec), the difference 

in critical impact velocities was significant. This result wa~ attribu-

ted to the importance of lateral inertia in plates of finite thickness 

when the wavelength of the distut"bance is very short. 

The critical impact velocity data v1ere used to establish a criterion 

for fractut~e by stress waves. For a number of experiu1ental results the 

impact problem was modelled using one- and two-dimensional finite dif-

ference computer .codes. Stress histories at the crack front position 

in the target plates were computed and examined in a manner consistent 

with recently proposed stress wave - crack interaction theories. From 

approximate three-dimensional solutions for the stresses normal to the 

crack plane it was determined that conditions for the onset of crack 

growth 

of the 

in the glass targets could be described by a least action la\·J 

form Jcr 2

(tl dt = constant. Only tensile stresses associated . E 

with a discrete stress wave - crack interaction were considered in the 

integrations. Tile constant term, with dimensions of energy density 

x time, is dependent on the fracture toughness and elastic properties 

of the target material. 

The validity of a least _action criterion for fracture by stress 

waves has not previously been established. Although critical impact 

velocity e~perimen~s in this work considered only the onset of crack 

growth in glass, the fracture criterion established can reasonably be 

expected.to apply to brittle solids jn general provided that such 

materials are sufficiently homogeneous to be described using continuum 
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elasticity theory: For multi-phase polycrystalline ceramic materials, 

comprehensive experimental inve~tigations are required to test the least 

action-criterion.'·· Attempts to establish minimum stress and minimur1 

loading time requirements for crack growth from the experimental data 

obtained in this work were not successful. 

A number of other features of crack grovJth in.glass plates subjected 

to co~trolled impacts were studied following impacts at velocities high-
-

er than the various critical values. These features included the for-

mation of crack grm<Jth increments; crack acceleration, deceleration, 

and arrest; and crack branching. For the transparent targets used, 

streak photography proved to be an invaluable method for recording crack 

velocity histories. The grm•1th of cracks in discrete steps as a result 

of stress wave loading was readily observed, and both the size and time 

of formation of these growth increments were recorded. Crack growth 

increments measured from the camera records were in excellent agree-

ment with steps measured on the fracture surfaces after each test. Due 

to the increasing importance of various superimposed reflected waves at 

higher velocities of impact, the number of crack growth increments 

generally increased with the impact velocity. Crack acceleration was 

found to be stress-de~endent, so that at higher velocities of impact 

both th~ size and the maximum velocity of the observed crack growth 

steps also increased. The dependence of crack acceleration on stress 

was more pronounced for longer pulses. 

Measured crack velocities ranged from about 400 m/sec {4 x 10-2 

cm/psec) to greater than 3000 m/sec ( 0. 30' cm/f,sec). For crack grm'lth 

following impact at the ~ari6us critical velocities, the maximu~ crack 
. 2 

velocity noted was 400-500 m/sec (4-5 x 10- cm/~sec) regardless of the 

t 
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initial pulse duration; little acceleration or deceleration of these 

cracks was detected. However, for later crack growth increments formed 

following impact at higher velocities, both acceleration and decelera-

tion stages of growth were observed. Gradual acceleration from a mini

mum velocity of about 400 m/sec (4 x 10-2 cm/psec) was recorded for 

many cracks. In other instances, crack acceleration resulting from 

very high stresses was so rapid that thE: measured velocity at the onset 

of growth was greater than 1000 m/sec (0.10 cm/wsec). Deceleration and 

crack arrest were observed when the stress waves responsible for crack 

growt~ ran past the crack front, causing a decrease in the energy re

lease rate .or the local stress intensity factor. Abrupt arrest occur

red from velocities ranging from 400 m/sec (4 x 10-2 cm/~sec) to about 

1500 m/sec (0.15 cm/wsec). The crack arrest observations in this work 

were not inconsistent with the theory of arrest based on the recovery 

of kinetic energy associated wit~ a running crack. 

The highest recorded crack velocity achieved by stress wave 

loading was 3050 m/sec (0.305 cm/wsec). This value is significantly 

greater than any previously reported crack velocity in glass, and cor

responds to more than 0.88 times the shear wave velocity in the materi-

al. Furthermore, the maximum crack velocity noted is close to the 

velocity of Rayleigh surface waves in the glass, a theoretical limiting 

value for brittle fracture. It is believed that the very high maximum 

crack velocity observed is.a consequence of the rapid load transfer 

provided by longitudinal stress waves, the relatively low stress level 

which inhibited hackle formation and branching at lower velocities, and 

the method of observation (streak photoaraphy). 
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Crack branching was occasionally observed in targets impacted at 

relatively high velocities. For a number of plates, independent forma

tion of cfack branches occurred when reflected stress waves interacted 

with the junction of a sharply tu~ned crack. Crack branching in this 

manner generally resulted in an asynmetric fracture pattern and a large 

angle ~~ between the branches. For other target plates, the simultaneous 
t:: 

forme. t i O'l of symmetric branch cracks v1as concluded to result from the 

interaction of a runnina crack with a reflected tensile pulse causing 

an increase in the ctack energy release rate. In these ·instances the 

branching angle e8 was generally less than 90° and the branch crack sur

faces exhibited hackle markings expected when the stress becomes very 

high. For a fev-1 cracks accelerated to extreme velocities by the initial 

reflected tensile pulse, the simultaneous formation of branch cracks 

having a large branch angle e8 > 90° was observed. The branch patterns 

were syrr.metric, and the fracture surfaces v-1ere free of" hackle markings. 

Branching of this type was concluded to occur as a result of crack 

v2locity-induced modifications of the crack tip stress field. For 

branching at the maximum recorded crack velocity of 3050 m/sec (0.305 

cm/~sec), the observed branch angle e8 of 140° was in excellent agree

ment with the value predicted based on the well-known Yaffe analysis 

for stresses near the tip of running cracks. At yery high crack veloci

ties, the velocity-induced modification of the local stress field was 

found to give rise to conditions compatible with the widely accepted 

vie'l that branching depends primarily on the attainment of a critical 

energy release rate o~ stress ir1tcnsity factor at the crack tip. 
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APPENDIX 2A 

Elastic-Plastic Flow 

l. One-Dimensional Relations 

The partial differential equations listed below are those used by 

the KO code and given by Wilkins. 90 The equations listed are for time

depend'O:nt flow in one-space-variable (x) \·Jith plane geometry. 

Equation of motion: 

where the total stress ox is composed of a hydrostatic component and a 

deviatoric component, viz. ox= (-P + q) + Sx. Also, oy = (-P + q) + SY. 

Equation of continuity: 

y_v· = fdU) 
\dx 

Energy equation: 

E - v [s i J + ( P + q) v - o 

Artificial viscosity: 

linear q: q -· C ?Q~ ( 9-~-) · !'Jx 
L V dx 

quadratic q: q = c2 ?o (du)u~x)2 
0 V dx 
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where CL' c0 = constants 

a = local sound speed 

~x = grid spacing (zone size) 

Stresses (deviators): 

. (" 1 v) SX - 2G E - 3 'J 
.... 

Velocity strains: 

· dU E =-
x dx 

Hydrostatic pressure: 

'..!· 

where a, b, c, d are constants, and 

Von Mises yield condition: 

(s
2 + 2s 2) - _g_{'Y ) 2 s o 
X Y · 3 0 
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where v0 = material strength. 

Notation: 

X space coordinate 

u velocity in x-direction 

total stresses 

stress deviators 

strains 

p hydrostatic pressure 

v relative volume 

reference density 

actual volume 

E internal energy per original volume 

The dot over a parameter signifies a time derivative along the particle 

path. 

2. Two-Dimensional Relations 

The partial differential equations listed below are those used in 

the HEMP code, as given by Wilkins. 90 The equations are for time

dependent flow in two-dimensional space (x - y) with plane geometry. 

Equations of motion: 
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where 0 = s (P + q} 
XX XX 

a = s (P + q) yy yy 

0 zz = s (P + q) zz 
Equation of continuity: 

v - ox . 0. 
-- -- + ~ v ox oy 

Energy equation: 

~ = -(P + q)~ + V(S ~ + S ~ + o ~ ) 
XX XX yy yy XY XJ 

Artificial viscosity: 

where co = constant 

A = zone a rea 
'<· 

Po = reference density 

Stress components: 

. 
2G (£ - l i) + 0 s = .. 

XX XX 3 V XX 

s (" 1 v) = 2G E - - - + 0 yy yy 3 v yy 

5zz = ( 1 v) 2G - 3 V 

oxy = G(: ) "-xy + 0 xy 
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where G is the shear modulus and 8 is a correction for rotation . 
. . ~ . : '' ' 

Velocity strains: 

= 0 

Hydrostatic pressure: 

2 3 P = a~ + b~ + c~ + dn E 

where 

1 Po 
n =- =-v p 

Von Mises yield condition: 

(s2 + 52 + s2) - £ (Y ) 2 < o 1 2 3 3 0 -

where v0 =material strength and (s1, 52, s3) are the principal stress 

deviators. 

Notation: 

X, y space coordinates 

X velocity in x-direction 
. 
y velocity in y-direction 

total stresses 

shear stresses 



5xx' syy' 

e:xx' e:yy' 
p 

v 

E 

p 

s zz 

e:zz' e:xy 

stress deviators 

strains 

hydrostatic pressure 

relative volume 

internal energy per original volume 

density 

250. 

The dot over a parameter signifies the time derivative along the particle 

path. 
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APPEfWIX 2B 

Hugoniot Relations for Solids 

The behavior of materials subjected to shock loading can be 

described in terms of pressure (stress) P, volume change l1 == (v0;v- l), 

shock velocity u5, particle velocity up, and internal energy E. The 

curve of any two of these parameters is known as the Hugoniot curve, 

and represents the locus of all combinations of the parameters being 

considered that can be attained by shock loading. The process is not 

reversible, and the curve does not represent adiabatic, hydrostatic, 

or isothermal conditions. However, at low stresses and temperatures 

deviation between the Hugoniot and the equivalent adiabatic curve is 

very small. 

The basic equations relating the shock parameters named above were 

first derived by Hugoniot to describe the jump conditions across a 

shock front in a gas. The equations, which express conservation of 

mass, momentum, and energy in the system have been discussed by numerous 

authors, and may be written as 

-u· 
PI Po (l.l+l) s 

- ------ -us - Up 
Mass 

PH == pOUSUP Momentum 

EH 
PH 

- V) PH ( l1 
1 ) == 2 (vo == 2 iJ + Energy 

Po refers to the reference density, and the reference volume v0 is 

generally taken as unity. E then represents energy per unit original 
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volume. Although these equations were originally derived for a fluid, 

the relations still hold for a solid when the pressure PH is replaced 

by the total Hugoniot stress crH in the direction of propagation, which 

consists of a hydrostatic component panda deviatoric stress s, i.e. 

crH = S - P. The hydrostatic component P can be considered in the same 

sense as a fluid pressure and described by an appropriate equation of 

state. The deviator component S~ fol"lmving elasticity theory, is 

determined by the magnitude of the shear modulus. 

For illustrative purposes, consider a one-dimensional shock propa

gating through a material such that there is a strain in the x-direction 

and zero strains in the y- and z-directions. The stress-volume change 

Hugoniot curve is shown in the figure below. 

en 
en 
Q) 
~ -en 

O""HEL 

Hugoniot 

A El . L . . . ---- _.._;.... ashe 1m1t 

Volume Change, fL 
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The total stress in the direction of propagation is a = S 
X X 

- D ' . Up to 

point A, which is known as the Hugoniot elastic limit, the stress ~x 

increases linearly with volume change ~~ For stresses above the stress 

crHEL at point A, the relation is no longer linear due to plastic flow in 

the material. 

For ihe problem being considered, the following constitutive 

equations apply: 

( i) a = -P + s 
X X 

cry = a = -P + sy z 
. . . 

2G(_y_- lY-) ( i i) s = 
X . v 3 v 

sy = 2G (- ~- ~) 

(iii) s2 + 
X 

2S2 < :{ y2 
y- 3 0 

( i v) s + 
X 

2S = 0 y 

(v) P = P(V) 

G is the shear modulus,. v0 is the yield stress, and V is relative 

volume. The dot signifies a time derivative along a particle path. Up 

to the Hugoniot elastic limit, 

p = K(~) 

s = 2G[·?. Y_J 
X 3 v . 

sy = 2G [- -~ ~] 



Integration gives 

P = -K 2.n V 

The stresses are thus given by 

ax = (K + 4 G) Q..n V 

cry = (K - ~G) Q..n V 

25.;. 

The ratio of the tangential stresses (cry= crz) to the.radial stress ax 

is seen to be (K- ~ G)/(K + j G). 

At the Hugoniot elastic limit, the von Mises yield condition (iii) 

is 

For Sx and SY noted above, this gives 

(24) ( G Q..n V ) 2 = .£ ( y ) 2 
9 A 3 0 

Thus the yield stress v0 determined from shock data is 

2G(cr ) 
y = 2Gj2.n V I = HEL 
0 A K+_!G 

3 

c5 = (G/p0) 112 and CL = [(K + t G)!P0J112 are the characteristic sound 

speeds in the material. 

At stress levels greater than aHEL' the deviatoric stresses are 

limited by the von Mises yield condition 
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Since the deviatoric stresses do not contribute to the average pressure, 

as indicated by Eq. (iv) above, it follm·1s that 

\ = + 2 y 
- 3 0 

sy = + 1 y - 3 0 

(if the material yields in tension, S > 0; for yielding in compression, 

S < 0). The total stresses resulting from a shock which raises a 

material to a stress level above the Hugoniot elastic limit are thus 

2 -crx = P(V) + 3 Y0 

where the negative sign indicates compression. Unless work hardening 

occurs in the material (i.e., Y0 is allowed to increase with plastic 

strain), above the Hugoniot elastic limit t,he stresses increase due to 

an increase in the hydrostatic component only. 
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APPENDIX 2C 

Superposition of Stress Solutions 

To establish the stress-time histories at the crack front position 

in the target plates following impact, a one-dimensional and two two-

dimensional solutions were obtained using the finite-difference computer 

codes KOELAS and HEMP. None of these solutions can account for all of 

the changes in stress pulse characteristics attributable to the target 

and flyer geometry of the actual experimental setup. Thus, each solution 

taken by itself may provide a poor representation of the applied experi

mental stresses required for the onset of crack growth. Accordingly, 

the possibility of combining the finite-difference solutions to simul

taneously account for both the finite plate thickness and finite flyer 

width was investigated. 

A composite view of the three impact configurations considered in 

the computer problems is shown in Fig. 52. The figure represents the 

various views of impact witnessed by an observer at the crack front 

position in the target plates. The dashed lines marking the outer areas 

of the figure are intended to denote an unbounded region necessary for 

consideration of one-dimensional problems. For two-dimensional problems, 

the rectangle ABCD delineates the boundaries of the glass target plates 

of finite thickness~ while the rectangle EFGH outlines the boundaries of 

the aluminum flyer plates of finite width. Stress \'Jave signals reaching 

the crack position for the various impact configurations will be gener-

ated from the regi.ons marked Area C, Area G, Area F, and Area M. Area M 

corresponds to the actual experimental area of impact. 

For the one-dimensional case, signals reaching the crack position 

are generated from all of the areas listed above directly; no reflecte~ 
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Fig. 52. Composite view of the three impact 

configurations considered in the finite

difference computer problems. 
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signals are involved. Using the subscript D to represent direct signals, 

the stress-time history at the crack position for one-dimensional 

problems can be expressed as 

where I is the complete computed solution. 

For the two-dimensional HEMP problems with the X-Y view shown in 

Fig. 19, the target plate was assumed to be infinite in the Z-direction. 

The view of impact witnessed by an observer at the crack front pas iti on 

in the target thus consists of the rectangle EFGH and the infinite outer 

boundaries (Y- and Z-directions) of the target. (Since in the computer 

calculations the Ymax boundary was chosen so that no. reflected waves 

would reach the crack front position during the time of interest, Y max 

can be considered to be at infinity for this case.) The computed stress-

time history for this t\>Jo-dimensional configuration can be expressed as 

where 6ME and 6FE represent stress wave signals associated with shear 

displacements near the boundary between the glass target and the edges 

of the flyer. Signals comprising 6ME are generated along the boundary 

between Area M and Area G in Fig. 52, while signals comprising ~FE are 

generated along the boundaries between Area F and Area G. As in the one-

dimensional case, no reflected signals within the target are involved. 

For the two-dimensional HEt1P problems \'lith the X-Z view also shown 

in Fig. 19, both the flyer and target were assumed to be infinite in the 

Y-direction .. The view of impact from the crack front position in this 

case thus consists of rectangle ABCD (the target of finite thickness) 
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and the infinite outer regions corresponding to the Y- and Z-directions 

in the flyer. (Since in the computer calculations the flyer was taken 

to be significantly larger than the plate thickness in the Z direction, 

for present purposes the flyer can be assumed to be infinite in this 

direction.) The stress-time history Nat the crack front position for 

this twa-dimensional configuration can be expressed ciS 

where t.MR and fiGR represent modifications to M0 and G0, respectively, 

arising from internal reflections of stress waves from the X-Y ta~get 

plate surfaces. Signals comprising ~MR originate from impact of area M, 

while signals comprising fiGR originate from impact over Area G. It 

should be noted that the expression for N given above does not include 

stress signals associated with flyer distortion (i.e., the tendency for 

the flyer to wrap around the target) when the target plate is of finite 

thickness. It seems reasonable to neglect these signals because the 

amount of flyer distortion during the time of interest for most problems 

should be very small. Furthermore, at the low impact velocities required 

for the onset of crack growth, flyer distortion was greatly restricted 

by the constraints at the ends of the flyers. 

For the actual experimental impact configuration both the.flyer and 

target ~tere of finite dimensions, and stress waves reaching the crack 

front position consisted of direct signals generated over Area M, 

reflected waves from the plate surfaces tracing their origins to Area M, 

and signals generated along the boundaries common to the flyer and target 

on impact. It follo\·/S that the stress-time history actually encountered 

at the crack front location in the target plates can be expressed as 
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It is apparent that U is not precisely determined by any of the three 

computer solutions described above. However, by using the prjnciple of 

superposition from elasticity theory and making a few reasonable assump-

tions regarding certain stress signals reaching the crack front position, 

an approximate solution for U was established from the one- and two-

dimensional treatments. 

Consider a solution S for the crack growth stresses obtained by 

linear combination of the computed stresses for the solutions I, W, and 

N. 

S(t) = N(t) + ·HW(t) - I(t)J 

A time-dependence for the various solutions is indicated. In terms of 

the various stress wave signals already defined, S can be expressed as 

.Several assumptions must be made to simplify the solution S. First, 

since repeated internal reflections from the surfaces of plates can lead 

to significant attenuation, the amplitude of reflected stress waves 

comprising 6GR can be assumed to be small compared to the direct signals 

G0. Furthermore, the 6GR signals must propagate greater distances to the 

crack front position than the signals 6MR' so that 6GR < 6MR. Thus the 

signals LGR can be neglected. Second, for approximately equa ·1 propaga

tion distances G0 should be comparable to c0, so that (~-G 0 - -}: 0) is 

close to zero. Third, since signals comprising 6ME and 6FE are the same 

type,(}N1E + tt:YE) should approximate the signals Lr~E encountered in the 
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experi~ental configuration. It follows that the solutionS can be 

expressed as 

S = <::ft·' 1111.'1 "'"" } _ ~ l ··o, u.-.R, Llt'lE 

This solution approximates the set of signals in the experimental 

configuration and given by the solutinn U noted abcve. 

Th2 combi na ti or; of finite-difference so 1 utions gi,ven by S ( t) = 

N(t) + ~[W(t) - l(t)] was used to obtain the three-dimensional stress

time histories discussed in Sectiori VI. B. 

, 
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